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This book is dedicated to the radical notion that
work ought to dignify rather than diminish
the human experience.
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PREFACE
Co-operators have always been inspired by the ancient doctrine of human fellowship,
by the new spirit of social service, by a firm faith that the day would come when each
man and woman would work, not for personal subsistence or personal gain, but for the
whole community.
-Beatrice Potter, The Co-operative Movement in Great Britain, 1891

t the close of the nineteenth century, important questions were

Abeing raised about the values of business organizations and the

proper roles of business in society. In a series of massive studies,
spanning publicly held corporations, labor unions, and employee
owned cooperatives, Beatrice Potter Webb and Sydney Webb exam
ined not only the factors contributing to the longevity and growth of
organizations but also the tensions between economic pressures and
social commitments. In today's market environment we are com
pelled to return to the same set of issues, as we contemplate the fu
ture of work, productivity, and consumption.
In planning this book, I was searching for an exemplary organiza
tion: a profitable large business that adhered strongly to certain so
cial values and, above all, held an enduring commitment to democra
tic participation. My driving question was: "To what extent is it
possible for a business to maintain a core of social values-such as
participatory democracy-while growing, becoming more complex,
and being financially successful ? " In a way, this practical question
echoes the fundamental theoretical concerns of Max Weber, Robert
Michels, Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx, and other early analysts of
modern society.

x
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The central question about the social potential and obligations of
business remains with us, and we find it expressed today in various
public debates, including discussions of the concept of business for
social responsibility in countries around the world. In fact, during
the time I was writing this book, such debates became more visible
and more urgent. Efficient as the market is for achieving certain
specified goals, in its current form, the critics are saying, it can't ad
dress inequality and it shouldn't set our social priorities for us. Given
the huge roles played by major corporations in shaping policies
throughout the world, it is crucial that we look closely at their activ
ities with respect to the future of democracy.
While sharp questions are being raised about corporate capitalism
in the "post-socialist" era, we find ourselves wondering aloud about
the nature of the social contract between individual employees and
employing organizations. Reengineering, downsizing, and outsourc
ing have significantly changed the character of many organizations
in the public, private, and third sectors. .Atnid the rush toward
heightened efficiency and competitiveness is a sense that most orga
nizations don't care a great deal about their employees, however. In
fact, �orker insecurity and social dissatisfaction are on the rise at the
very same time that the U.S. stock market is setting new records,
suggesting that certain indicators of economic or market health are
largely decoupled from other signs of social well-being. In newly
"flattened" organizations, where teamwork is all the rage, it often
seems that employees are under as much pressure as ever. Such busi
ness trends both reflect and contribute to developments in the larger
society, as unexamined slogans such as " quality customer service"
are shouted in all sectors.
In my teaching and research about organizations for nearly twenty
years, I have focused on two distinct arenas, treating the internal and
external affairs of the organization largely as separate universes. I've
been observing and trying to improve the dynamics of communica
tion, of human relations, inside the modern organization, and ana
lyzing the various forms of communication (marketing, advertising,
and public relations) outside the organization-that is, between the
organization and its " environment . " As I have continued to explore
the expressions of social values and the programs of employee partic
ipation in organizations from major corporations to maj or universi
ties, however, it has become clear to me that these two domains of
activity are necessarily interrelated. It would be a mistake, speaking
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analytically or practically, to discuss one without keeping in mind
the other. This broad view is just what the founders of modern orga
nizational studies intended us to have.
Today, the image of the market unites the internal and external
forces of the organization, even though people scarcely reflect on
what actually comprises the market itself. Consultants speak of the
interior of the organization as consisting of nothing but "internal
markets, " where employees and departments act as customers for one
another. The work of the large organization is increasingly tied to
what the consumer wants-or at least to what the organization
thinks or says the consumer wants. Today the citizen has become the
consumer, and the employee has become the consumer's supplier.
Much of this emphasis on the customer, as the career of the U.S.
consumer advocate Ralph Nader attests, is well placed: it results in
information for the customer and protection from abuses of large or
ganizations in every sector; in some cases it even grants the con
sumer avenues for shaping governmental or corporate policy. How
ever, when we probe more deeply, we find that much of the
transformation of the citizen into the consumer that has come to
preoccupy our factories, hospitals, agencies, and schools really in
volves only a type of pseudo-democracy. That is to say, what often
seems like genuine employee involvement and citizen participation
is actually quite shallow and routine-a process directed merely at
producing and satisfying more and more momentary material wants
and generating ever more production. Moving beyond the boundaries
of the workplace, we find that consumption, at least in its common
forms of expression, is no effective substitute for a rich notion of cit
izenship.
Further, what does employee participation or workplace democ
racy mean if it is directed exclusively at the presumed whims of the
consumer, with complete subordination of other sources of em
ployee motivation? To put it another way, when we're shopping at
the mall we are all apparently " sovereign, " but when we're at work
we may be expected to do little else than try our best and fastest to
make those other sovereigns happy. All the while we're at work,
whether in factories or department stores, we may be simply looking
forward to moments when we can rightfully wear the crown again.
Complicating matters further, an organization's relationship with
its environment and especially the market isn't simply a matter of
the market's exerting pressure on the organization. External pres-
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sures are also formulated by the organization itself in its own desired
discourses of strategy, performance, and policy, as it strives to be
come what it thinks the world wants it to be, in synch with the "in
evitable " trends of the marketplace. Ironically, it has been shown
that corporations are remarkably adept at projecting their own expe
riences and images onto their actual and potential consumers. The
organization often engages in self-persuasion about what's out there
and how best to respond to it. Even one of the principal architects of
corporate reengineering, Michael Hammer, has bemoaned the ways
many managers jump on the bandwagon without knowing where the
parade is headed.
This book takes a close, critical look at how one business is deal
ing simultaneously with its external pressures to compete in the
global market and its efforts to revive its long-held democratic values
within the new configuration of the customer-centered or market
driven firm. This multinational corporation is worker-owned, em
ployee-managed, and is famous in some circles for its tradition of sol
idarity-both within the system and with the larger community. The
Mondragon worker cooperatives, in the Basque Country of Spain, are
now over forty years old and represent one of the most economically
successful cases of a truly democratic workplace in the world. This is
an organization of organizations . It includes, under the corporate
umbrella of the Mondragon Cooperative Corporation (MCC), indus
trial, service, financial, and educational cooperatives. Also, there are
several nearby co-ops that have broken administrative ties with the
Mondragon Corporation to establish their own separate firm, the
ULMA Group. But these co-ops are more than just an economic phe
nomenon, important as that aspect of their performance is. The co
ops have a lively and complex social dimension, which helps to ex
plain how it is that they work to maintain values such as democracy,
equality, and solidarity. The co-ops employ a blend of direct and rep
resentative democracy. They are in many ways people-centered
while also trying to do a job and make money.
Mondragon is no Utopia; it is both more and less than that. Mon
dragon has its problems; it faces obstacles; it has changed over the
decades . This book shows how employee-member-owners ( " associ
ates " ) and the organization as a whole are struggling with basic val
ues such as participation, solidarity, and equality, at a time when the
co-ops are undergoing internal transformation and experiencing great
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out side pre ssure. Cooperative and corporate values are unquestion
ab ly in conflict with one another, in a variety of ways.
A gen eral manager of one of the co-ops told me in the summer of
1997, " Our greatest challenges can be summarized as two: respond
ing to the client and involving all employees in the development of
the firm so as to respond best to the client. These two objectives are
strongly interdependent and tied to our very survival as a business. "
The values of Mondragon themselves are discussed and to certain
degrees enacted or lived. So it's important to consider how a value
such as democracy is preserved through both the talk about it and
the arrangements to make it happen. How we conceive of and dis
cuss democracy is just as important as any particular institution we
create to express it or put it into action. At Mondragon today, people
are discussing their changing values, and the outcome of these dis
cussions will shape how democracy is practiced there in the years
ahead.
Value-related terms such as "participation" and "solidarity" refer
in part to the ways people communicate with one another in certain
situations: for example, in making collective decisions. However,
like all terms for values, these are necessarily ambiguous and sub
ject to change over time. One person's vision of dynamic and self
sacrificing teamwork, for example, is someone else's mask for the
domination by a coach or a few star players. Terms such as " democ
racy, " then, become key points of reference and key sources of inspi
ration for people. Words such as " efficiency, " "productivity, " and
"competitiveness" are important loci where different interpretations
and meanings come together or come into conflict. Some of our most
frequently used terms are also some of our least examined, and that
lack of reflection leads to both illusions of consensus and bandwagon
effects-not to mention manipulation.
A close look at how an organization manifests its basic values or
tries to achieve democracy leads us to pay attention to how value
related terms are expressed, debated, suppressed, or altered over
time. After all, what is described as social solidarity today may be
different from that of yesterday, and may be differently understood
by various organizational members. In addition, an organization's of
ficial stance on values-as expressed in its mission statement, for in
stance-may be quite distant from how most members see the mat
ter for their work lives. Answering the question of who represents
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the "real" organization and its values is crucial to understanding and
improving it.
We can consider democracy (within an organization or in the larger
society) to be practiced on at least two broad levels. One concerns
the practices such as participation in key decisions that count as de
mocratic, and the other concerns the ways " democracy" and related
values themselves are discussed by the group. In this book I deal
with organizational democracy on both of these levels, arguing that
how we talk about democracy and other basic values in organiza
tions really makes a difference in how responsive an organization is
to its members as well as the extent to which the organization is ef
fective in what it sets out to do-for example, to make a profit in a
global marketplace or to provide employment for still more workers .
An organization cannot be democratic without certain kinds of com
munication patterns and certain sorts of discussions. And the values
and ideals of democracy itself must, in some way, be part of those
discussions in order for democracy truly to thrive.
Above all, then, this book is about an organization at once strug
gling to serve its presumed customers and trying to arrange its activ
ities in a way that is both democratic and productive. The case of
Mondrag6n is important not so much for its peculiarities as a story of
Basque co-ops but rather as a lesson about what's happening and
what's doable in organizations of all types. Mondrag6n is no isolated
or quaint case. As is evident in many others parts of the world, the
culture of the customer is reshaping both work life and nonwork life
there, often in ironic ways.
By carefully analyzing in-depth interviews (all of which I con
ducted in Spanish), informal conversations and interactions, meet
ings, and key documents, I try to present a vivid picture of the activ
ities of the co-ops and at the same time address one of the most
enduring and vexing questions in the study of organizations: " Can an
organization dedicated to serving people really maintain its social
values and its basic integrity, despite growth, bureaucratization, and
market competition ? " More specifically: "What does employee par
ticipation look like in the customer-driven firm of today ? "
I have been fortunate t o visit Mondragon three times. First, in
March of 1 992, I was part of an intensive ten-day tour, during which
participants could observe the question of values arising in many dis
cussions with representatives of the co-ops. Already in the late
1980s, a debate raged over the cooperatives' "selling out" versus
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"saving their soul " (as I hope to show, the issue is far more complex
for Mondragon and for other organizations than this either-or formu
lation would suggest ) . The bulk of my time at Mondragon was spent
doing fieldwork from February through June of 1 994. I had total geo
graphic and intellectual freedom, exploring what I wanted and talk
ing with whom I wanted. Ultimately, I decided to focus my attention
on three mid-sized industrial cooperatives, each in a different town,
each with a distinctive history, and each with a specific kind of link
age to the MCC. I returned to Mondragon in July of 1 99 7, mainly to
conduct follow-up interviews and focus on the cooperatives' experi
mentation with semiautonomous work teams, Total Participative
Management, and Continuous Improvement-programs to increase
productivity and enhance employee participation.
This project itself has been in some important senses a cooperative
one. I have many people to thank for their assistance, their openness
and their ideas. Pilar Abad and Mac Johnson were generous and help
ful during the Mondragon tour of March 1 992. Over the course of the
1 990s, discussions about workplace democracy with the following
colleagues, friends, and students have been stimulating and valuable:
Cliff Allen, Dave Atkins, Mohammad Auwal, Jim Barker, Gaye Bar
ton, Rebecca Bauen, Nancy Bernius, Walt Blackford, Denise Bost
dorff, Carolyn Bninski, Allan Bull, Connie Bullis, David Carlone,
Craig Carroll, Paul Casey, Dana Cloud, Laurie Collins-Jarvis, Cathy
Comstock, Charley Conrad, Steve Corman, Alayne Courtney, Kathy
Crego, Stan Deetz, Dan DeGooyer, Sue DeWine, David Diamant,
Susan Eicher, Gail Fairhurst, Fred Freundlich, Kathy Garvin-Doxas,
Roseann Gedye, Thomas Gerber, Hollis Glaser, Steve Goldzwig, Bill
Gorden, Deb Gray, Nina Gregg, Don Habbe, Susan Hafen, Sandra
Harding, Teri Harrison, Tim Huet, Maria Humphries, Bob Husband,
Joann Keyton, Sally Klingel, Kathy Krone, Shirley Leitch, Mike Long,
Laura Lopez-Fernandez, Antonio Lucas, Brian Mahan, Bob Marshall,
Terry Martin, Steve May, David McKie, Jill McMillan, Maria Victoria
Mejia, Mike Miller, Jill McMillan, LeRoy Moore, Tom Moore, Bren
dan Morris, Judy Motion, Dennis Mumby, Debashish Munshi, Anto
nio Noguera, Jeff Orrey, Michael Papa, David Purviance, Linda Put
nam, the late Charles Redding, Fred Rice, Raymond Russell, Susan
Schact, Laird Schaub, Craig Scott, Dave Seibold, Graham Sewell,
Greg Shepherd, Nader Shoostari, AI Sillars, Mary Simpson, Laura
Speirs-Glebe, Francisco Soto, Joe Straub, Nancy Sullo, Beverly
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Sypher, Bryan Taylor, Lynn Tennefoss, Phil Tompkins, Sheila Turpin,
Teun van Dijk, Gail Verlanic, Barbara Vincent, Maria Helena Vivas,
Juanie Walker, Ann Westenholz, Susan Whalen, Morgan Wilhelms
son, Peter Wissoker, Bill Whyte, and Francisco Zuluaga. I thank es
pecially Cynthia Stohl, a dear friend and colleague at Purdue Univer
sity, for extensive collaboration and for reminding me of the reasons
for writing this book.
Both the University of Montana-Missoula and the University of
Colorado at Boulder provided me with research grants at crucial
times to make ongoing fieldwork at Mondragon possible. Also,
Odense Universitet in Denmark indirectly supported my research on
the cooperatives through grants for teaching and research. I give spe
cial thanks to a dear friend and colleague there, Lars Th121ger Chris
tensen, especially for his insight and generous help. Thanks also to
another dear friend, Jiirgen Denk, for lending me his car during my
five months at Mondragon in 1 994.
I have been blessed with opportunities to present this work in nu
merous forums during its development: at public events in Boulder,
Denver, Memphis, Missoula, and Mondragon; in university lectures
at Ohio University, Wake Forest University, the University of Utah,
Flathead Valley Community College, the University of Amsterdam,
Odense Universitet, and the Universidad de Antioquia of Medellin,
Colombia; during meetings of the National Communication Associ
ation and the International Communication Association; at special
conferences of the Federation of Egalitarian Communities in Col
orado and the Northwest Cooperative Federation in Oregon; at
CETLALIC Language School in Cuernavaca, Mexico; and in the form
of a graduate seminar at the University of Waikato, in Hamilton,
New Zealand. At Waikato, research support for final work on this
book was generously provided by Ted Zorn and the Department of
Management Communication. I thank them not only for their help
but also for a delightful stay there during the second semester of
1 99 8 . The work has been enriched by all these discussions, just as
my arguments have been refined through presenting the work to my
regular classes.
At Mondragon itself, the kind and open people who have made this
work possible are far too numerous to mention here; many of them I
now consider friends and colleagues. For me, one of the extraordinary
aspects of this research has been the almost unlimited access I had to
the co-ops without the slightest pressure on the shaping of my re-
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sults. At the Otalora Training Center and at MCC headquarters, Jose
Maria Larraiiaga, Mikel Lezamiz, Itziar Bazanbide, and Jesus
Goienetxe each spent many hours assisting me, by setting up inter
views, discussing the present and future of the cooperatives, and col
lecting documents. They were my hosts for five months in 1 994.
At Grupo ULMA, in neighboring Oiiati, Jose Manuel Biain, Jose
Antonio Ugarte, Fernando Recalde, and Iiiigo Agirre made me feel
more than welcome in July 1 99 7, and invited my critical commen
taries on their policies. Mila and Mertxe in the central offices of
ULMA took time out of their busy schedules to help me with the
many details of working at ULMA. Fran Etxaniz provided me with
office space there. In the two MCC cooperatives I studied inten
sively, people were especially giving of their energies and insights. At
MAPSA in Pamplona: Isidro Garate, Javier Lecumberri, Juan Ramon
Iiiurria, Mari Jesus Zabaleta, Mikel Pueyo, Elias Pagalday, Francisco
Javier Egea, and Neli. At MAIER in Gernika: Mikel Zaldegui, Julen
Iturbe, and Carlos Zubero . Rafael Leturia and Felix Ormaetxea of
MCC also deserve special mention. Rafael was especially helpful in
answering my last-minute questions as this book went to press. Also
I am grateful to several representatives of KT, an informal labor
union in the FAGOR Group, for spending hours with me and for
sharing their documents-especially Mila Larraiiaga and Yoseba
Ugalde .
In and around the cooperatives many people helped me and my
wife, Sally Planalp, facilitate my work and make us feel at home. In
particular, I thank Pilar Zubillaga, Manuel Quintas and family, Bar
Gurea, Cloti and Mari Carmen, and "The Sweet Ladies" at Murua
mendiaraz, all in the village of Aretxabaleta; and Felix Barrena and
Mari Carmen Arriaran in the town of Oiiati. At the University of
Deusto in Bilbao, Aitziber Mugarra and Miguel Ayerbe were gracious
hosts. Koldo Azkoitia of the Alto Deba Economic Development Of
fice in Mondragon was very generous with information.
At the University of Colorado, Manuel Garcia and Margarita Oli
vas did some painstaking translation and coding work, and Chris
Courtade Hirsch assisted me in gathering important reference mate
rials. At the University of Montana, Jeff Berry helped me with te
dious work on references . Three of my cherished colleagues at Mon
tana, Sara Hayden, Betsy Bach, and Bill Wilmot, read complete drafts
with great care; in various ways they helped me to improve the book.
Franc;:ois Cooren, now of SUNY-Albany, offered provocative theoreti-
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cal observations that have helped to propel my thinking toward ex
tensions of this book. Juliet Roper, of the University of Waikato, did
some careful proofreading at the final stage. Jan Perrin at the Univer
sity of Montana, Christina Langkilde at Odense Universitet, and Jean
Beaton at the University of Waikato provided generous office sup
port. Mark Watkins at Freddy's Feed and Read and Garth Whitson of
Garth's Books, both of Missoula, helped me obtain valuable re
sources, often on short notice.
Yudit Buitrago, my primary research assistant in 1 996-9 7, became,
in fact, much more than that: because of her excellent scholarship
and spirited involvement in the project, she is the coauthor of Chap
ter 3. She is a good friend and collaborator.
My editor at Cornell University Press, Fran Benson, has negotiated
the development of a book we would all be pleased with. Alis Valen
cia, editor of At Work magazine, challenged me to focus my ideas
during the later stages of this project. I am grateful as well to the
three anonymous reviewers for Cornell who offered helpful criti
cism. Joel Ray did exceptionally fine work in copy editing the manu
script.
Finally, I thank Sally Planalp, for spending so much time with me
at Mondrag6n, in 1 994 and again in 1 997, often in ways that limited
her ability to pursue her own research. Her love and unselfishness set
a quiet and steady model for me.
GEORGE CHENEY

Missoula, Montana

Tensions over Democratic Values
in Today's Business Market
We obviously do not yet have the conceptual tools for developing an integrated
analytical framework that would allow the investigation of participation in its
broadest sense.
-H. Peter Dachler and Bernhard Wilpert, Conceptual Dimensions and Boundaries
of Participation in Organizations: A Critic al Evaluation," 1 978
"

The notion of the customer is fundamental to current management paradigms . . . .
departments now behave as if they were actors in a market, workers treat each other
as if they were customers, and customers are treated as if they were managers.
-Paul du Gay and Graeme Salaman, "The Cult(ure) of the Customer," 1 992

The New Old Workplace

he twentieth century has witnessed many trends to make man
to improve work processes, and to
transform businesses and other institutions into productive and effi
cient enterprises . Scientific Management, the Human Relations Ap
proach, S ystems Theory, Organizational Culture Management, and
Team-based Restructuring of Work Processes are just a few of the
trends that have been heralded in management texts and that have
given birth to whole bodies of social scientific research. The chief
proponents of such approaches to work, especially since the advent
of the Human Relations Movement in the early 1 930s, have
" claimed that there is no conflict between the pursuits of productiv
ity, efficiency, and competitiveness on the one hand and the 'human
ization' of work on the other" (Rose 1 990: 56 ) . This assumption, un
derlying many programs to engage employees' job commitment and
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identification with the organization, has led to the insistence that
workers' interests, goals, and values are integral with the financial
success and growth of the organization. Within this framework of
understanding, broad slogans with positive value connotations have
served for both the sincere and the less socially inspired leaders of
business . One Sears executive observed more than forty years ago
that such slogans as "human relations " could be so compelling as to
divert criticism by labor unions and other potential critics (Worthy
1 95 7 ) . "Efficiency, " " quality, " " customer satisfaction, " and "em
ployee empowerment " are a few of today's organizational mantras.
"Employee empowerment " for one, is a double-edged sword. The
employee with increased responsibility for determining his or her
own work activities may also be an employee with much more than
one job to do. Observers of California's New United Motors Manu
facturing, Inc. ( NUMMI) plant, a celebrated joint venture between
General Motors and Toyota, have reached differing conclusions
about the merits of new programs of teamwork and employee partic
ipation ( compare Adler and Cole 1 993; Berggren 1 994; Wilms 1 996).
Though employees' involvement in the work process has grown, so
has their stress . Laborers at the NUMMI plant are required to make
suggestions regularly for the improvement of production, engage fre
quently in problem-solving meetings, and immediately signal man
agement about the slightest problem with production. One re
searcher reports high levels of job satisfaction under this form of
" democratic Taylorism" ( Adler 1 992), while another describes the
system as "management by stress" (Parker 1 993 ) . All observers agree
that work has greatly intensified under the new system, but they dif
fer in their assessments of the physical, psychological, and social im
pacts on workers.
In a number of popular Dilbert cartoons, created by a former em
ployee of a Silicon Valley high-tech firm, subordinates raise sharp
questions every time the boss announces a new program of team
work or empowerment. "Employee empowerment, " says Dilbert, ef
fectively means that "you're the monarch of unimportant decisions "
(Adams 1 99 5 ) . The brief but potent General Motors strike in Septem
ber 19 94, beginning in Detroit and spreading to other cities, repre
sented one of the first widely publicized objections in the United
States to the norms of the new workplace: increased responsibility,
participation, and self-monitoring, but longer hours, more stress, and
more frequent injuries . This tension troubled Levi Strauss & Co. in
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1998 , after the company, long known for its commitment to employ
e es, restructured its work processes in terms of teams ( King 1 998 ) .
S elf- directe d o r semiautonomous work teams, now the rage world
wide as a means of greater productivity, can be downright oppressive
where the demands on employees become overwhelming and rigid
and where surveillance of their labor remains a chief means of secur
ing compliance. In these respects the more organizations seem to
change, the more control over work processes seems the same
( Cheney et al. 1 998; Sewell 1 998). Yet "what is different about
[today's] lean methods is the continuous search for marginal im
provements in costs by constantly stressing and readjusting the pro
duction system and, above all, the labor process" ( Moody 1 997: 87,
emp hasis mine).
A multiplant strike at General Motors in the summer of 1 998 ef
fectively paralyzed the corporation's North American operations.
The event was one of the most important strikes to date over the
issue of economic globalization. The conflict centered on GM's plans
to further downsize its work force and heighten production effi
ciency, not because profits were down but rather in response to a new
efficiency campaign by Ford and Chrysler's merger with Daimler
Benz . The confrontation was the sharpest in recent years between
the United Auto Workers, which had by then been losing member
ship for two decades, and the giant auto maker. The UAW drew "a
line in the sand" over what it saw as unnecessary cutbacks in per
sonnel in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; the transfer of jobs
to cheaper labor markets abroad; and undue pressures on the employ
ees remaining at North American facilities (G. White 1 998 ) . In the
end GM agreed to several of the union's terms, including a promise
not to make strategic decisions completely outside the context of
worker representation.
It is not surprising, then, that some observers these days speak of
"the end of company loyalty" ( Bennett 1 990) or "getting not just a
job but also a life" (Edmondson 1 99 1 ) . Moreover, Charles Heckscher,
a labor and industrial relations researcher, concludes that faith in ef
forts at employee empowerment is waning because many organiza
tions that have implemented such programs are neither more demo
cratic nor more effective: they do business as usual, except that they
do it with fewer employees and perhaps with fewer hierarchical lev
els (as cited in Yates 1 996; see also K. Smith 1 995 ) . Chris Argyris,
writer on human resources management, is even more specific in his
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critique of typical empowerment programs in suggesting that they
tend to involve heavy monitoring of employees' behaviors at work
and relatively few opportunities for creativity on the job ( 1 998). Fi
nally, social critic Richard Sennett charges that the type of teamwork
typically promoted today lacks depth and vision: "it is the group
practice of demeaning superficiality" ( 1 998: 99 ).
Swedish organizational analyst Christian Berggren ( 1 992) urges us
to look carefully at what exactly is meant b y "teamwork" and "par
ticipation . " A work team in Canada may not be the same thing as
one in Japan or Sweden or Israel. In fact, some applications of " team"
or "teamwork" are not very democratic at all, involving undue con
straints on the individual ( though the control may be more horizon
tal or peer-based than vertical or top-down). In the name of team
based organization, some corporations simply try to engineer a new
kind of superloyalty to the firm via the work group, giving little at
tention to increased worker freedoms or initiatives. What, precisely,
is the role of the employee in newly reorganized work systems? Also,
how is the description or "framing" of a new program likely to influ
ence its specific application, and how are parameters for meaning
set?

Business, the Market, and People

Multinational corporate capitalism is coming under increased criti
cism, even as the Dow Jones Industrial Average surpasses the 1 1 ,000
mark. Charles Derber ( 1 99 8 ) questions the huge role now ceded to the
corporation and finds the corporate concentration of power to be ex
cessive. Holly Sklar ( 1 995 ) attacks the growing disparity between the
rich and the poor in the United States and other industrialized na
tions. Kim Moody ( 1 997 ) charges that under the banner of globaliza
tion, workers in many countries are being subjected to harsh working
conditions and are treated as disposable. William Greider ( 1 997a) and
Robert Kuttner ( 1 997) argue that economic competition is now com
monly used as an excuse for industries to ignore ethical concerns (as
captured by the phrase, "just business " ) . Richard Sennett ( 1 998)
charts the erosion o f individual moral character in an age when orga
nizations devalue stability, loyalty, and ongoing relationships. The
Hungarian American billionaire George Soros ( 1 997) and former
British political adviser John Gray ( 1 99 8 ) questions whether the rush
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to "free trade" worldwide now needs to be checked by institutions
other than capital and values other than profit and power. And David
Korten ( 1 998) calls for measures such as grassroots economic empow
erment and reform of industrial policy to humanize the economy.
We have created the business culture in which we live, even
though we commonly describe major corporations and the sovereign
market as if they were something simply "out there, " well beyond
our human hands (McMillan and Cheney 1 996). "Insofar as there is a
dominant belief in our society today, it is a belief in the magic of the
marketplace" ( S oros 1 997: 48 ) . Highly restrictive notions of the bot
tom line have encouraged us to forget about or overlook one of the
basic reasons we do business in the first place-to improve the
human condition (see Estes 1 996 ). As David Korten insists, "Neither
a society nor a market economy can function effectively without a
moral foundation" ( 1 995 : 90), and the market in its current form can
not fully provide for that. Adam Smith's treatise on free enterprise
( [ 1 776] 1 986) is commonly invoked today to support unbridled corpo
rate maneuvering, though he himself envisioned a private sector of
organizations balanced by compassion as well as governed by self
interest ( see Werhane 1 99 1 ).
The everyday concepts and language we use in describing business
are revealing. We discuss organizations and bureaucracies as if they
were the social agents and not people and we speak of organizational
efficiency almost as if people were neither involved in making such
calculations nor affected by them. High unemployment is some
times framed as a good thing by financial analysts who myopically
focus on single indicators of market performance, seemingly oblivi
ous to the people behind the numbers (see, e.g., Holloway 1 99 8 ) . Pro
ductivity is touted as the answer to all of our economic and social
limitations and as a value in itself ( Cheney and Frenette 1 993 ) . In the
popular book Corporate Renaissance, Cross, Feather, and Lynch
( 1 994) spend most of their time describing an organization that es
sentially runs like a machine and must get "back on track. " Despite
the metaphor of (human) renaissance in the title, most of the book
deals with topics such as "administering the machine" and "over
coming resistance to change, " and is based on the assumption that
the machine/organization moves everything and everyone in its
path. Even when the authors discuss topics related to human re
sources, individual persons play very minor roles in this show. The
view of organizational change as sweeping and inevitable (like an
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ocean's tide or the weather) has come to be common currency today,
even for organizations that are working hard to anticipate changes in
their market environment ( Christensen 1 996).
In overemphasizing the dictates of the market, we seem to forget
our own roles in shaping organizations, maintaining them, and, occa
sionally, transforming them into bastions of excellence, creativity,
trust, and j oy. More important, when we talk in terms of inevitabil
ity in the marketplace (see Aune 1 996), we surrender our capacities
as social agents to "make a difference" and alter the system we de
scribe (Polanyi [ 1 944] 1 95 7 ) . We seem to forget that a market can best
be defined as a network of people, or more accurately today, as a net
work of organizations-"self-producing social structures among spe
cific cliques of firms who evolve roles from observations of each oth
ers' behavior" (H. White 1 9 8 1 : 5 1 8 ) . Institutions imitate one another
to a far greater extent than is often realized (Meyer and Rowan 1 977).
We need to demystify the market by highlighting the people, compa
nies, and industries behind the decisions that make the market what
it is (Daly and Cobb 1 994) .
Unusual companies such as Mondragon, Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream
of Vermont, California's Patagonia Inc., the London-based Body
Shop, the Grameen ( Rural People's) Bank of Bangladesh, or New
Zealand's Hubbard Foods encourage us to ponder what is possible.
None of these organizations is perfect, of course. But because a social
ideal is unachievable in its entirety doesn't mean that it cannot serve
as an inspiring point of reference in our step-by-step realization of
important values and goals. We can walk down a path even though
we may never quite arrive at our intended destination.

Getting the Organizations W e Ask for

In chronicling the rise of the modern organization, sociologist James
Coleman ( 1 974) explains that the original corporation in the late
Middle Ages, such as a guild of cobblers, was designed to give crafts
men a voice in the market and to enhance their individual efficacy
and power. A group of craftsmen, by pooling resources and knowl
edge, could gain leverage in an economic and political environment
dominated by the medieval church and the feudal state. It is not
overly romantic to observe that the emergence of capitalism was, in
this respect, democratic. The early guilds enhanced the economic
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and social possibilities for a new middle class, freeing craftsmen
from the constraints of a centralized and oppressive society. Guild
membership enabled individual craftsmen or traders to do more than
they could accomplish alone in setting standards of quality, deter
mining fair prices, and protecting their common interests. But these
associations and their descendants-that is, both the literal, legal
corporation and many other types of organizations-became entities
in their own right. That shift was both an opportunity and a poten
tial trap, however. For example, despite all the emphasis on the indi
vidual person in U.S. public discourse today, it is the large organiza
tion and especially the major corporation that has been granted more
and more persuasive and material influence ( Scott and Hart 1 9 79) .
I n one sense, a " corporation" i s any association that transcends in
dividual members in time, space, and resources. (The term is derived
_
from the Latin word corpus and means " the body social. " ) The lit
eral, legal corporation diffuses responsibility and shields the individ
ual owner or member from various forms of liability. It was insti
tuted as a "juristic" or legal person throughout the Western
industrialized world in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies, and was thereby afforded much more recognition and power
than partnerships or associations . Before the 1 880s, a corporation
was understood to be a political creation without significant and en
during rights of its own. But a corporation, in both the literal, legal
sense and in terms of a general category, also deemphasizes personal
roles, responsibilities, and relationships. The French and Spanish
parallels to Inc. and Ltd., societe anonyme or sociedad an6nima
( anonymous society), make this characteristic explicit.
According to Coleman, until relatively recently the proportion of
power held by individual citizens ( or "natural persons " ) was far
greater than that held by corporate or legal persons. He warns of the
ever-growing power of organizations of all types vis-a-vis human be
ings as individual, unaffiliated persons, and he is especially con
cerned about the growth in size and power of legal corporations. In
growing, organizations tend to become detached from their original
purposes, and they tend to alienate their own members ( sometimes
even their founders ) . The expansion of opportunities for corporate
free speech in our day tends to reinforce the idea of the corporate per
son; granted the right to speak through a variety of media on impor
tant sociopolitical issues, organizations tend to cloak their inten
tions in such hybrid forms as the " advertorial " (Bailey 1 996 ) . In a
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variety of ways, corporations and other large organizations speak to
us as persons with apparently coherent identities, offering unified ex
pressions of preference that are, in effect, "votes" for certain public
policies ( Cheney 1 992 ) . The legal corporation has in fact accrued a
set of rights formerly associated only with natural persons, and its re
sources and reach far exceed those of any natural person.
One might ask about the prospects for democracy when most pub
lic discussions are dominated by organized groups and corporations.
For instance corporations often make deals with the largest environ
mental associations so as to make dialogue more predictable ( Livesey
1 999). A society where the loudest voices are those of large organiza
tions is a society of corporatism (Held 1 996), where private and
parochial interests seem to dominate the public sphere and where
the "unorganized" have no real voice ( compare Habermas 1 989;
Leitch and Neilson in press; Roper 1 99 8) . Such a pattern may tend to
ward " taking the risk out of democracy" (Carey 1 99 5 ) by creating a
stable decision-making environment for the controlling institutions
of society, especially corporations, and preventing challenges from
groups and individuals with comparatively fewer resources.
An insightful analysis of organizational goals and activities comes
to us from Chester I. Barnard, CEO of New Jersey Bell ( then part of
AT&T) during the 1 930s and author of the classic book ( [ 1 938] 1 968 )
on management theory, The Functions of the Executive. Both a
philosopher and a practical manager, Barnard began with very basic
questions about why people join organizations, what organizations
do, and what sort of relationship one ought to have with his or her
employing organization. Though neoroyalist in his belief in the need
for strong individual allegiance to corporate enterprises, Barnard of
fered useful general concepts for reflection on the meaning of organi
zational life and especially on the essential elements of maintenance
and success. In Barnard's own view, effectiveness is measured by the
organization's success in pursuing its fundamental and collective
goals, such as making a high-quality product, offering a valuable pub
lic service, or promoting sound health care. Efficiency, on the other
hand, refers to the domain of everything else that happens-both in
tentionally and unintentionally-while an organization is pursuing
its basic goals. Efficiency may be treated as the entire set of intended
and unintended consequences surrounding pursuit of a goal. Speed,
production of waste and by-products, environmental impact, and so
forth are all relevant to efficiency. But especially interesting is that
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Barnard considered the satisfaction of individual motives as foremost
among such effects. Acknowledging that organizations are of, about,
and for people, he saw correctly that inattention to efficiency could
actually jeopardize effectiveness over the long haul, as when poor
motivation and morale adversely affect production and diminish
qua lity.
To survive, organizations such as cooperatives that maintain a
strong social commitment must define organizational success and
deal with the practical matter of organizational maintenance. An or
ganization that maintains democracy, equality, and unshakable
bonds of solidarity yet does not prosper economically will appear as a
footnote in a history of cooperatives and so-called Utopian enter
prises. Yet of what value is continuance if the organization's essen
tial features become indistinguishable from those of a noncoopera
tive ? This is the fundamental dilemma facing many organizations
that seek simultaneously to be distinct from and yet engage the
larger market .

Democracy, the Market, and Organizations

In his provocative and popular book about the relationship of busi
ness to the environment, The Ecology of Commerce, Paul Hawken
adopts an unusual and somewhat surprising stance. Taking the mar
ket for granted but looking for ways to improve it, he envisions a sit
uation in which it recognizes that its own survival depends upon a
larger physical, social, and biological system . The market needs the
world, and the market should therefore be for the world. For the mar
ket to serve only itself would lead to its undoing because, for ex
ample, there would no longer be resources to provide inputs into it.
The market, Hawken believes, should be a means to achieving cer
tain social " goods" and not an end in itself, following short-term
goals that are ultimately self-destructive. The U.S. timber industry,
for instance, which now treats one year as "long-term planning, "
may indeed soon find itself with no more trees to fell. Hawken's
gloomiest scenario is a cataclysm of runaway consumption where
by modern business shortsightedly swallows up the very things
it needs for sustenance, but his more hopeful vision describes a
market that serves the earth and its people and fully accounts for its
own practices.
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The present study tries to address the inner workings of the orga
nization, especially the business enterprise, as Hawken has ad
dressed the impact of the organization on its external environment.
Hawken begins with organizations' use of resources and the products
and services they offer to the human community, and he ends up
looking at their internal dynamics and their purposes. My story pro
ceeds in reverse fashion, from a focus on the internal affairs of orga
nizations to an insistence that organizations ultimately ought to im
prove the human condition.
Political scientist Robert Dahl ( 1 985) considers what "economic
democracy" would mean for the work organization as well as for the
society in general. He asks, if the principle of equality applies to all
individuals, shouldn't the ownership and structure of organizations
in which they spend so much time also reflect this principle ? For
Dahl as for many other contemporary observers, worker ownership
and governance offers one source of hope.
Another recent source of inspiration for my book is political scien
tist Robert Putnam's Making Democracy Work. That book, which
has spawned a wide-ranging debate in the 1 990s over the nature and
future of democracy in Western industrialized societies, shows how
the "dense webs" of civic associations in contemporary northern
Italy-including groups in the workplace and even such nonpolitical
groups as sports leagues-can give both vitality and stability to
democracy in the society as a whole. For Putnam, democracy is not
limited to organized political parties; it is related to our nonpolitical
pursuits as well. Perhaps his central point is that the vitality of de
mocratic institutions depends on people, their values, and their rela
tionships with one another. Putnam's is a deeply social vision of
democracy that offers a good starting point for the examination of
values, democracy, and participation in organizations ( see also Pate
man 1 9 70).
But in analyzing democratic forms of organization we must be spe
cific about what democracy or participation means in practice. For
example, in a famous 1 9 76 article in The Journal of Economic Issues,
Paul Bernstein outlines what he sees as " essential elements for effec
tive worker participation in decision making. " Above all, Bernstein
insists, we need to distinguish among different types of participation.
He does not deal with the various popular programs such as quality
circles, quality of worklife compacts, and self-directed work teams,
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but rather with the fundamental criteria that should be used to as
sess any effort at increasing employee participation.
Bernstein's first standard is the degree of control employees exert
in decision making. For example, though a suggestion box may be a
visible at work, it may be that contributions to it are never imple
mented. Second, what are the issues over which employees' control
is exercised? For instance, in the quality circle movement in the
1 9 70s and '80s, problem-solving groups were typically not allowed to
discuss issues of compensation or organizational structure, and as a
result many employees felt a contradiction between the imperative
to participate more and the limitation on discussion !Stohl 1 986,
1 995). Bernstein's third criterion is the level of the organization's hi
erarchy that employees can influence. Here again, we find many or
ganizations sending conflicting messages to employees . In imple
menting self-directed work teams, for example, teams are often not
used at the highest executive levels, and top management can thus
retain an autocratic, top-down mode of directing policy and work.
This practice effectively puts a ceiling on democratic practice and it
is seldom fully explained or even understood by the parties involved.
The real meaning of democracy for organizations, then, is to be
found both in how it is conceived and in how it is practiced in spe
cific cases.

Revisiting Mondragon

One set of organizations that has become keenly aware of itself in its
larger environment is the Mondragon Cooperative Corporation
IMCC) of the Basque Country I Euskadi) . These hundred and fifty or
so cooperatives, which now comprise the tenth largest private firm
in the Spanish economy and have annual sales exceeding seven bil
lion U.S. dollars, celebrated their fortieth anniversary in 1 996 ( see
MCC 1 998). At the end of 1 998, they employed a total of 42,000 per
sons. Though quite successful within the Basque and Spanish
economies, the corporation now faces new competition in the Euro
pean Union and a rapidly globalizing marketplace. And, as revealed
in recent issues of the Mondragon cooperatives' magazine, Trabajo y
Union !Work and Union), the challenge of maintaining cooperative
values in a corporate context is one of its greatest preoccupations.
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In certain academic and economic circles Mondragon is one of the
most famous cases of workplace democracy in the world. It is regu
larly applauded for its size, longevity, and vitality (Dauncey 1 998).
The headquarters of the Mondragon Cooperative Corporation is in
the town of the same name, a city of 35,000 in the heart of the Span
ish Basque Country, in north-central Spain, where the provinces of
Gipuzkoa, Araba, and Bizkaia (Guipuzcoa, Al ava, Vizcaya ) meet.
The Mondragon system has witnessed a remarkable process of or
ganizational transformation. Starting as a small manufacturer of gas
stoves in 1 956, the system now includes dozens of manufacturing
firms, the most important tool-and-die makers in Spain, the largest
refrigerator manufacturer in the country, a prosperous bank, various
service providers, a training center, its own social security system,
and an educational system extending from kindergarten through the
master's degree (see MCC 1 994; 1 997b ) .
The co-ops o f Mondragon are under the umbrellas o f two corporate
heads and share basic principles that prescribe employee ownership
and employee governance. Every worker-owner (socio or associate)
holds an equal share in the co-ops, and decision making is handled
through a complex system of direct and representative democracy.
Jose Maria Sarasua, a middle-level manager, told me in 1 994, "The
maximum authority is with the socios, which all of us are . " How
ever, the character of democracy at Mondragon is changing, espe
cially in light of external market pressures and shifts in corporate
policy itself.
The cooperatives of Mondragon have been studied before, but
largely in terms of their origin and history (Ormaechea 1 99 1 ); their
economic performance and efficiency (Thomas and Logan 1 982);
their decision-making and leadership structures (Whyte and Whyte
1 9 9 1 ); the organizational culture of one of the largest and oldest co
ops ( Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 989, 1 992); and with respect to
Basque and Spanish labor movements (Kasmir 1 996). Little has been
written about either day-to-day work in the co-ops or about the many
forms of informal and formal communication that breathe life into
the cooperative system. These forms of communication are espe
cially important in understanding the cooperatives' current struggle
with both internal transformation and external pressure.
Today the cooperatives are experimenting with new methods of as
serting their presence in the marketplace, such as centralizing strate
gic planning, and contemporary techniques for restructuring work
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proces ses, including self-directed work teams. The new strategies,
though not unlike those being pursued in many large businesses, are
in M on dragon necessarily set against a background of visible and en
during value commitments, of which perhaps solidaridad (solidarity)
is m ost important and has the greatest range of application. But real
tension exists over the extent to which the Mondragon co-ops can, in
the words of several people there, "hold on to their soul" ( see Cheney
1 99 5, 1 997, 1 998, in press-a). " Solidarity is hard, especially these
days, " said Maria Luisa Orueta, former president of ULMA-Forja
co-op, in 1 994. Could it be that the cooperatives would succeed in
the market yet fail to be what they were originally intended?

How Does an Organization Keep Its Soul?

The heart of the matter is what I call organizational integrity: the ex
tent to which an explicitly value-based organi zation such as Mon
dragon can keep to its humane and democratic commitments over
time, even while growing, enjoying financial success, and becoming
more centralized and even bureaucratized. This application of the
term "integrity" doesn't imply that the values of a complex organi
zation can ever be completely coherent or internally consistent.
Rather, I ask, Can a values-based organization be true to its original
standards for decision m aking and behavior while allowing for orga
nizational restructuring and new means of engaging in a dynamic
market? An organization may not itself be a "natural person, " but it
is a collection of natural persons' efforts. In using the term "in
tegrity, " which we commonly associate with individual persons, I
want to focus attention especially on how organizations treat indi
viduals. Jose Manuel Biain, director of Personnel in ULMA-Forja, one
of the industrial co-ops, insisted to me in 1 99 7 : "Whether a particu
lar organizational practice is just or is not just is often hard to say,
but people will ask that question; and the answer they find will de
termine whether there is sufficient trust in the organization for it to
work well . "
The answer to the question o f organizational integrity must be de
termined by a "conversation" between members of the organization
and various groups of outsiders. For the Mondragon cooperatives, im
portant stated values include solidarity, participation, and equality.
These values are literally part of the constitution or charter of the co-
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operatives, and they are discussed widely and frequently. For ex
ample, as I discovered in my interviews there, a community-and
land-based understanding of social solidarity was a pivotal issue in
the 1 992 decision of five cooperatives to secede from the Mondrag6n
Cooperative Corporation. In the spring of 1 994 the president of this
group, called ULMA, told me: "We did not want our group to be di
vided, with one cooperative being linked to a group somewhere else.
We derive our strength from one another and we maintain a commit
ment to the local community. "
Changes in the co-ops' structure, the economy, and the larger soci
ety threaten traditional cooperative values. The co-ops are becoming
somewhat more bureaucratic and centralized; there is much more
talk today about being competitive in the market; and there is great
fear among the old-timers that young professionals are more career
minded than dedicated to the common good. Many old hands
lamented to me that "the new socios are more concerned with ad
vancing their careers than they are with the life of the cooperatives . "
These cultural shifts, i n addition t o the market pressures already pro
filed here, pose urgent challenges to the maintenance of core social
values in the cooperatives and to the shape that employee participa
tion will take in the future.

What Does It Mean for an Organization to Have Values?

The question of organizational integrity at Mondrag6n and elsewhere
harks back to one of Max Weber's ( [ 1 968] 1 9 7 8 ) greatest fears with re
spect to large bureaucratic organizations: the tendency to depart
from fundamental human goals. Weber described three types of orga
nizations, each based on a different type of legitimate authority.
Charismatic authority, founded in the personal characteristics of a
dynamic leader, is perhaps best exemplified in an energetic new reli
gious sect or the early stages of an entrepreneurial company. Tradi
tional authority has its prototype in a monarchical order, where bio
logical lineage dictates the transfer of power and status, but it can
also be seen in organizations where the overriding rationale for deci
sions and actions is "That's the way we do things around here. "
What Weber termed "rational-legal" authority, a system o f pre
scribed rules and regulations that minimize arbitrariness and diffuse
control, is best shown in a rule-governed bureaucracy. Writing from
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the p erspective of the first two decades of the twentieth century,
Weber saw bureaucracy as dominant in the future. Bureaucratic de
velopment was, for Weber, inevitable in all economic systems; in his
view, the march of rationality would sweep the world as all employ
ee s and organizations submitted to systems of production and stan
dards of performance.
Weber's metaphor of the "iron cage" was intended to represent
how bureaucracy simultaneously protects and confines us ( du Gay
1996b ) . Bureaucracy is maddening precisely because it is both en
abling and constraining ( see, e.g., Adler and Borys 1 996 ) . It happens
to be a very logical, efficient, and noncapricious way of organizing
work. It works slowly but reliably. It can be fair, but at the expense of
individuality and "personalness . " Moreover, bureaucratic methods
can be used to structure organizations as large and as far-flung as the
Roman Catholic Church, IBM, and agencies of the United Nations.
Bureaucracy also happens to be the most familiar model around, a
point demonstrated vividly when I ask my students to imagine other
types of organizational structures and draw them. Often the only
model they can imagine is a complex and fairly rigid bureaucratic or
ganization, even as they condemn such a system. Today, more and
more observers are speculating about the widespread emergence of a
truly post-bureaucratic type of organization (see Donnellan and
Scully 1 994; Drucker � 992 ), one based more on ad hoc and flexible
coordination among team members than on specified rules, regula
tions, and guidelines.
Though his premature death in 1 920 prevented him from writing
much about it, Weber may have had in mind a fourth type of organi
zation, organization dedicated to higher human values and commit
ted to periodic reflection on them. Two insightful scholars, Joyce
Rothschild-Whitt ( 1 979) and Roberta Satow ( 1 975 ), have argued that
there is a gap in Weber's own typology; that his discussion of organi
zational types or categories was incomplete; that there are hints of a
value-driven organization scattered throughout his works and notes.
Whether these scholars are right is largely an academic point, but
Weber's own doubts about the long-term soundness of modern orga
nizations, when they fall into bureaucratic myopia, are undeniable.
What does it mean to be a truly value-based organization, espe
cially in an age when everyone's talking values but also doubting
them ? Can an organization really be expected to maintain its values
over time and in the midst of change all around it ? If so, certainly,
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we expect an explicit value-based orientation in religious organiza
tions, social-service agencies, certain social movements, and many
largely or completely volunteer organizations in the third or inde
pendent sector, yet we know from experience that these organiza
tions can go off track and become obsessed with their own power,
wealth, and continuance ( Simon 1976). For instance, a public
relations crisis of United Way in the United States a few years ago
was exacerbated by the fact that the head of that kind of organization
would receive a half-million-dollar salary.
In the Mondragon cooperatives some vocal members say that re
gardless of competitive market pressures the co-ops should not be
" just like any corporation" that does not privilege social concerns.
Why is it so difficult for organizations to maintain basic value
commitments, especially those concerning the well-being of their
members and the betterment of the society ? One difficulty comes
with growth, in that being bigger makes it harder for an organization
to be homogeneous with respect to values (Mansbridge 1 983 ). Thus
small political parties find it easier to stay unified around certain val
ues and ideologies than do larger parties (Hansmann 1 990). Another
risk to the maintenance of values is the concentration of power in
the hands of a few (Michels 1 1 9 1 5 ] 1 962 ) . Bureaucracy may begin
with the democratic impulse toward all organizational members, but
as patterns of power concentration become entrenched it often
moves toward oligarchy. Still another problem is goal displacement.
Many an organization has drifted away from its original goals, such
as service, high-quality products, social betterment, and become re
duced to maintenance of power, satisfaction of greed, and pursuit of
personal ambition. Bureaucratization can also lead individuals in an
organization to focus exclusively on quantity ( "How many forms
processed ? " "How many hamburgers made ? " "How many students
enrolled? " ) and neglect quality, both of the product and work life.
Such an organization can lose social energy or dynamism and degen
erate into a more authoritarian and traditional model of doing busi
ness. Finally, market forces can transform an organization that was
relatively unconcerned with its profit margin into a fiercely compet
itive enterprise .
Some organizations are not much concerned about values i n the
first place . A few radical organizational critics go so far as to say that
no organization really has any goals other than its own survival,
growth, and enhancement ( Georgiou 1 98 1 ) . Also, discussions of val-
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ues can devolve into nothing more than a cynical language game, dis
connected from anything of substance going on inside the organiza
tion (Christensen and Cheney in press). What do we make of nearly
every organization announcing core values that sound almost the
same as those of their competitors ? Where is the organization today
that is not for "quality" ? But then what does that word really mean ?
Rothschild and Whitt's in-depth case studies of California coopera
tives ( 1 986 )-an alternative high school, a newspaper, a legal clinic, a
health clinic, and a food co-op-show that while organizations are
tempted to change in accordance with the demands of their environ
ment, continued devotion to democratic principles is also possible.
The free legal clinic, however, voted to go out of existence after a cer
tain time. This rare instance of organizational suicide resulted
chiefly from the members' perception that the organization was
drifting too far from basic goals and being coopted by outside forces
especially by organizations that the firm was dependent upon for fi
nancial resources . The members of the clinic saw themselves as be
coming more hierarchically organized, more market-driven, and less
autonomous . This case reminds us that democracy ought to incorpo
rate deep reflection, and that most organizations do not wish to con
template this.
In the lore of worker cooperatives, there is something called "the
degeneration thesis. " The proposition is that over time a democratic,
worker-owned firm will tend to fall into decay, chiefly because of de
clining economic efficiency but also because of a loss of social dy
namism. The latter may come about as a result of diminished group
cohesion around important goals. This thesis, advanced at the turn
of the twentieth century through studies of British co-ops by the
Webbs ( Potter [ 1 89 1 ] 1 98 7; Webb and Webb 1 897), is important be
cause it throws down a gauntlet to all who would try to maintain a
radically democratic and economically egalitarian firm. Although
this proposition is appealing, particularly when expressed in terms of
the deterioration in economic efficiency that often occurs in a
worker cooperative, it also has its skeptics. Co-op specialist Chris
Cornforth ( 1 995), for instance, argues strongly that degeneration of a
democratic firm is not inevitable; that renewal can occur in both
economic efficiency and democratic arrangements. The key to such
revitalization, though, is in openness to new ideas, periodic reflec
tion, and the will to adapt the arrangements of the organization to
changing times and people. From the standpoint of open systems the-
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ory, we might say that an importation of new energy is necessary in
this kind of social organization in order to counteract the natural at
rophy of cohesion that comes with time (what is called in many con
texts entropy) . Whether an organization such as a co-op, which is
typically grounded in commitments to important values, can rein
vent itself (to use a phrase currently popular in Washington, D.C. and
in corporate boardrooms ) remains debatable (compare Ellerman
1 990; T. Harrison 1 994; Stryjan 1 994).

Why Values and Discourse about Values Are Important

As the Mondragon cooperative system faces a host of challenges,
how key values are discussed and practiced demands our attention.
What does it mean for an organization to be democratic ? What does
it mean for an organization to have human values ? What is the
"good" organization, the organization of integrity ? To what extent
can an organization's values be anything more than empty promo
tional slogans ? How far should an organization bend in the direction
of serving individuals-its own members or others, such as cus
tomers ?
How we express basic values is terribly important. We may say
that talk is cheap, but deep down we know and behave otherwise.
Whether the U.S. Congress calls taxes " revolting, " " an unfair bur
den, " " civic responsibility, " or "revenue enhancement" determines
to a great extent where discussion over reform will lead. Whether or
not the term " corporate welfare" becomes an enduring label in popu
lar discourse will influence the relationship between big business
and government (see Barlett and Steele 1 99 8 ) . The outcome of the
U.S. Justice Department's antitrust suits against Microsoft, still in
the news as this book goes to press, will be determined in part by
whose interpretation of " fair competition" prevails. The prolifera
tion of euphemisms for what used to be called simply " layoffs" and
"firings " which now approach the number of annual deaths in the
United States reveals how the more brutal aspects of economic life
are often shrouded or treated as being natural (Deetz 1 992) . (Why
would a CEO refer to those unlucky recipients of pink slips as "unas
signed employees " ? See Uchitelle et al. 1 996 . ) When we speak of
"getting a real job, " we are saying a lot, implicitly, about what levels
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of work, status, and income count as legitimate in our culture (see
Clair 1 996 ) .
D emocracy does n o t exist i n nature. Neither d o values. "No one
has ever seen an 'equality' strutting up the driveway, so if 'equality'
exi s ts at all, it has meaning through its specific application " ( McGee
1 9 80: 1 0 ) . Humans create these things called values, in part as points
of refe rence in their own affairs; in part to structure their lives; in
part, to be sure, to control the behavior of others. Values such as free
dom, justice, and democracy are abstract-and vague. But, they're
also very powerful, commanding both our rational attention and our
emotional energy. Values are abstractions that nevertheless concen
trate meaning. We know deep down that they are important, even
when we can't say exactly what they mean or come to a consensus
among ourselves about how they are best practiced.
Values talk, so much so that merely mentioning to someone in the
United States these days that " the federal government is trying to
curb your freedom" may produce a vocal or even a violent reaction
even though no one in the situation specifies what is meant by free
dom. Similarly, we can incite a rally simply by shouting, "We love
our freedom ! "
Value-related terms unify us, but they also conceal differences.
Though we seem to come together around a value such as freedom,
huge differences in interpretation can become apparent upon probing
into the presumed consensus ( see Bakhtin 1 98 1 ) . Communication
processes are built upon such ambiguities and polysemy, though we
often assume otherwise. We mostly all agree that world peace is a de
sirable goal; but on the specific routes to achieving that end, we dif
fer greatly. When we speak of the value of competition, we seldom
notice how it is simultaneously seen as "natural" and yet needing
systematic promotion in Western industrialized societies ( Kohn
1 986). With a fairly high level of abstraction we make it more likely
that a working consensus can be achieved.
Numerous contemporary commentators have observed that
Thomas Jefferson knew well the peculiar powers of language when
he drafted the U.S. Declaration of Independence. By speaking of ab
stract values such as " liberty, " " equality, " and " the pursuit of happi
ness, " Jefferson tried rhetorically to inspire his audience and trans
port them to a state of mind in which they wouldn't necessarily
notice the unavoidable tensions between liberty and equality; in the
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process he helped to delay for decades a political confrontation over
slavery.
Organizations help to shape situations with their mission state
ments, too, by stressing " service, " "innovation, " or "quality. " The
LEGO corporation of Denmark speaks of itself as both a bearer of tra
dition and a source of constant innovation. General Dynamics, a
major U . S . defense contractor, explains in ads that it "pins its hopes
on peace. " And R. J. R./Nabisco and Philip Morris announce their
commitments to "liberty" and "individual rights" as part of a cam
paign to advance their interests as cigarette makers . GM-owned Sat
urn Corporation of Tennessee speaks of the "community" of its car
buyers, as it tries to incorporate consumers into its marketing func
tion and instill pride in being part of the company.
In almost any organization in the United States today, getting the
label "efficient " to stick to a proposal can win the argument and win
the day ( Cheney and Brancato 1 992). So powerful is the idea of effi
ciency that it usually goes unexamined, used like a child's new ham
mer on everything in sight. When a value-related term enters the do
main of unquestioned "common sense, " it can easily be employed in
propaganda (see Gramsci [ 1 929-30] 1 9 7 1 ) . For example, so loud is the
chorus of "privatization" and " restructuring" in New Zealand's pub
lic sector that oppositional voices and even questioning ones are
often labeled as "reactionary, " or worse, as "terrorists" (Galloway
1 99 8 ) . One New Zealand business scholar observes that many of the
market-driven changes in that country, which have in some ways
been even more dramatic than those of the United Kingdom or the
United States in the past two decades, were pushed through using
the slogan of " quality management, " which was seen as sacred in the
private and then later in the public sector (Humphries 1 99 8 ) .
A value term can cue listeners to a whole familiar s e t o f words,
images, and expectations. The sheer suggestiveness of value-based
terms can simultaneously provoke thought and constrain discussion
(Foucault 1 984). The mere assertion of "justice " as a governing value
may suppress the question of "whose justice ? " The term "socialism"
is a vivid illustration of a devil-term (Burke 1 966), evoking little but
an overwhelmingly negative dismissal. In my classes, bureaucracy
receives the same angry reception. (I ask the students, "Can you
imagine someone running for public office on the 'pro-bureaucracy'
platform ? " ) For students to accept the positive aspects of bureau
cracy or understand why it developed as an organizational form, first
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in an ci ent China and now all over the world-in part to eliminate

whim and the arbitrary treatment of personnel ( see Riggs 1 9 79 )
takes real work .
For their users, value-rela ted terms can be powerfully meaningful
01 alm ost devoid of meaning. In explaining how the almost indis
putable term "quality" has become a favorite slogan of today's orga
nizations, Wilkinson and Willmott say: " Arguably, its vague, but
nonetheless positive associations make the appeal of 'quality' imme
diate and extensive" ( 1 995a: 2). They continue by explaining how the
pursuit of quality becomes one of the self-confirming practices of the
organization: "From the quality 'expert' perspective, any good or ser
vice can legitimately receive the seductive sobriquet of 'quality' so
long as it consistently meets the standards-however 'inferior' these
may be-that beat the competition within its market niche" ( 3 ) . Fi
nally, these organizational analysts suggest how the idea of quality is
typically applied to work processes themselves: " 'Quality' does not
necessarily mean the attainment of exceptionally high standards
with regard to employees' terms and conditions of work. Instead, it
means the development of 'uniform and dependable' work practices
that are congruent with delivering products or services at a low cost
with a quality suited to the market" (3 ) . Similarly, organizational
critics Steingard and Fitzgibbons ( 1 993 ) explain how " quality" is at
once a broad-ranging term and a strictly defined imperative as ap
plied to work systems-in practice emphasizing customer respon
siveness much more than employee initiative. " Quality" in many
cases becomes another means of controlling work processes rather
than encouraging employee creativity (Thckman 1 99 5 ) .
Realizing that many organizational policies seemingly directed to
ward the consumer are actually the organization " talking to itself, "
one can see just how tricky is the business of assessing an organiza
tion's relationship to its environment. Lars Theger Christensen's
marketing research ( 1 994, 1 995) shows that many business efforts at
being "proactive" with respect to the customer actually consist of
much self-persuasion. Many organizations engage in rituals of self
confirmation as they adopt and promote the slogans of the day.
Through surveys, focus groups, and periodic forecasts, organizations
are in part seeing what they wish to see with respect to " doing the
right thing for the customer" (Feldman and March 1 98 1 ). Businesses
are quick to adopt the language they think will put them at the fore
front of their industry, while at the same time striving to maintain as
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much predictability as possible internally. They are not just looking
down the road ahead and over the shoulders of others but also at
their own noses. The diffusion of information about new business
trends often moves so that organizations in all sectors are quick to
adopt the latest fad ( such as "teamwork " ) without really questioning
its applicability to them or considering its subtleties . This makes it
especially difficult to sort out the internal and external affairs of or
ganizations.
The image of having certain values can be ;ust as appealing for a
society or an organization as the values themselves. James Boyd
White ( 1 984) offers a fascinating account of ancient Athens in which
he argues that terms like " justice " came to have several different
functions in the public discourse of the city-state. It became evident
to White that over time the governing elite became less interested in
being ;ust than in speaking the language of ;ustice so as to be seen as
behaving appropriately. Only by participating in discourse as defined
by the elite group could other groups or individuals hope to have in
fluence. In U.S. political discourse today, the term "family values"
operates in much the same way. Both the Republican and Democra
tic parties now claim to have them, but neither is quick to explain
what they are or what they mean. In fact, if either party gets too spe
cific, it will hurt its own cause.
Many organizations today vie for control over the terms of discus
sion. Values enter the debate as malleable labels under which organi
zational actions are justified and support is sought. Value-related
terms are used to fix the identities of organizations and position
them in the discourses of advertising, marketing, and public rela
tions ( see Douglas 1 986). Moreover, businesses in the same industry
eye each other carefully to try make sure that their programs and la
bels are the most current, most advanced, and most on the "cutting
edge. " There's nothing so common today as an " innovative, market
driven firm . " Businesses that announce themselves as " green" dot
the economic landscape these days. But organizations strive toward
predictability and the reduction of uncertainty, so the authenticity of
their value-based slogans remains open to question.
In trying to get ahead by voicing the right corporate values, many
organizations seem a bit cynical about the notion of a value in itself,
and thus they may help to promote cynicism in the public. McDon
ald and Gandz ( 1 992), for example, see the use of core values largely
as a tool for profit making; no mention is made in their essay of val-
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ues a s social goods in themselves. The authors speak consistently of
" m anaging, " "manipulating, " " shaping, " and "fine tuning" corpo
rate values, reporting that " nearly all of the organizations participat
ing in our study were to some degree attempting to modify their tra
ditional sets of shared values as a means of gaining competitive
advantage" ( 73 ) .
Finally, values and value-related terms change over time an d in a
variety of ways. Efficiency was not a central organizational or busi
ness concept until Frederick Taylor's Scientific Management pro
gram ( [ 1 9 1 1 ] 1 967) became a household notion in the 1 920s and
1 930s, although a society preoccupied with progress and productivity
certainly offered fertile ground for the growth of such trends ( Banta
1 993 ) . Today in U.S. public discourse, the political word "liberal"
can hardly be uttered; and at the same time, the term "radical" is
now sometimes applied to extreme conservatives. Throughout the
industrialized world today, almost anything done in the name of the
customer or the consumer is seen as positive, even though the cus
tomer's other roles in society are seldom addressed. The term " citi
zen" has been almost wholly replaced by " consumer, " and con
sumerism is indeed " the century's winning 'ism' " (Gopnik 1 997).
In the word " consumer" we have a disturbing example of how ter
minology can be transformed over time. At the beginning of the
twentieth century, " consumption" referred primarily to waste and to
the disease of tuberculosis . With the rise of advertising and the
greater availability of mass-produced goods from the 1 920s through
the 1 950s, consumption became desirable and thus the notion of the
consumer emerged ( Ewen 1 9 76, 1 98 8 ) . Still, as recently as the early
1 960s, even after the modern institution of marketing had been born,
people were only infrequently called consumers in the industrialized
world (Williams 1 980 ) .
By the 1 960s, after the birth o f modern marketing, it was apparent
that the term " consumer" was in ascendancy. Only one generation
later the term " citizen" is viewed as archaic by many young people
(Wexler 1 990). We should therefore expect further permutations of
" consumer, " perhaps even including the revival of older or forgotten
meanings such as "wastrel" or incorporating an activist sense of one
who chooses based on principle and not only on personal whim. ( See
Belk, Wallendorf and Sherry 1 99 1 ; de Certeau 1 984; Gabriel and Lang
1 99 5 . )
The new emphasis o n the consumer came partly from the cam-
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paigns of Ralph Nader and other consumer advocates, in which con
sumerism meant the rights to be properly informed and treated with
honesty and respect. But infused with the ethos of marketing, con
sumerism has become self-centered and impulse-oriented-an ulti
mately shallow form of democracy. Thus the application of the ideal
of the consumer to a wider range of activities such as education and
religion ought to be viewed with some skepticism. The aggressive
pursuit of the customer's satisfaction has led to some rather undem
ocratic results in colleges and universities, for instance (Cheney,
McMillan, and R. Schwartzman 1 997). Among other things, such a
model effectively places the student-consumer outside the process of
co-creating education, as if one were simply zipping by a fast-food
drive-in window (see also McMillan and Cheney 1 996). Today "con
sumption" means choice but it also means demand as a personal
right. Thinking of themselves as consumers, alumni of universities
and colleges may be unlikely to see their relationship with their
alma mater in any terms other than those of a pure exchange rela
tionship.
Such a transformation in the ideology and appeal of this key term
not only instructs us in the impossibility of legislating terminology
but also cautions us about advancing a campaign for social change
under a rubric we might expect to control (Baudrillard 1 966).

Analyzing Organizational Communication

In considering how democracy gets put into practice in the work
place or how values are maintained in an organization, we must look
carefully at the role of communication, for language contributes
greatly to shaping what we understand to be reality. Material forces
do exist apart from language, and they often resist efforts to change
them, as union rhetorical strategies fail to modify managerial plans
or alter the conditions of work ( Cloud 1 994, 1 996). But the power of
language is dramatically evident in the workings of ideologies such
as the Horatio Alger myth, where inequities among different social
groupings are obscured by the appealing notion that anyone (and
everyone ? ) can become rich through hard work.
Though certain interpretations may take hold at particular times
and places, the meanings of " democracy " and "participation" are
continually contested. Communication researcher Cynthia Stohl
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( 199 3 ) found in a study of managers in European Union lEU) coun
tri es ( Germany, the United Kingdom, Denmark, France, and the
Netherlands ) that the practical interpretations of " employee partici
pation" ranged from very broad or open to highly specific and restric
tive. Some managers thought of governmental policy; others focused
on individual will; still others considered particular programs that
they themselves had witnessed or implemented (compare Tsiganou
1 99 1 ) .
What "participation" means can only be understood by scrutiniz
ing context: who's "in the loop, " what people in meetings are saying,
how much they're saying, how they're saying it, who's talking and
who's not, what's not being said, what options are not being consid
ered, and so on (see Clay 1 994) . This point is shown vividly in Helen
Schwartzman's detailed study of a mental health clinic in Chicago
( 1 989). For many of the professionals that worked there, staff meet
ings themselves came to symbolize the democratic nature of the or
ganization. As an opportunity to gather, to catch up on the week's
events, to offer mutual support, to reach new understandings, and to
make decisions, the meeting was the organization.
When we say that someone practices what he preaches, we don't
really mean that the preaching itself isn't a type of practice !see
Searle 1 969 ) . After all, words constitute the ways we make promises,
conduct negotiations, write contracts, debate important questions,
give pep talks, honor the work of others, and so on. The announce
ment that "we have a democracy here" must be tested against other
messages, other decisions, other actions. As all of us have no doubt
witnessed, the assertion of democracy may be merely a code for "I
want my way, but I'll get it nicely. " To assert democracy is one thing;
to enact it or to bring it to life is something else.
The distinction becomes clear and powerful where employee-par
ticipation systems such as work teams are mandated from the top, as
though simply declaring that "henceforth, we will have grassroots
democracy! " will create the reality. Though some outcomes may be
beneficial, the contradiction of democracy by decree must be recog
nized and dealt with. Raymond Russell l 1 985) and Frances Viggiani
1 1 99 7) find that in avowedly democratic organizations tensions over
hierarchy, accountability, expertise, authority, and ownership lin its
economic and/or social senses) are common. Such challenges con
stantly recur in the communication processes that constitute much
of the experience of an organization. Even cooperatives that establish
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specific rituals in meetings to insure equal participation inevitably
find that they have to be modified, or that they are insufficient to
maintain the democratic character of the organization.
We usually think of the material world as solid and real, depend
able and sure, but of our own created symbols as ephemeral, fuzzy,
and even deceptive. And so we dismiss much of communication as
"mere rhetoric. " We can, after all, bump our heads on a tree, but not
on democracy. But much of what we call "the world" is made up of
symbols (Burke [ 1 950] 1 969). What is the thing we call "history, " for
instance, but a set of symbols that point to certain people, events,
and forces ? With our folk dismissal of the importance of language ( as
illustrated in the expression "put your money where your mouth is" )
we obscure the fact that what we call things is extremely important.
Otherwise governments wouldn't so vigorously try to cast wars
as "police actions " or "limited strikes " rather than "invasions" or
"acts of war." As political scientist Murray Edelman insists, "Lan
guage is only one aspect of [a] material situation; but a critical one "
( 1 985: 1 1 ) .
Words for social matters such as relationships, values, and ideolo
gies are especially interesting because of how they arrange our world.
Though one might be tempted to dismiss terms like " democracy" as
vague and imprecise, Burke urges us to examine them closely as
" strategic points at which ambiguities necessarily arise" [ 1 950]
( 1 969 ) . Through terms and concepts such as "freedom, " "liberty, "
"free enterprise, " "private property, " "individual rights, " "free
trade, " we work out issues such as what it means to be human, to do
a job, or to have a government. These words stir emotions and evoke
values, even though they are ambiguous . Moreover, they often take
on a nearly material force when used propagandistically, in ways that
prevent reflection (McGee 1 980). In New Zealand's recent govern
ment ad campaign on "social responsibility, " for example, attempts
were made to lodge the idea solely in the home and at the level of in
dividuals, so as to distract attention from government's reduction of
certain social services (Campbell 1 99 8 ) .
I n talking about values, organizations will often advocate precision
while at the same time making use of "strategic ambiguity"-for ex
ample, in simultaneously empowering and controlling their employ
ees (Eisenberg 1 984). Consider how a shift in terms from " employee
participation" to "employee involvement " can shift focus away from
the idea of workers' rights to what an organization needs "to get
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workers to do " ( compare Cotton 1 993i Ewing 1 9 7 7 ) . And consider
how the mantle of " entrepreneurship " can be used in restructuring
an organization so as to disguise employees' lack of autonomy or
power (Markham 1 996) or the fact that electronic monitoring of per
formance is being rigidly employed (Alder and Tompkins 1 997) .
However consciously or unconsciously such deceptive policies are
pursu ed, they allow for a great deal of flexibility on the part of those
in ch arge.
While most organizations use a mix of methods to control employ
ees' behavior (including outright coercion), the use of values to moti
vate employees internally is generally on the rise. We see this in the
growing emphasis on the organizational mission, as a rallying point
for internal as well as external communications . Such efforts may be
called "concertive control " (Tompkins and Cheney 1 98 5 ), a term
that highlights the ways organizations seek to motivate and direct
their work force around a mission. Often coupled with such efforts
are a high degree of coordination, elevated levels of training, and the
implementation of the team concept. Management hopes thereby
that employees will internalize the values of the organization, devel
oping something of an "organizational conscience" and heightening
dedication through active participation. But programs centered on
employee empowerment and a common vision based in core values
may also involve a high degree of monitoring by top management
(see Alvesson 1 992i Knights and Willmott 1 98 7i Kunda 1 992) . In this
way, a strong organizational culture, especially at the work group or
team level, can be both a source of employee motivation and a means
of managerial control. Thus there can develop a somewhat oppres
sive regime of organizational values, with attempts to extend man
agerial control to the prescription of employees' attitudes, identities,
and behavior (Barker and Cheney 1 994). The call for organizations to
profess value commitments is not without risks.
Values are important to organizations in their external as well as
internal communications . Interestingly, many large organizations
are performing and transforming one of the functions of classical
Greek rhetoric: to celebrate and promote certain abstract values in
public discourse ( see, e .g., Cheney and Vibbert 1 9 8 7i Crable and Vib
bert 1 983 ). Organizations talk to us about values all the time. The
regular advertorials of Mobil Oil Corporation, for example, speak not
about oil but rather about such abstract matters as American com
mon sense. These messages celebrate certain values, opinions, and
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perspectives on public issues such as free trade. Businesses and other
concerns rush to craft mission statements, core principles, and codes
of ethics; they are expected to have values and be able to speak about
them loudly to the world. The term "quality, " for example, is " one of
the latest weapons in the battle for corporate image and high-street
reputation, where every company seeks to become the corporate
leader in their sector" ( Kerfoot and Knights 1 995: 223 ) . To be "com
petitive, " organizations have to talk about values. And it is certainly
more acceptable anyway to promote customer service and quality
than profit and mass production.
In view of the foregoing observations, we must ask the following
questions, specifically in relation to Mondragon: What do value
related terms such as participation, quality and customer service
mean, practically speaking? Do they have multiple senses ? What
tensions exist between different values-say, between solidarity and
efficiency? Whose meanings for key values have the upper hand in
the day-to-day work of the co-ops? How are meanings molded in spe
cific work practices? How have values changed, from the points of
view of various individuals and groups within the co-ops? Which val
ues and meanings are dominant or on the ascendancy? How are the
central values of the co-ops demonstrated or practiced? What possi
bilities for further value transformation are evident? And what do
the answers mean for the future of workplace democracy worldwide ?

Meanings of Democracy

The questions I am asking in this book about the nature of values
and value-related discourse within the organization apply as well to
the challenges that confront society in general. Some postmodernists
ask whether broad participation in meaningful debates is really pos
sible in today's world ( see Laufer and Paradeise 1 990) . If rational,
democratic dialogue is to have a future, we must come to terms with
how to restructure it, renew it, and relive it. Perhaps the most seri
ous threat of the postmodern critique to Enlightenment values is
that democracy ( as we typically idealize it) is dead and beyond resus
citation ( see Baudrillard 1 983 ) . Perhaps we are living in an age when
more communication is less; when different symbols are simply jux
taposed (like ads that place a beautiful body next to a sleek car so
that the consumer will make the association); when most citizens
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are anesthetized; when the democratic process has become a set of
empty rituals; when politics has become nothing but a circus of the
absurd; and when nonorchestrated collaborative discussion between
people with honest differences is beyond reach. Thus, as we explore
values, democracy, and communication in the modern organization,
we sho uld see the parallels for analyzing and perhaps improving the
larger society. In the struggle over the meaning of our future, organi
za tions are important players, yet we often fail to engage them for
their genuine potential.
Among the most important changes at Mondragon, we can see the
strong emergence of a form of "neocooperativism" which privileges
an externally driven form of participation, in marked contrast with
the more internally focused forms of parti cipation that have long
represented the Mondragon tradition-that is, forms of employee
participation in which workplace democracy is justified primarily or
significantly in terms of the benefits for the employees and the orga
nization as a whole. By externally driven forms I mean the ways
democracy inside the firm is justified chiefly by what it does for the
consumer and the larger market. Of course, the distinction is com
plicated by the fact that some value-based organizations may see
their mission as rooted in the larger society. In practice, neither form
of employee participation can be pure. Nevertheless, there are im
portant differences, as the organizational researchers Dachler and
Wilpert ( 1 9 7 8 ) have explained. Customer-oriented forms of employee
participation include a strong rhetoric of efficiency, with priority to
corporate performance as opposed to the traditional social concerns
of the co-ops. The internal concerns of the organization, including its
core values and its regard for democracy as having merit in itself, can
be completely overridden by a race to serve the presumed consumer
in the fastest, most efficient way possible.
All sorts of decisions today are referred to the market as the ulti
mate decision maker. "Thus what counts as a 'good' product is
judged by reference to the wishes and preferences that consumers
happen to have, whether or not these are consistent with the [organi
zation's] own internal standards, and when the two conflict, the mar
ket dictates who will be victor" (Keat 1 99 1 : 223 ) . By extension, the
metaphor of the market is being applied internally to recast employ
ees' relations to their work and with one another. "When constituted
this way, employees are expected to think of themselves as suppliers
of the next person in the supply chain; and to take on the role of this
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person when performing their work so that they experience a sense
of fulfillment when their 'customer' is satisfied" (Wilkinson and
Willmott 1 995: 1 5 ) . Though such " customer consciousness" has im
portant advantages for the organization and represents a kind of de
mocratic orientation toward the wishes of consumers, it can nar
rowly recast employee participation so that intrinsic reasons for
democratizing work ( for example, health, personal efficacy, job satis
faction, equality) are pushed entirely out of vision and practice.
One of my central purposes in this book is to identify changes in
the prevailing understandings of "employee participation" in the
Mondragon co-ops and link those changes to the culture of the con
sumer in the larger international market in which the co-ops in
creasingly operate. I believe that the answer to the oft-asked ques
tion, "Have the Mondragon co-ops sold out ? " is not a simple one. My
response would be "yes and no, " as I will explain in the chapters that
follow. Attending to a variety of data, including the diverse views
from within the cooperatives, we can better understand not only the
particular experiences of the cooperatives themselves but also learn
important practical and theoretical lessons regarding various types of
organizations in other parts of the world. At the same time, through
the examination of three distinct and diverse cooperatives, each with
a different relationship to the corporate entity MCC, I hope to show
both patterns and exceptions with respect to cooperative develop
ment and transformation. Ultimately I argue that what's happening
at Mondragon is strikingly relevant to organizations around the
world in an increasingly global marketplace. We can see the
" cult(ure ) of the customer" (du Gay and Salaman 1 992), with all its
ironies, in just about every sector of life these days: business, govern
ment, education, health care, the environmental movement, and
even religion.

The Social Question and the Economic Question

Of the Mondragon cooperatives and other " alternative" businesses,
economists ask: " Is such a system financially viable over the long
haul ? " This bottom-line question is fundamental. A U.S. Catholic
nun and CEO of a hospital chain puts it sharply: "no margin, no mis
sion" ( Langley 1 99 8 ) . But the question also suggests its own obverse:
"Can an organization which has been economically successful also
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maintain a democratic order and its own professed humane values ? "
This is the social question that motivates my analysis. To address it,
1 take a close look at what makes an organization ( of any type) possi
ble on a day-to-day basis: communication. Open meetings, deep col
labora tion, access to power, opportunities to express minority oppo
si tion, a real measure of self-determination, a shared and expressed
commitment to the collective, fair treatment of one another, consid
eration of the individual, and an ongoing process of exploration that
is itself open to discussion and change-these are some of the key in
gredients for a democratic work life ( compare Gustavsen 1 992; Tan
nenbaum 1 986).
There are three key ways in which the social and the economic are
interdependent, and these bear directly on the present study. First,
the market is not nearly so rational as commonly assumed: its devel
opment may often undermine its presumed goals . According to
Robert Lane ( 1 99 1 ), the market should be evaluated primarily in
terms of the extent to which it meets the fundamental social goals
for which it has been designed, such as maximized happiness. With
out detailing the mismatches which Lane finds between the current
market economy and the basic sources of human well-being, I would
say that the market's advance and the widespread allegiance to it
should by no means be taken as a sign of collective, systematic re
flection about the extent to which it satisfies fundamental human
wants. Though it is unquestionably an efficient and dynamic system
for the creation and distribution of goods, unbridled corporate multi
national capitalism can be and often is profoundly undemocratic and
even antidemocratic by restricting participation and competition but
under the symbolic umbrella of "free trade" ( see Gibson-Graham
1 99 6; Rule 1 998 ) . Lane reveals, moreover, that many of the currently
popular justifications for the market's form, while initially com
pelling, are really quite tautological: that is, the market is used to
justify itself. Indeed, much pro-free-trade discourse resembles reli
gious doctrine ( Cox 1 999; Vincent 1 996; also as cited in Welch 1 998)
in advancing seemingly unchallengable articles of faith and obscur
ing certain facts: for example that governmental regulations were ac
tu ally put in place to promote business competition ( see Roper 1 996).
Many appeals to the market as a locus of values and action simply
serve to deny agency to the very individuals and organizations that
the market is supposed to benefit. "The market made me do it" be
comes an almost universal justification for action (Derber 1 99 8 ) . Few
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citizens, consumers, or workers (whether they are powerful policy
makers or not) seem to be reflecting on the nature of the market, its
goals, or their roles in it. It is seldom recognized, for example, that
many business leaders who extol the virtues of market competition
are pursuing policies that will protect their own firms from the ef
fects of competition, through joint ventures, strategic alliances, and
de facto cartels (B. Harrison 1 994; Mathews 1 989).
A second way in which the social and the economic dimensions of
work life are interrelated, in regard to scale and growth, pertains
even more directly to worker cooperatives and other alternative or
ganizations. In his ground-breaking research on Mondragon and
other worker cooperatives, Jaroslav Vanek ( 1 975, 1 97 7 ) explains that
in typical non-worker-owned capitalist firms the desire for growth
may well be infinite, whereas in cooperatives an efficient level of
equilibrium may be achieved beyond which substantial growth will
not be pursued. Vanek writes, "The labor-managed firm will never
grow beyond the [efficient scale of operation], whereas a capitalist
firm often will, its growth being governed, even after the greatest
technical efficiency is reached, by the desire for profit maximiza
tion" ( 1 975: 9 ) . If a worker-owned firm's goals for profit are strictly
tied to the provision of benefits to members, there may be a natural
limit on the impulse to expand the capital base. But the character of
the worker-owned firm may change, thus raising the social question
of whether it has ceased to be a worker cooperative. This question
has been raised by the sharpest critics of Mondragon (e.g., Chomsky
1 994; GEO 1 996; Kasmir 1 996 ) . Vanek's research offers us a theoreti
cal and empirical baseline from which to evaluate a worker coopera
tive's departure from its mission. On the social side, we must care
fully examine the kinds of symbols and arguments that are invoked
at Mondragon ( or elsewhere) in favor of growth, centralization, and
organizational change.
Finally, Deidre McCloskey ( 1 985, 1 994) points us to the fact that
economic arguments, like all others, are unavoidably tied up with
our use of symbols-that is, with rhetoric ( see also Tompkins 1 98 7).
An economist needs symbols, metaphors, and graphs to describe how
the economy works. But these same symbols help to shape what we
"know" and should not therefore be seen as transparent. The unem
ployment rate, for instance, is not just a "fact" but in part a social
construction-to the extent that determinations are made about
what and whom to count in reporting the percentage.

Tensions over Democratic Values in Today's Business Market

As one of the defining institutions of our age, the market is not
simp ly s omething 11 out there, " beyond our grasp or even the sum of
many individual transactions. For many observers and participants it
is a sacred symbol, a mythology, an ideology, and an overarching per
spe ctive on the world. McCloskey asserts that 11rhetoric provides a
place to stand from which to admire and criticize radically different
metaphors of economic life " ( 1 994: 384). Our discourse about such
things as the market and democracy does make a difference. If we see
the market as 11 a rising tide that will lift all boats, " then we are likely
to envision its democratic potential and support all 11free-trade re
forms. 11 If we term the market a 11race to corporate global domi
nance, 11 however, we may be led to a different conclusion about pol
icy. The point is not that either of these slogan-like labels is correct
but that we should be conscious of where our words " lead us "
(Rosenthal 1 984). Just as the market economy (or any economy, for
that matter) relies mightily on the foundation of social trust among
people, so it depends upon particular ways of thinking and talking
about the world. That it would have been unthinkable fifty years ago
to refer to the sum of a nation's people as 11 American consumers" or
"the emerging Chinese market" should remind us that persuasion
and social change are ongoing.
So, too, must be our analyses of high-minded organizations such as
Mondragon. As William Whyte recognized when he first approached
the cooperatives with his students in the late 1 9 70s ( see Whyte and
Whyte 1 99 1 ), the Mondragon case offers us a remarkably complete
case with which to probe the broad issues raised in this chapter. Here
we have a system built from the ground up, based on a foundation of
social values, and dedicated simultaneously to the individual and the
group . Moreover, that system has enjoyed tremendous economic suc
cess. Today it is contemplating further expansion; it is striving to be
more productive and more competitive; and it is aiming to reorga
nize its internal activities around new forms of participation and the
master symbol of the customer.
The ironies inherent in the customer-driven firm are as evident at
Mondragon as anywhere, but the cooperatives there provide a spe
cific instance of the how the culture of the customer affects a strong
tradition of employee participation and workplace democracy.
Amidst all the talk of increased competition, internationalization,
and the need for an expanded capital base at Mondragon, the symbol
and presence of The Consumer stand out. Over my three visits there
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( 1 992, 1 994, and 1 997t I have found that idea increasingly a key sub
j ect of the formal and informal communications of the co-ops. Prac
tically speaking, the growing prominence of a consumer orientation
means that both productive activity and worker participation is
being linked more and more directly to the real or perceived demands
of the environment beyond the organization's boundaries. This phe
nomenon I call the "marketization of employee participation" ( see
Fairclough 1 993 ) . Outside the walls of the co-ops, citizens are talking
about themselves more and more as consumers . As we shall see,
these shifts in culture and terminology have significant disadvan
tages as well as advantages.
I n Chapter 2 I offer a selective history o f the Mondragon coopera
tives, with special attention to their professed values and the chal
lenges posed to the cooperatives' commitments to those values in re
cent years. Chapter 3 provides an in-depth look at communication
within the Mondragon system, emphasizing tensions between coop
erative and corporate values and considering especially the new ways
that employee participation is coming to be redefined in the organi
zations. In Chapter 4 I present some practical lessons from the case,
focused on the best ways for organizations to preserve commitments
to core social values while engaging the larger market. Chapter 5
then considers the possible futures for democratic work practices in
the consumer-driven society.

T W i
The Development of the
Mondragon Cooperatives
The Mondragon cooperative tradition has many different parts to it, and we are a
diverse bunch. And, there's a lot to learn from the differences as well as from the
similarities. There's more than one "Mondragon," and they're changing in various
ways.
-Felix Ormaechea, 1 994

The One and Many Mondrag6ns

hough it is certainly meaningful to speak of the Mondragon co

T operatives as having a coherent tradition, the fabric of the coop

eratives is more of a patchwork quilt than a seamless cloth. Recogni
tion of this fact can help us understand the sharply different views of
Mondragon expressed in such books as Roy Morrison's We Build the
Road as We Travel ( 1 99 1 ) and Sharryn Kasmir's The Myth of Mon
dragon ( 1 996). Morrison celebrates the co-ops as an example of " eco
logical postmodernism" and a hopeful beacon for many businesses of
the future. Kasmir, by contrast, sharply criticizes Mondragon for not
living up to its glowing public image, noting especially the conserva
tive influences on the organizational s tructure of the co-ops vis-a-vis
leftist labor unions and political parties in the Basque Country. Each
of these accounts has an important empirical ground, but I would
argue that neither reflects well the complexities of organizational
l ife w ithin the co-ops or the diverse perspectives from which the co
op s are understood, by their participants and by others in the sur
roun ding communities.
Furthermore, scholars of organizational culture have usefully re-
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minded us that most large organizations manifest multiple cultures
( Young 1 989). At Mondragon, for instance, individual co-ops as well
as sectors of co-ops are pursuing distinct specialized programs such
as Total Quality Management ( TQM), Total Participative Manage
ment (TPM), and Continuous Improvement to heighten productivity
and enhance participation. On the other hand, as I argue in the com
ing chapters, certain interpretations of key values such as participa
tion, solidarity, and efficiency do prevail throughout the coopera
tives. We must observe both prevailing trends at Mondragon and the
distinctive, sometimes conflicting, expressions of workplace democ
racy there. Though the Mondragon experience is idiosyncratic, it can
serve to help us understand double-edged global trends and how to
support employees who ought to be appreciated not only as a means
to providing service to others but also as something of value in them
selves.

Key Moments in the Development of the Mondragon
Sy stem

Excellent, detailed descriptions of the founding and development of
the Mondragon co-ops appear in books by economists ( Thomas and
Logan 1 982, Bradley and Gelb 1 983), sociologists (Whyte and Whyte
1 99 1 ), a founder and manager of the co-ops ( Ormaechea 1 99 1 ), an
thropologists ( Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992 and Kasmir 1 996), and
a community economic development expert (MacLeod 1 997). As a
scholar of both communication and organizational studies, I differ in
focus from each of these, yet I rely on some of their information and
insights and I share many of their concerns.
My attention centers on how patterns of discourse reveal funda
mental aspects of the organization, its character, its mission, and its
direction. The published work on Mondragon that comes closest to
the type of analysis I offer here is Peter Leigh Taylor's ( 1 994) exami
nation of the "rhetoric of efficiency" in the cooperatives' restructur
ing and internationalization since the late 1 980s. I believe that
Taylor is correct to highlight the ways in which somewhat narrow,
production-and-profit-oriented conceptions of efficiency have come
to overshadow the more people-oriented concerns for job satisfac
tion, participation, equality, and solidarity. Like other analysts of
Mondragon (e.g., Freundlich 1 996; Long 1 996; Miller 1 994) as well as
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worker-members and local citizens, Taylor observes a gradual
displac ement of key defining values of the cooperatives. Taylor ex
plains, "Most participants in debate in the Mondragon cooperatives
agree that the firms must be efficient but differ on how the concept is
to be under stood" (46 7 ) . The tension between what Taylor calls "the
rhetoric of the businesslike firm" and the "rhetoric of the social
firm " is the locus of my analysis. The debate over "how the co-ops
should respond to the market" is also a debate over how the co-ops
will function internally and thus over their identity. As I will show,
this tension is solely a product of market forces but is to a significant
extent shaped internally through management's initiation.
Taylor justifies his emphasis on the analysis of communication
patterns this way: "Rhetoric does not by itself drive social change,
yet neither is it a mere reflection of greater social forces . Rhetorical
practices help shape the way the cooperatives handle external and in
ternal structural change by influencing the public interpretation of
their situation and the range of alternative strategies deemed to be
plausible" (465 ) . I'm especially concerned about how external as
pects of the life of the organization, especially the market, are framed
and discussed so as to shape internal practices such as employee par
ticipation. The movement of the Mondragon cooperatives toward
being customer driven involves a heightened emphasis on certain in
terpretations of efficiency, which play out in internal decisions af
fecting participation. So my analysis of the cooperatives is an at
tempt to widen Taylor's frame of inquiry.
I was fortunate to visit the co-ops in 1 992, 1 994, and 1 997, spend
ing a total of six and a half months there. I participated in formal
tours, attended in-house meetings, witnessed training sessions, con
ducted surveys, collected official and unofficial documents, and,
most important, interviewed or conversed informally with over
three hundred persons associated with the co-ops or living in the
communities near them. 1 Early in my second visit (February through
rnanY

' Bec ause of the large number of personal interviews and corporate documents involved
in this study, I have chosen to reference most of them within the text only. In the case of
the three co-ops where I focused most of my research-MAPSA, ULMA-Forja, and
MAIER-I interviewed a stratified random sample consisting of at least l O o/o of the so
cios (worker-owners) . These interviews totaled nearly one hundred in 1 994 alone.
In addition, general background interviews were conducted with select persons from
across the cooperatives. There were nearly fifty formal interviews of this type. With
both types of interviews, I selected all of the interviewees, using the assistance of per
so nnel managers from the co-ops . In most cases I indicate the month and the year of the
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June, 1 994), I made the decision to focus on three specific mid-sized
cooperatives, in order to capture a range of types of cooperatives, in
sure that my analysis was manageable, and examine relationships
between production co-ops and the Mondragon Corporacion Cooper
ativa (MCC) organization. In my third visit, for the month of July
1 99 7, I analyzed the implementation of new programs of employee
participation and productivity. What follows here is a description of
the basic structure and practices of the Mondragon organizations,
some key moments in their history, and the most plausible reasons
given for their economic success and institutional longevity-all
with sensitivity to tensions over values.
The Mondragon cooperatives began with the efforts of a socially
committed but relatively uncharismatic Basque priest, Jose Maria
Arizmendiarrieta ( 1 9 1 5- 1 9 76), and five young engineers who gath
ered around him in a discussion group after his assignment to Mon
dragon in February 1 94 1 . 11 Arizmendi, " as he is still called today, was
by all accounts an intensely reflective but also supremely practical
man. Though no captivating orator in the pulpit, he was able to in
spire others through his example and his personal charm. His
thoughts about business, labor, and organizations were to a great ex
tent shaped by the horrendous experience of the Spanish Civil War
( 1 936-39), from which he barely escaped with his life, and by World
War II. These experiences led Arizmendi and his companions to ask:
How can we create a better society, at least in part, through the way
we do work together? The result was what he and the other founders
called 11 a third way" between unbridled capitalism and centralized
socialism: a worker-owned-and-governed company that elevated col
lective security and rewards while maintaining individual incen
tives. Benefits for one would be benefits for alL Seeing themselves as
neither in the service of capital nor alienated from it, the coops

formal interviews. All interviews were conducted by me and completely in Spanish, ex
cept where occasional references to specialized terms in either English or Euskara/
Euskera required translation by another person. Though only one interviewee asked for
his name to be concealed in my research report (in response to my offer of confidential
ity!, in many cases I identify socios only with general designations ("a middle-level man
ager in the finance area " l, in the interest of protecting nonmanagerial employees who
may have offered comments critical of the cooperatives. A few published corporate doc
uments are listed separately in Works Cited, but most, and especially issues of the cor
porate house organ or employee magazine Tra baio y Union ( TUI, are identified only
within the text . All other sources of data are indicated clearly within the text (as in the
case of meetings I attended! or cited in the text with a reference to Works Cited.
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aimed to subordinate the maintenance of capital to the interests of
labor and human values . Arizmendi wrote: "Cooperation is an au
thentic integration of the person in the economic and social process,
and it is central to a new social order; employees working coopera
tively ought to unite around this ultimate objective, along with all
who hunger and thirst for justice in the world of work" (Arizmendi
arrieta 1 983 : 1 75, trans. mine) .
Starting more o r less from ground zero, Arizmendi sought demo
cratic e conomic and social arrangements that might benefit all in
the community and give a strong footing for postwar society. His
readings took him across a wide range of theories and models in
sociology, economics, politics, and religion. Adam Smith, Marx,
Durkheim, Weber and many others played important roles in shap
ing his thinking about work organizations. In reflecting on the expe
riences of various " cooperativistas, " Arizmendi gravitated to the fa
mous ones established by Scottish industrialist Robert Owen in
Britain and in the United States, such as New Harmony, Indiana, in
1 829, and to England's Rochdale Pioneers, who in 1 844 set up the
forerunner of the International Cooperative Alliance ( 1 996; see also
Hartman 1 997). Arizmendi was also quite aware of the traditions of
agricultural co-ops in various regions of Spain, and he was inspired
by the anarchist-leaning producer co-ops of Catalonia before and dur
ing the Civil War (Lucas 1 992, 1 994). Arizmendi noted that the
Rochdale group and the co-ops inspired by Owen eventually dis
solved or were converted into standard capitalist firms largely be
cause of the pressure to expand their capital base by selling outside
stock. Furthermore, in Owen's factories there was extensive over
the-shoulder monitoring of workers' behavior (Wren 1 98 7 ) . As absen
tee control of the co-ops increased, their autonomy and distinctive
ness were lost. Gradually the co-ops became absorbed into the larger
b u siness market that they had so assiduously fought to keep at arm's
length. In some cases, of course, factors of internal deterioration
helped to bring about their demise.
From these and other historical instances, Don Jose Maria learned
to value institutional autonomy and identity as two of the most im
portant characteristics of alternative organizations. He realized that
it would be important for any new system of cooperatives to strike a
good balance between engagement with the larger society, especially
the mark et, and protection of its integrity as an organization or set of
organiz ations defined in large part as being outside the business
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mainstream. A successful cooperative system would have to partici
pate in yet be somewhat buffered from market forces. A parallel ten
sion exists for the co-op in terms of the promulgation of its own val
ues. It must be in tune with some dominant values of the society in
order to enlist sufficient support, and yet it must maintain some
thing of a "social-movement orientation" in order to sustain energy
around its own ideals ( see Rothschild and Whitt 1 986). The organiza
tion's mission must be believed and promoted.
Through his studies and small-group discussions in Mondragon,
Arizmendi's faith in the cooperative model was forged. He wrote
later: "Cooperation is an authentic form of involvement of man in a
larger economic and social process-and it figures in a new social
order . . . Cooperativistas ought to work together toward the devel
opment of [a new order], alongside all who hunger and thirst for jus
tice around the world" ( 1 983 : 1 75 ) . This perspective on work was un
dergirded by Arizmendi's strong affinity with the Catholic social
justice tradition, especially as represented in papal encyclicals on
human dignity and workers' rights.
The founding of the Mondragon cooperatives occurred in three
steps: the gathering of a small group of engineers and managers
around Arizmendi in 1 94 1 ; the opening of a small technical training
school in 1 943; and finally the opening of the first cooperative busi
ness, a firm to make small paraffin-powered heaters and gas stoves,
in 1 956. That first business was the forerunner of the present
FAGOR group, a cluster of cooperatives based in the Mondragon val
ley and the historic heart of the system. One of the surviving
founders told me in the summer of 1 99 7, "Although there was much
talk about a 'third way,' we weren't entirely sure what exactly we
were embarking on. From the perspective of the 1 990s, of course,
everything that came to pass in the past forty-some years all looks
much clearer. " At the same time, this founder, Alfonso Gorrofto
goitia, emphasized: "We did have strong value commitments, espe
cially to creating employment and more generally benefiting our
community; that dedication made possible the great personal sacri
fices that secured the position of cooperatives. That fact was crucial
and it is not fully appreciated by many younger worker-members
today. "
ULGOR opened its doors in 1 956 with just twenty-four workers;
within two years the work force had grown to 1 43 . Several other co
operatives were founded in the Mondragon valley between 1 956 and
.
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1 959 , in cluding a n iron smelter, a foundry, a manufacturer o f domes
tic applia nce components, and a small consumer co-op. Each of these
initial efforts has its representation in the system of today. ULGOR
ev entually evolved into the FAGOR regional group of industrial co
ops. Today, while retaining the FAGOR brand name, those co-ops
have been linked to others in the new sectoral or functional reorgani
zation plan.
Because of the rapid growth, the cooperatives had exceeded their
capital sources by 1 959 (Ellerman 1 984). Recognizing the importance
of the cooperatives' independent sources of capital, Arizmendi per
suaded the other founders and many community members to create
the Caja Laboral Popular ( "Working People's Bank " ) . Pilar Zubillaga,
an elderly citizen of the neighboring village of Aretxabaleta, recalls:
"Don Jose Maria was very persistent. He literally went around town
from door to door, asking us for investments to create his new bank.
Although we of course had no idea what would happen with our
money, we trusted Arizmendi completely. And we held in the same
high regard the group of men he recruited. "
One of the innovations of the Caja, besides its cumulative lending
power, was its Empresarial Division. This division, created as part of
the Caja soon after the bank's founding, eventually spun off as its
own organization, LKS, in 1 99 1 . Initially devised as an arm of the
bank to offer feasibility studies and support services for prospective
or new cooperatives, LKS now includes financial, organizational, and
technical consulting services and has great influence on MCC's poli
cymaking.
Two of the founders, Jose Maria Ormaechea and Alfonso Gorrofio
goitia, were particularly instrumental in the development of banking
and financial management. Ormaechea became the first director of
the Caja, and Gorrofiogoitia the founding chief of the Empresarial
Division, and they held these positions into the early 1 980s. Largely
as a re sult of the Caja and its Empresarial Division, the number of
start -ups at Mondragon averaged between four and five co-ops per
Year be twe en 1 96 1 and 1 976.
The year 1 966 saw the first exports (machine tools) beyond the
b oun da ries of Franco's Spain. Until the lifting of trade barriers
throughou t the European Union (EU) in 1 992, the cooperatives en
j oyed a protected economy. Tariffs on imports from other European
countries into Spain ranged between 1 8 and 35 percent, while tariffs
on exp orts were seldom more than 3 percent. Since that time, the co-
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operatives have become progressively more internationalized. Today
MCC has representation or holdings in China, Mexico, Argentina,
the Netherlands, and many other countries. The corporation antici
pates for 1 999 that over 1 0 percent of its industrial sales will be out
side Spain.
In 1 969 the consumer cooperative Eroski (which means "group
buying" in the Basque language, Euskara/Euskera) was launched. It is
now the largest single cooperative in both employment and sales,
and it dominates the Distribution Group of the MCC . As of the sum
mer of 1 997, the Eroski Group employed over twelve thousand work
ers, over one-half of whom are full worker-owners. (Two other cate
gories of employees are socios temporales, or time-limited owners,
and contract-based nonowning employees. ) Eroski had over two hun
dred thousand consumer-members in the Basque Country by the
mid- 1 990s, with continuing expansion through joint-venture agree
ments with noncooperative supermarket chains in Spain and France.
Including these collaborators, as of December 1 99 7 Eroski consti
tuted the largest supermarket chain in Spain ( Trabajo y Union, or
TU, Dec. 1 99 7 ) .
Thus the organization has spread well beyond the Spanish Basque
Country, opening scores of stores since 1 990 in a number of other au
tonomous communities or districts of Spain. At issue today, though,
is that many of these are not fully cooperatives; few of their employ
ees are economic owners with voting rights in the organization.
As Whyte and Whyte ( 1 99 1 ) explain in their detailed chronicle of
the development of the Mondragon cooperatives, 1 9 74 was a water
shed year, for two very different reasons . First, the research and de
velopment co-op, Ikerlan, began. That co-op has grown in size and
importance, and includes among its clients a variety of firms from
European Union ( EU) member nations as well as EU agencies them
selves.
Second, 1 9 74 saw the first and only strike in the history of the
Mondragon cooperatives.2 The official stance of MCC disallows
The four principal labor unions with representation in the Basque C ountry, in order of
current support, are the Basque Nationalist Union ( ELA), at about 33 % ; the Spanish So
cialist Union (UGT), aligned with the Spanish Socialist Workers' Party ( PSOE), at about
1 7 %; the Workers Commissions ( CCOO), a Communist union, at about 1 6 % ; and the
Basque Radical Nationalist Union ( LAB), with about 1 5 % . There have been important
changes in the positioning of these unions, along with political parties, in the 1 990s. For
example, the Spanish Socialist Workers' Party, with whom UGT is closely affiliated, was
defeated nationwide by the more conservative Partido Popular (PP) in 1 995. And LAB,
2
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s trike s, seeing them as nonsensical in that worker-owners cannot
strike against themselves. Indeed, this was Arizmendi's own posi
ti on, in that he saw the structure of the co-ops as transcending the
usual class divisions between managers and workers. Still, Don Jose
Maria did not take a stand during the strike itself. The conflict
erupted when a new system of job evaluations was put into effect, re
sulting in 22 percent of the jobs being downgraded in ULGOR. The
leaders of the revolt saw the changes in pay, which included the ap
plication of a new merit increment system to be used by supervisors,
to be unreasonable and counter to the spirit of cooperativism. Ulti
mately more than four hundred workers struck ULGOR. The Gen
eral Council of the ULGOR group expelled seventeen who were con
side red to be instigators and fined 397 others. Most of those expelled
were women, and many of the grievances that were filed concerned
charges of unfair treatment of women in matters of job classification
and reevaluation. After a protracted period of conflict, the expelled
workers were reinstated in 1 977, three years after the strike.

which along with the radical Basque nationalist party, Herri Batasuna, is one of the few
institutions regularly in contact with the Basque separatist and terrorist group ETA
!meaning "Basque Homeland and Freedom"), began to suffer declining influence in
some areas of the Basque Country in 1 9 96-97, after large-scale protests against violence
in many large cities of Spain and the Basque Country. Nevertheless, it was clear to me
that all four of these unions have considerable influence in the economy and politics of
the Basque Country and in the com arca ! "country, " roughly speaking) of Alto Deba, of
which Mondragon is the seat. For example, a number of FAGOR group employees are
quite open about their affiliations with CCOO, seeing it as an outside source of inspira
tion to help hold the cooperatives to their stated and traditional ideals. Representatives
of all four unions agree that the co-ops would benefit from more formal unionization be
cause it would strengthen worker control. Further, as Kasmir j l 996) has stressed, there
has been and continues to be a great deal of radical political activity in and around the
town of Mondragon, including substantial support for ETA's push toward complete in
dependence of the Basque Country from the Spanish State-through violent .means, if
necessary. As this book goes to press, government-level negotiations are being con
ducted with ETA to bring an end to the violence and to secure certain rights for the
Basques-for example, that all Basque political prisoners be held in prisons within the
Basque Country. Even with this knowledge, usage of the terms "liberal, " "conserva
tive, " and "radical " with respect to the labor unions and political parties of the Basque
Country should be made with great care. Clusters of beliefs are not easily predicted;
what's more, they are often shifting. The dominant political party of the Basque Coun·
try, for instance, is the Basque Nationalist Party I PNV), whose membership, despite its
na me, is quite divided on the issue of total independence. The shifting and diverse ter
rain of Basque politics is nothing new, however, given the massive changes that took
Place in the political life of the Basques before, during, and after the Spanish Civil War,
when pro -independence Basques, who had been aligned for almost a century with con
servative Catholic loyalist forces, became linked to the leftist Republican government
Which hel d power for only a few years prior to and during the war.
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The strike was and remains important for several reasons. As
Whyte and Whyte ( 1 99 1 ) explain in detail, the event called the atten
tion of both cooperative members and the general citizenry to power
relations within the cooperatives, as well as to organizational
changes that had occurred with their rapid expansion. Soon after the
dismissals, the violent Basque separatist organization ETA (in
Euskara/Euskera, "Basque Homeland and Freedom" ) issued a state
ment condemning the actions of the General Council in firing the
strike organizers . Arguing that the cooperatives were problematic in
their very structure, ETA insisted that they were denying workers
the avenue to destroy the larger capitalist enterprise. In ETA's view
the cooperatives were victims of their own internal contradictions,
as in the case of capitalism more generally, and they needed to break
with the capitalist order completely if ever they were truly to culti
vate worker self-governance.
Surprisingly, in this instance the Catholic Church implicitly
aligned itself with the radical left by criticizing the cooperatives for a
kind of managerial elitism that distanced the governing structure
from the workers who were supposed to comprise it. A statement
from the Social Secretariat of the Diocese of Vitoria (later to become
the capital of the new Basque Autonomous Community under the
1 978 Spanish constitution), was blistering in its attack on the man
agement of the co-ops . The secretariat wrote that "the virulence and
crudeness of the cooperative leaders greatly surpasses that of the
firms that they disrespectfully call capitalist" (Azurmendi 1 984: 633 ).
The cooperatives defended themselves with a statement co
authored by Jesus Larraiiaga, one of the founders, and Javier Mange
los, who became president of MCC in 1 990s . They argued that the
grievances of the workers had not been expressed through the proper
channels : first to their management, then to the general ( or govern
ing) councils of the relevant co-ops, then to the general assemblies of
those same co-ops.
Although he stayed out of the conflict, Arizmendi did reflect on
the strike and its aftermath as an indication of the problems of bu
reaucracy that accompany the growth of the cooperatives into a large
multifaceted organization of organizations. He lamented: "Any sys
tem of organization which attains a certain size runs the risk of being
undermined, if within it flourishes a typical bureaucratic and func
tionary spirit, a fearful illness which degrades any achievement no
matter what its nature, as it blocks the dynamic agents which strive
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to m aintain efficiency in response to changing conditions " (as
quo ted in Whyte and Whyte 1 99 1 : 1 00 ) . Whether by intention or not,
Arizm endi's critique was noticeably Weberian in that he identified
certain developmental patterns, specifically in the evolution of orga
nizati onal roles, that could jeopardize the guiding values of an orga
nization.
O ne of the most positive results of the strike and the ensuing con
flict was the strengthening of the role of the co-ops' social councils as
mechanisms for advocating employees' needs. It was widely per
ceive d that the functions of the councils needed to be revisited in
light of the fact that many of the strikers bypassed them in express
ing their grievances . Eventually, a well-developed statement of the
rights and responsibilities of the social councils was drafted and ap
proved by the cooperatives ( Caja Laboral Popular 1 986 ).
Discussion following the strike also put a spotlight on the role of
women in the cooperatives, which continues to be a sensitive issue
for many members . The majority of strike organizers and vocal par
ticipants were women, and at Mondragon in the 1 990s several of
their complaints from the time of the strike persist: unequal job clas
sifications, insufficient representation at upper levels of the co-ops
(and now, also, in the Governing Council of MCC), and weak social
councils.
It is important to realize that a women's cooperative existed from
the late 1 960s until the early 1 990s. This co-op was called, in
Euskera, Auzo Lagun,a meaning roughly " neighborhood helper. " It

' In most cases throughout this book I have chosen to use the Spanish rather than
Euskara/Euskera terms, despite the widespread reliance on the Basque language in the
Mondragon area. I made this choice based on how the cooperatives have been presenting
themselves to the larger world, which is through the more generally accessible Spanish
term inology. Hence, while many of my contacts spoke regularly of "Arrasate, " the
Basque name for the town of Mondragon, they usually referred to the cooperatives as
"Mondragon. " In cases where there are commonly used English terms for places or in
st ituti ons ( e.g., Navarre for Navarra or Nafarroa) I used these for purposes of clarity.
Euskara/Euskera is unrelated to the Indo-European language family and has no clearly
traceable origin. More germane to this study is that the speaking and writing of
Euskara/Euskera are absolutely central to the identities of many Basques, particularly in
the Mond ragon area. Its revival in post-Franco Spain is evident in public as well as pri
Va te life . For a majority of citizens in and around Mondragon, Euskara/Euskera is the
language of choice in the home and to some extent at work, although public business
mee tings are often conducted in Spanish because of its currency as the world's third
mo st spo ken language. In the course of my research in the cooperatives, only one formal
interv iew had to be canceled because the worker did not feel sufficiently fluent in Span
is h to engage me in conversation.
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was created in 1 968, partly at Arizmendi's urging, "to provide a par
tial solution to the problem of women's employment in the co-ops "
(Berger and Clamp 1 983 : 7 ) . At the time, co-op law forbade women
from working outside the home after marriage, even though the
Spanish national law had dropped this restriction some years before.
A reasonable solution was to provide women with temporary, usu
ally half-time work through the coordinated efforts of a single coop
erative, and so Auzo Lagun became something of a "temp " co-op, of
fering outsourcing services principally to the other cooperatives. The
cooperative began with four areas of service: food, temporary work
ers, simple mechanical assembly, and a laundry for schools and ho
tels. Start-up was difficult, in part because women of the region gen
erally saw no economic necessity for working outside the home. As
Auzo Lagun's personnel manager put it in 1 982, "Women had mar
ried precisely to liberate themselves from having to work" ( quoted in
Berger and Clamp 1 983 : 7 ) . Eventually, however, the idea caught on,
and in its later years the cooperative even took on the manufacturing
of clothing. Later dissolved as unprofitable, Auzo Lagun can be char
acterized either as opportunity or tokenism. Some male leaders in
MCC point to Auzo Lagun's history as evidence of the cooperatives'
commitment to women, yet today women still hold relatively few
top positions in MCC ( Harding 1 994 ) . A recent issue of Trabajo y
Union (July 1 99 8 ) celebrates the role of women in the development
of the cooperatives, but it places greater emphasis on the "hidden"
support of the founders' wives than it does on the leadership of con
temporary female managers .
An additional realization in the wake of the strike concerned the
overall structure of the organization. In 1 98 1 , researcher Agustin
Uribe-Echebarria wrote Bureaucracy or Participation : An Essay
about Organiza tion and the Cooperatives of Mondragon, in which
he noted that the vitality of employee participation varied according
to the size of the individual co-op, the place in the organization that
the individual occupied, and the nature of the work process. In in
dustrial assembly lines, or where a socio's work was otherwise gov
erned largely by standardized procedures, Uribe-Echebarria found
little opportunity or incentive for participation. He concluded that
the personnel or human-resource policies of the co-ops needed to rec
ognize the dignity and potential of the individual person in attempt
ing to maximize productivity.
Another key moment in the development of the Mondragon coop-
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eratives , especially from the standpoint of organizational structure,
wa s th eir reconfiguration in 1 984-85 as a centralized "Cooperative
Group" with a corresponding Cooperative Congress. This transfor
mati on simultaneously weakened the autonomy of individual co-ops
(" cooperativas de base " ) and allowed for a more corporate system of
governance. An internal memo from the general management of the
cooperatives offered the following rationale for the reorganization, in
words that would be echoed in the 1 990s as the cooperatives again re
structured themselves in the direction of greater centralization and
managerial coordination: "The configuration of the cooperative
model, that has permitted us over the years to realize a rich human
and social-industrial experience, is now demonstrably inadequate for
responding adequately to the rapid change that implicates both tech
nological and market-oriented activities" (MCC 1 98 5 : 44) . The Co
operative Congress was charged with approving general documents
on the policies of the cooperatives, resolving social problems within
the coops, shaping relations with the exterior market and political
entities, and establishing certain targets for productivity and profit.
The General Council is elected by the Cooperative Congress, and
though neither the council nor the congress can, generally speaking,
impose their will on the cooperatives-for example, by insisting that
all co-ops widen their wage indices-they do exercise strong voices.
The Cooperative Congress, for example, adopted the Ten Basic Prin
ciples of the Mondragon cooperative system at the first meeting of
the assembly in 1 987. The same body supported moves toward fur
ther reorganization along sectoral lines at its third and perhaps most
important meeting in December 1 99 1 .
Both supporters and critics within the Mondragon Cooperative
Corporation point to the Third Cooperative Congress as a watershed
event. First of all, the meeting occurred during the second economic
recession in a decade. The cooperatives had more or less successfully
Weathered the previous recession, in the early to mid- 1 980s, through
cons olidating certain functions, placing a virtual halt on the creation
of new cooperatives, making personnel transfers from struggling co
op s to be tter-positioned ones, and, for the first time, laying off some
segments of their work force. Also, as crucial elements of the cooper
ativ es ' response to that earlier crisis, the Entrepreneurial Division of
th e C aja had been spun off and the Cooperative Congress itself was
crea te d ( MCC 1 99 1 ) .
S econd, the Third Cooperative Congress was held on the eve of the
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transformation of the European Union through the dropping of most
barriers to the flow of goods, services, capital, and labor across inter
national borders. Spain, which had joined the EU along with Portugal
in 1 986, was both enthusiastic and apprehensive about this impor
tant economic development.
Already in 1 987-88, when the Mondragon Cooperative Congress
was still forming, the system's leaders had worried openly about
what course to chart in a future market where they might be subject
to competition with maj or multinational corporations, especially in
the industrial sector. At a special conference in Cuenca, Spain, in
October 1 988, MCC cofounder Jose Maria Ormaechea had argued es
sentially that cooperatives of all types would need to become more
like their traditional capitalist competitors for the sake of survival.
At the same time, he had wondered how cooperativism could survive
as a broad movement within the European Union ( then the European
Community) without strong legal, financial, and institutional sup
ports at the level of the EU as a whole ( see MCC 1 98 8 ) .
Certainly the unification o f E U nations and restructuring o f their
economies in 1 992 have played an enormous role in the transforma
tion of the Mondragon cooperatives, opening them to new forms of
competition and encouraging new arguments by cooperative man
agers for changes in the system. Timothy Huet explains: by 1 988,
"the Mondragon managers concluded that most of their key indus
trial companies had 'passed . . . the point of no return. ' In other
words, they had invested too much in their current products and
plants to radically change course. Having committed themselves to
competing with the multinationals [e.g., in auto parts manufactur
ing], the co-ops adopted characteristics of their rivals" ( 1 997: 1 8 ).
Each of the first three Cooperative Congress assemblies (in 1 98 7,
1 989, and 1 99 1 ) make important policy decisions, but it was the 1 99 1
meeting that really put the organization on a new course. The first
congress had voted to widen the permissible pay ratio or index from
1 : 4.5 to 1 : 6 ( as a ratio of lowest-paid to highest-paid employees ) . The
second congress had created the Fund for Education and lntercooper
ative Development, the most important aspect of which was the pro
vision for financial assistance to smaller or financially weaker co-ops
through the pooled resources (specifically called " Social Contribu
tions" ) of the larger and more profitable ones (Grupo Cooperativo
Mondragon 1 989). But the formal restructuring of the co-ops, first
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rec ommended by the Caja in 1 984, did not come into full view until
the D ecemb er 1 99 1 meeting.
Th e key decisions of the Third Cooperative Congress were: (a) a
move toward greater centralization through expansion of the man
age rial superstructure and pursuit of a univocal strategy regarding
the cooperatives' presence in the market (including the renaming of
th e Mondragon Cooperative Group as the Mondragon Cooperative
Corporation); (b) the beginning of a major structural reorganization of
the cooperatives, away from the long-standing reliance on regional
groupings (often in distinct valleys and municipal areas) and toward
clustering according to business sector; and (c) the allowance for fur
ther widening of the wage index, by permitting salaries of top man
agers to rise to 70 percent of established market equivalents. (Salaries
at lower levels of the hierarchy have tended to be very close to mar
ket averages . ) As we shall see shortly, all three of these decisions
proved to be significant not only materially but as symbolic depar
tures from basic cooperative values.
In the months that followed the December 1 99 1 meeting, most of
the co-ops voted to be part of the newly reorganized Mondragon Co
operative Corporation, but a few voted to secede, most notably the
ULMA group in the town of Oiiati and its neighboring valley. Differ
ing with the MCC management especially over sectoral restructur
ing and centralized control, the four ULMA industrial co-ops voted
80 percent to 20 percent in early 1 992 to create their own au
tonomous group (in effect, a separate corporation) . The ULMA group
now has five cooperatives, a number of satellites and holdings in
other countries including France, South Africa, and Brazil, and high
profitability. Like its giant neighbor MCC, ULMA is pursuing strate
gies of capital expansion, internalization, and strategic inter-firm al
liances . By itself, ULMA is among the two dozen largest private
fir ms in the Basque Country, has about 1 ,200 employees, and its cur
rent balance sheets reveal a strong financial position.
ULMA's departure from MCC is especially interesting, as we will
see, because it sharpened the debates over key values : autonomy, sol
idarity with the community or geographic area, and hierarchy versus
relative equality. Jose Antonio Ugarte, president of the ULMA group
fro m 1 99 1 to 1 99 7, explained to me in reflecting on ULMA's move
tow ard independence: "The new structure of MCC put us in the po
sit io n of choosing between their project and our own; as things stood,
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we couldn't have our own project within the new structure of
MCC . "
A s one o f the case examples for this book, ULMA-Forja forges pipe
fittings and flanges principally for oil companies. Forging is a profes
sion with a long and fabled history in the Basque Country, dating
back to the earliest evidence of industrialization. Forja was created in
1 962 as a worker cooperative, partly with the assistance of Ariz
mendi. Today it employs about 1 75 persons, approximately 70 per
cent of whom are socios. The cooperative is undergoing rapid change
because of demands for increased output and the struggle to keep
pace with new technological developments in production.
ULMA's break with MCC over issues of local control now allows it
to pursue internationalization from its own base and according to its
own plan. However, ULMA's very identity as a breakaway ( and un
derdog) group of cooperatives is now being overtaken by its own con
solidation and expansion. Thus, at the same time that the case of
ULMA can be examined against the backdrop of the larger MCC, it
should be seen as experiencing some of the same challenges and dif
ficulties, though on a smaller scale.
A number of cooperatives have been added to MCC during the pe
riod of corporate reorganization. In the 1 990s, the MCC's entrepre
.
neurial strategy has emphasized conversions of existing S.A.'s or so
ciedades an6nimas (that is, traditional capitalist firms )• over the
creation of entirely new cooperatives.
One of the case examples I explore in depth in Chapter 3 is a con
verted firm. MAPSA (Manufacturers of Aluminum of Pamplona for
the Automotive Sector), in the bull-running city of Pamplona,
Navarre, is a manufacturer of aluminum wheels for automobiles and
became a part of MCC in 1 99 1 -92, after several years of operating in
the red while being owned by a British conglomerate. The firm began
in 1 956. The work-force has hovered between one hundred and two
hundred employees in the 1 990s, most of whom have been worker' The four principal legal and tax-related structures for corporations in Spain today in
clude: sociedades an6nimas ( SAs), sociedades limitadas ISLs), sociedades cooperatives
(SCoops ), and sociedades an6nimas laborales ( SALs). The last two involve some degree
of worker ownership, with the SAL structure requiring a minimum of 5 1 % worker own
ership and the SCoop, at least in principle, requiring 100% (see Lucas 1 994). The
Mondragon co-ops have always emphasized that their structure and tradition as
employee-owned firms make for greater equality, more substantial rights to informa
tion, and more meaningful participation in decision making than would typically be
found in SALs (see TU, Jan. 1 998).
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owners since the conversion of the plant in 1 992. More recently, the
recruitm ent of some contract-based employees has taken total em
ployment of the firm to about three hundred. In 1 99 7 the company
reached its goal of producing and selling over one million wheels.
This former S.A. has a history of authoritarian management prac
tices and bitter labor disputes . During a heated debate in 1 99 1 over
whether or not to join MCC, many of the most active union mem
bers opposed the acquisition and conversion. At issue were the likely
nature of decision making in the converted firm and the fact that the
unions would effectively be disbanded. An assistant department
head, Javier Lecumberri, told me, "There was fear on the part of
many workers as well as managers about the changes in work culture
required by the transition to become a cooperative. " A close look at
this case strikes to the heart of what "cooperativism" or organized
cooperation means in practice. "Now that we are a cooperative/' said
a staff assistant in 1 997, "the responsibilities of work belong to
everybody. That means that the possibilities for the cooperative are
within each of us. "
The third case in-depth example is of MAIER, a highly successful
maker of plastic auto parts, located in the historic town of Gernika,
just thirty-five kilometers from Bilbao, the Basque Country's largest
city. Gernika is the ancient political and spiritual capital of the
Basque Country which marks the place where the fueros, or regional
laws of self-governance, were established. It is also the town made fa
mous by the devastating bombing raid of Hitler's Luftwaffe in 1 93 7,
at General Francisco Franco's bidding. The horrors of that event are
immortalize d in Picasso's " Guernica/' a painting that now symbol
izes the pain and senselessness of war for the entire world. Today the
town of Gernika, with about fifteen thousand inhabitants, remains a
burning source of pride for many Basques .
MAIER is a key member of MCC's Automotive Division, yet the
co- op retains a strong independent spirit. Despite the perhaps apoc
ryphal stories about the origin of the cooperative's name ( no one is
sure of its actual source, and it has no real meaning), many employ
ees there are pleased that the title is German-sounding and easily
re co gn ized and pronounced in the international market. MAIER
P ri des itself on its cosmopolitan corporate culture (the main recep
tioni st speaks five languages L which is stimulated by an expanding
network of suppliers and purchasers abroad. The co-op displays its
au tonomy by pursuing its own distinct ventures, such as the creation
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of a new high-tech research and development center and the estab
lishment of its own fairly direct relationships with clients and cus
tomers, while also being a part of MCC's general corporate strategy.
MAIER's tremendous success-it more than doubled its employees
to over six hundred between my 1 994 and 1 99 7 visits-carries with it
a number of problems, including difficulties with the new complexi
ties of communication, a rapidly accelerating pace of work, and ten
sions between service to the customer and employee autonomy. A
machine technician there said to me in 1 994, "The growth of our
business has brought us many benefits, especially high profits and
good benefits. But many of us that have been around here since the
beginning or when the company was small miss the kind of intimate
work climate we once had. " With the rapid expansion of the work
force, many people have been hired on a contract basis, and so ten
sions have emerged between owning and nonowning employees . In
1 998 MAIER and its associates became a Cooperative Group, signal
ing their increased clout within MCC's corporate structure.
Contemporary changes, bringing challenges and opportunities of
the Mondragon cooperatives, cannot be captured in their totality in
any one study, but through the in-depth exploration of three specific
mid-sized cases, each representing a different aspect on the Mon
dragon experience, we can better appreciate where the co-ops are
now and where they might be headed. Before moving to an analysis
of Mondragon today, however, we should review how major studies
of the cooperatives account for their longevity, financial strength,
and social viability.

Reasons for Mondragon's Success

Undeniably the Mondragon cooperatives have had tremendous suc
cess. Not only does MCC in itself constitute the tenth largest private
firm in Spain, but the cooperatives in general account for about 30
percent of the economic activity in the Basque Country !Mancomu
nidad de Alto Deba 1 994) . Although the number of new co-op starts
declined sharply in the early 1 980s and has remained relatively low,
there continue to be conversions of traditional capitalist firms as
well as buy-outs and conversions of other capitalist firms. Also the
cooperatives now see themselves as the premier generators of new
employment in several different districts of the Basque Country ! TU,
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1 June 1 997: 6 ) . Furthermore, the internationalization of the Mon
dragon and ULMA co-ops is accelerating (though most of the firms
acquired in other countries are noncooperatives and have no plans to
conve rt ). In 1 99 7 alone, MCC concluded agreements to form delega
tion s, establish new plants, or purchase existing firms in Morocco,
India, Brazil, Colombia, and China. Many observers consider Mon
dra go n to be a model system. Canadian futurist Guy Dauncey ( 1 997:
2) declares: "Mondragon has proved beyond question that co-opera
tive ownership, co-operative banking and co-operative networking
between businesses bring a level of success, stability and employ
ment that can be matched by very few privately owned companies. "
Opinions vary widely o n the reasons for Mondragon's longevity
and success, yet three sets of important explanations can be posed as
crucial. The first set is cultural. Several analyses of Mondragon have
emphasized the system's uniqueness and how it drew its values and
energy from Basque culture ( see the summary of research in Whyte
and Whyte 1 99 1 ). Especially compelling is the concept of solidarity.
As Roger Collins ( 1 990) observes, Basque culture displays a simulta
neous stress on self-reliance and collaboration (see de Azaola 1 98 8 ) .
Thus Basques will often appear t o outsiders a s both staunchly inde
pendent-individually, as well as in their collective nationalistic
pride-and highly interdependent. Solidaridad (in Spanish, or elkar
tasun in Euskara/Euskera) symbolizes Basques' commitment to one
another as well as their connections to the land, especially the region
in which they live.
The mountain valleys and coastal inlets in which most Basque
towns are situated were quite separate until well into the twentieth
century, because of the difficulties in transportation over the moun
tain passes . Before the standardization of spoken and written Euskera
early in the century, two communities in very close proximity-say,
even as short a distance as ten kilometers as the crow flies-might
have had very different terms for common objects such as tools.
Mon dragon, a small city of 35,000, and Oftati, a town of 1 2,000, are
ju st twelve kilometers from one another, but the barrier of a moun
tain ridge left them with comparatively distinct traditions until the
la tter half of the twentieth century. Even now, the people of Mon
drag on speak of those in Oftati as snobby and distant because of the
town's five-hundred-year-old university ( the first in the Basque
Country ) and the fact that it was ruled by a count until the mid-nine
te en th century. To reduce the sense of distance, the people of Mon-
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drag6n enjoy joking about the sexual exploits of the counts and ru 
mors of incest in the community. To the people of Oiiati, Mondrag6n
is less picturesque, and has less charm and sophistication.
Regional solidarity is thus a strongly evocative concept for many
Basques. One Basque engineer, who was working temporarily as a
quality and participation expert in ULMA-Forja in 1 996-9 7, told me
that he could no longer feel good about his "long commute" or about
living during the week in the town of Oiiati, where Forja is located.
"I need to return to my place" (a town just thirty kilometers away) .
Although a n interest i n working i n other regions o f Spain o r even in
other countries is growing among young professional workers, ties to
the land and people of one's community of birth remain very strong
among nearly everyone I met in and around Mondrag6n.
Solidaridad is written into the constitution of the co-ops as one of
the famous Ten Principles, all of which became fully articulated and
approved by the First Cooperative Congress of the Mondrag6n cooper
atives in 1 987. These principles were inspired by those of the
Rochdale Pioneers in England and they are largely consistent with the
recent Statement on the Co-operative Identity by the International
Cooperative Alliance ( 1 996). MCC's ( 1 994) ten official principles are:
Open Admission
Democratic Organization
Sovereignty of Labor
The Instrumental Character of Capital
Self-management
Pay Solidarity
Group Cooperation
Social Transformation
Universal Nature
Education

The last five principles all incorporate some notion of solidarity,
even though the term is mentioned explicitly only in respect to
salary and wages. The broadest meaning of solidarity includes: ( 1 )
maintaining a relatively narrow salary range between highest-paid
and lowest-paid employees; (2) "intercooperation, " or the sharing of
resources by cooperatives in the same groupings within the larger
corporation; (3 ) connection with the communities in which the co
operatives operate; (4) identification with social justice movements
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elsewhere; and (5) training focused on the coming generations. In ad
dition, solidarity of employee relations was emphasized in many in
terviews. These aspects of solidarity persist today, although they are
threatened by the internationalization of the cooperatives and the
sharp er focus on efficiency.
Ano ther aspect of the cultural explanation for Mondragon's suc
ces s is the co-ops' long-standing opposition to Franco. Having been
forged during the hard years of oppression under the fascist dictator
ship and within a culture that to some extent had to go underground
from 1 939 to 1 975, the co-ops of Mondragon benefited from their dis
tinctive identity and their vitality. Although labor unions were
strictly outlawed until 1 958 and carefully controlled by vertical
management-worker councils from that time until Franco's death in
1 975, cooperatives were legal. An experienced union representative
outside the cooperatives told me, "The co-ops derived a surprising
double benefit from Franco's regime: first, they were allowed to and
in some ways even encouraged to exist through beneficial tax laws
(that continue today); second, they could use Franco as a target of
criticism and hatred so as to fortify their own internal sense of mis
sion. " The co-ops benefited from what has been called "identifica
tion by antithesis " (Burke, 1 969; compare Cheney 1 983a), in that
they derived cohesion from opposing outside threats and forces. A
U.S. economist who has recently studied the cooperatives observes
that even though it is now a powerful multinational corporation,
Mondragon continues to make symbolic use of its former underdog
position (Martin 1 994) .
Finally, I must mention the role of the Roman Catholic Church in
the culture of the cooperatives. While the Church performed no for
mal function in establishing the cooperatives-despite Arizmendi's
for ma tive role in their creation-its twentieth-century concern for
labor and social justice certainly served as one of the important back
drops for the cooperatives' emergence and development. Basque reli
gious historian Patxi Ituarte ( 1 994) explains that Pope Leo }QII's fa
mous 1 89 1 encyclical Rerum Novarum ( "Of the New Things " ) was
central in Arizmendi's thinking about the cooperatives . Among other
things, Rerum Novarum explicitly asserts the rights of workers to or
ganiz e and proclaims that their interests should not be subordinated
to th os e of capital or property. This conception of the dignity and
right s o f the worker later appeared in the constitution of the cooper
ativ es, as summarized in the Ten Principles above.
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Some researchers insist that these cultural factors be given less
weight now than in the initial research on the cooperatives. William
Whyte ( 1 99 1 ), perhaps the most prolific U.S. writer on the coopera
tives, agrees that cultural distinctiveness has been overrated and
chooses instead to feature the co-ops' key organizational structures.
ltuarte stresses that the substitution of new values for long-held reli
gious and cultural ideals shows that at least in recent years the coop
eratives' success must be attributed to other factors. Such changes
are revealed, for example, in the dramatic drop in regular attendance
at Mass in the Basque Country, from about 75 percent in 1 9 75 to less
than 25 percent today. Now " there is more and more talk about
money, " says Ituarte.
Perhaps more important than the institutional solidarity are the
" second-order" cooperatives such as the C aja Laboral bank, a social
security system, and an educational system, which have allowed the
cooperatives to achieve longevity and success in large part by
"buffering" them from the ebbs and flows of the larger market and
society.
Especially important in this respect has been the Caja Laboral. By
the early 1 980s, when the Caja was just twenty-five years old, it was
already Spain's twenty-sixth largest bank, with over 1 20 branches,
over a thousand workers, and nearly half a million customers. Today,
the Caja is one of Spain's largest financial institutions, with reserves
and projects that extend far beyond those linked to the cooperatives
of Mondragon. In fact, Spain's central bank required the Caja to open
its doors to clients and investments beyond the co-ops in the mid1 990s, although the Caja still offers low-interest loans to the cooper
atives. With respect to MCC, the Caja Laboral is a special type of
second-order cooperative in that it serves both individual members
(all worker-owners in the co-ops plus many outside holders of ac
counts) and institutional members, in the form of individual cooper
atives .
From the time of its creation in 1 959, the Caja Laboral has pro
vided not only low-interest loans for the development of new cooper
atives but also an array of support services . Economists Thomas and
Logan 1 1 982) explain that the Bank is important not only in the pro
tection it affords fledgling cooperatives and the system in general but
also in its structure. Jaroslav Vanek's theory of labor-managed firms
( 1 975, 1 9 7 7 ) cautions that pure self-financing by worker cooperatives
can lead to tremendous inefficiencies; but Thomas and Logan ob-
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s erve that Mondragon has been largely able to avoid such problems
thro ugh a complex and interdependent relationship between the pro
ducing co-ops and the Caja.
As already noted, the Empresarial (Entrepreneurial) Division of the
Caja Laboral, which in 1 99 1 became LKS, has functioned since 1 959
as the internal consulting arm of the co-ops. Ellerman ( 1 982) de
scribed this division as 11 a factory factory 11 largely responsible for the
huge expansion of the number of the cooperatives within the system:
during 1 959-82 over a hundred new co-op starts, only one of which
failed. Since 1 986 the record is more difficult to assess because of ac
quisitions and sell-offs, and there have been practically no new co-op
starts. LKS and its organizational forerunner have served the larger
cooperative system in terms of what Ellerman calls 11the socializa
tion of entrepreneurship, " through the development of mechanisms
for consolidating expertise and bringing it to bear on existing and po
tential cooperative ventures. Beginning in the late 1 9 70s, the Entre
preneurial Division replaced certain managers, altered product lines,
and enabled the transfer of worker-members among cooperatives
(Morris 1 992) . As a key part of the superstructure of the co-ops, this
unit increasingly took on managerial functions with respect to the
whole system. In 1 9 9 1 -92, for example, the LKS was instrumental
in converting a failing capitalist firm, MAPSA of Pamplona, into a
part of the Automotive Components Group of MCCi its contribu
tions included specification of management plans and programs for
retraining.
Thus the Caja Laboral and LKS have helped to protect the co-ops
from many of the ebbs and flows of the larger market, granted them
economic opportunities, offered social security (literally and figura
tiv ely), and provided cooperative management.
Another factor in Mondragon's success story is the internal dy
namism and adaptability that have resulted from a complex system
of direct and representative democracy. Although these mechanisms
are changing-indeed, this is one of the important points of my
an alysis-their long-term contribution to Mondragon's achievement
are c rucial to discuss in some detail. Further, by way of this discus
sion, we can consider exactly how the individual co-ops are struc
t ure d and how they fit together under two corporate umbrellas.
Within each cooperative, whether it be the Otalora Training Cen
ter with thirteen members or the Eroski supermarket chain with
tho usa nds, there are several governing bodies. First and foremost is
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the general assembly, which includes all worker-members . In princi
ple this is the highest governing body of each cooperative, and by
statute it must meet at least once a year (usually in the spring). Data
collected by the Otalora Training Center in 1 994 indicate that atten
dance has been averaging around 70 percent across the co-ops. Ab
sences from general assembly meetings are negatively sanctioned in
most co-ops . A socio who misses a single meeting is " advised"; a sec
ond unexcused absence results in loss of vote (which may become
permanent ); and a third leads to a fine. Members who must miss a
meeting can give their proxy votes to others that attend, but each
person in attendance can carry only one proxy vote per meeting.
Assemblies operate on a one-person, one-vote principle, but posi
tion papers and business plans are prepared in advance by key mem
bers who form a panel for presenting their recommendations to the
assembly. In the spring of 1 994, I attended four assemblies and found
each to be rather formal, largely scripted, and relatively controlled.
Given the liveliness of the debating culture among Basques-evident
in bars as well as in boardrooms-! was surprised at the lack of spon
taneity. Even oppositional voices were expressed through planned
statements at key points in the proceedings. After a call for com
ments from the assembly by the conductor of the meeting ( or one of
the panelists) the socio would read a prepared intervenci6n . This
process was all the more surprising given how intensely oral Basque
culture remains, even with industrialization, modernization, and in
ternationalization. In most business situations, as on the street, face
to-face communication and one's word are considered more reliable
than letters, memos, or written reports. (This cultural fact has im
portant implications for research: interviews are more easily
arranged than are surveys-the exact opposite of what we typically
find in U.S. organizations. ) Prior to the general assembly meeting for
a large cooperative, charlas or preparatory chats are held for groups of
thirty to forty socios, during which time the policies, plans, and
strategies of the firm are reviewed and perhaps modified.
The consejo rector, or governing/directing council, is the principal
governing body of each cooperative on a day-to-day basis. Members
of the consejo rector, almost always elected to four-year terms, come
from the general membership of the cooperative. Thus, the council
may consist primarily of laborers as opposed to white-collar profes
sionals (as was the case in the MAPSA co-op when I first visited in
1 994). In each of the cooperatives I visited, the consejo rector was
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considered to be the most powerful organ in the co-op. Socios spoke
with respect of the governing council even when they criticized its
decisi ons.
One of the most important decisions made by the governing coun
cil is the selection of a general manager or geren te. The general man
ager of a co-op is often brought in from the outside, and many are
ev en hired from traditional capitalist firms. Qualifications for this
position include leadership ability, technical expertise, and faith in
the cooperative vision of business. Most of the general managers I
met were enthusiastic, dynamic, interpersonally adept, and ambi
tious. Fernando Recalde of ULMA-Forja, for example, was hired from
a noncooperative company in 1 993 and has helped to increase the
sales of his co-op dramatically, particular by updating presses and
other machinery and by an aggressive program of international mar
keting. Forja is now selling pipe fittings to petroleum companies in
the United States, Mexico, and Southeast Asia. Especially impressive
about Recalde's managerial style is his personal dynamism and car
ing relationships with employees all over the plant.
In moderately sized to large co-ops, there is also a consejo de direc
ci6n, or management council, chaired by the general manager and
usually including key administrators such as the financial director,
director of production, personnel director, and director of quality.
Like the general manager himself, the other members of the manage
ment council are hired by the governing council, usually for unspec
ified terms . This organ, as in the case of smaller co-ops with only a
general manager, recommends policies and plans to the governing
council. Frequently the relationships between these two governing
bodies are strong; in recent years the presumption that they will be
in agreement has increasingly become the norm. While the recom
mendations of the consejo de direcci6n are in no way binding for a
co-op, in practice they tend to guide the decisions of the consejo rec
tor when it comes to purely business matters. The management
council may meet as often as weekly.
The final important organ within each cooperative at Mondragon
is th e consejo social ( social council ) . U. S. labor organizer Mike
Mill er explains, "It is recognized in Mondragon that managers are
not the appropriate custodians of the interests of shop-floor work
ers, and that full participation on the part of all members requires
more than formal participation in annual general assemblies. The
socia l c ouncils are the vehicles of two-way communication from
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the bottom up and the top down " ( 1 994: 8 ) . The social councils are in
fact designed to counterbalance the business orientation of the gov
erning councils and the management councils with an explicit con
cern for safety, hygiene, remuneration, and personnel issues. Ariz
mendi commissioned the social councils envisioning that they
would represent the individual and collective interests of all the so
cios of a cooperative, as related to but also distinct from the con
cerns of efficiency.
In practice, the performance and power of the social councils is
highly variable across specific cooperatives, in part because they lack
the clarity of purpose held by most governing councils . Also, in
newer co-ops or conversions there is little tradition for the social
councils to rely upon. And in some cases the governing council as
sumes a disproportionate amount of control because it has the statu
tory right to treat the recommendations of the social council as
purely advisory. In two of the three co-ops I examined, for example,
the social council was weak. The social council of MAPSA of Pam
plana lacked direction because the co-op was a recent conversion
from a traditional capitalist firm. In the case of ULMA-Forja, the so
cial council had a long history of ineffectiveness, reinforced by very
low interest in participating in the body. One worker-member at
Forj a told me, "It's like a trap from which we cannot escape: no one
takes the social council seriously, so it never has the chance to get
better. And so, things go on like this, year after year. " At MAIER of
Gernika, the immensely successful plastic auto parts manufacturer,
the social council does play a very active role in the affairs of the
firm. It is seen as both a complement to and a partner with the gov
erning council, and these days it is raising important questions about
the increasing pace and hours of work.
In addition to the general manager, each cooperative has a presi
dent, elected for a four-year term by the entire cooperative. The pres
ident is an ex-officio member of the governing council and the social
council, and is invited to all meetings of the management council
(where there is one) . The general manager is occasionally invited to
meetings of the governing council or the social council, usually to
make informational presentations on the state of the co-op or to rec
ommend future policy. Thus each co-op has a dual leadership struc
ture. In most co-ops I visited, including Forja, MAPSA, and MAIER,
both figures were powerful within the context of daily business, con
ducting important meetings and assuming leadership in the policies
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and management decisions o f the firm . I n many cases the two act as
par tn ers in the management o f the co-op, the elected president being
typ ically more conscious of his or her constituencies than is the se
lec ted general manager.
This dual governance-management structure gives vitality to the
coop eratives, producing a fairly strong democratic awareness. Even
as worker-members complained about the performance of their gov
ernin g bodies or leaders, they recognized that the governing bodies'
purposes were, among other things, to enlist significant participa
tion, consult widely with the membership, and make informed deci
sions or at least offer credible recommendations. A middle-level
manager in MAPSA was quite passionate when he said to me: "To
participate in the governance of the business is a privilege that car
ries with it weighty responsibilities. The organs give us legitimate
means for expressing ourselves, but it's up to us to take on the roles
of true socios through vigorous involvement. "
This comment, expressed by a thirty-year veteran o f a recently
converted firm, speaks to the critical issue of structure versus
process. Vehicles for participation in decision making and other af
fairs have been present almost since the co-ops' founding in 1 956,
but the use, specific functioning, and vitality of these institutions are
always open to question. In many co-ops the general assembly meet
ings have "become as predictable as Catholic Masses, " as one dissat
isfied worker-member of FAGOR-Electrodomesticos told me in
1 994. And I have observed that many of the social councils are lack
ing in definition, vigor, and power. I would add that there is also a
general perception of diminishing participation-especially in de
partmental or co-op meetings associated with information sharing
and strategizing. As we will see in Chapters 3 and 4, a further ques
ti on is whether new forms of participation at the level of the job and
team are usurping some of the power of the social councils (just as
they are supplanting traditional, decision-centered understandings of
emp loyee participation) .
Interestingly, a recent master's thesis (Klingel l 993 ) found that nei
ther past nor current membership in the governing bodies was a good
predictor of socio's desire to participate in decision making. Further,
th e stu dy found it difficult to isolate personal characteristics such as
e duca tion, tenure, or position as predictors . The study found, rather,
t hat interest in and satisfaction with the current performance of the
organ in question were the best predictors of an overall desire to par-
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ticipate. That is to say, one's sense of "how a governing body is
doing" turned out to be the single most reliable indicator of whether
or not a socio wanted to be more involved than he currently was.
This conclusion is important not only because it confirms what
emerged from my own interviews, but also because it reminds us of
the circular nature of democratic participation. Simply put, per
ceived efficacy is likely to energize more participation, and if that
participation is then seen as valuable, the perceived efficacy of the
involvement will increase. This finding is generally in line with re
search by sociologists Derber and Schwartz ( 1 983), who found that
effective employee participation often results in the desire for even
more participation. On the other hand, a negative spiral can easily
take hold and may be quite difficult to reverse-as is the case with
ULMA-Forja's social council. The question then becomes how and
when to intervene so as to turn the council into a " club people want
to join . "
I n sum, when I offer internal dynamism a s one of the key factors in
Mondragon's success, I am highlighting the operation of the system
rather than its structures. A fact of organizational ( or political) life is
that institutions established to serve democratic interests and chan
nel democratic energies may become old, tired, stale, or simply un
used. The development and adaptation of the institutions must be
supported by complex and vital means of communication that con
nect the governing bodies with one another and involve ordinary
members with the activities of the councils. And, if it is to be truly
democratic as well as flexible, such a system must be able to reflect
upon and modify itself.

The Social Question as a Complement to the Economic
Question

Concern for the social as well as the economic dimensions of Mon
dragon is the underlying motivation for this book. As I mentioned in
Chapter 1 , the two key questions about cooperatives and other orga
nizations that strive to be democratic or espouse values of social jus
tice are these: ( 1 ) Can the system survive economically, given the
pressure for it to perform in a larger marketplace? (2) Can the system
maintain its social values and commitments-that is, keep its soul?
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Th ese two questions emerged as overarching, interdependent themes
in th e discussions in the Otalora Training Center at the end of my
group tour of Mondragon in March 1 994, and the questions have
been p osed in various ways by a number of recent writers on the co
ops ( see, e.g., Freundlich 1 996; Harding 1 998; Huet 1 99 7; Miller
1 99 4; Morris 1 992). In an important article on the recent financial
strategies of the cooperatives, Melissa Moye explains just how inter
dependent are the social and economic priorities of the Mondragon
cooperatives . I quote her study at length:
The interplay between social priorities and institutions developed
by the group [of cooperatives] should be recognized in any attempt
to understand its success . The original priorities of the group led
members to develop institutions and practices of employment, fi
nance and governance, which led to high employment, investment
and participation. A sort of virtuous circle resulted which sustained
an environment of high investment and productivity, and which
produced problem-solving institutions such as intervention, social
councils and a system of movement of excess workers which opera
tionalized the social priorities. As the institutions built in the last
two decades are revamped, one of the concerns -Voiced by co-op
leaders is that the co-operatives must survive as businesses if they
are to survive as co-operatives. The question that is raised here is
whether they can succeed wi thout being co-operatives, in the sense
of maintaining their social priorities. If we see their social priorities
as guiding the development of institutions that contributed to eco
nomic success, what happens as these institutions, and maybe even
the underlying priorities, change? Then they cannot be seen as busi
nesses first, but co-operation must be viewed as central to the busi
ness. ( 1 993: 273 )

Moye identifies one of the two reasons why my exploration of the so
cial dim ensions of the Mondragon cooperatives includes an explicit
consideration of the market and especially an examination of the
trend of "marketization" in discourse. The other reason, as explained
in C hapt er 1, was my recognition of the increasing interdependence
of t he internal affairs of organizations, such as employee participa
tion, with external concerns, such as how to serve the customer
b ett er.
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The Importance of Being Mondragon

Some current developments at Mondragon represent significant
departures from its traditions, and go far beyond the obvious secular
ization of Basque society. The breadth of the changes is hardly sur
prising, given how much the cooperatives have been international
ized in the 1 990s, the degree to which they now admit outside
influences in the form of worldwide management trends such as
TQM and Kaizen, and their romance with technology and modern
ization in general. In many of my interviews and conversations I
found a disturbing degree of resignation to and sometimes full accep
tance of organizational restructuring and the advice of the most cele
brated management gurus. Talk of a being in a technological "race"
was common. Young people are thinking a lot about the develop
ment of their personal careers. And both socios and people on the
street were describing themselves and others more and more as " con
sumers" and less as citizens or as community members. The co-op
member may b e as interested as anyone in accumulating goods and
getting more and better service "for my peseta" at the store.
This study of Mondragon is above all about the capacity of the co
operatives to " keep their souL " This question is not new, but it
comes to us with fresh importance as we consider not only how or
ganizations of the future will meet the "needs " of consumers, but
also how larger social problems are going to be addressed. The new
global market has been proclaimed to be the key form of interna
tional activity for the twenty-first century, and is promoted as the
primary vehicle of democratization in both industrialized and devel
oping societies. But it is becoming increasingly clear that the whole
sale substitution of market functions for social ones not only pro
duces a rash of inequities (Sklar 1 995 ) and yields a number of
irrational outcomes such as overcapacity (Uchitelle 1 997) but also
leaves even many of the well-off strangely dissatisfied, with a sense
of "Is this all there is ? " (Samuelson 1 996).
Considering the relevance of these changes to employee participa
tion, we must note the increasing pressures on the worker through
new regimes of efficiency, quality, and customer service. Many of
these developments have occurred in the name of market reforms
and customer orientation, but popular labels like " the customer
driven" firm are inadequate in helping us understand fully the di
verse and often contradictory influences on businesses and other or-
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gan iz ations today. For example how do we account for increased
m onit oring of employees' work at the same time they are being
ask ed to be more "entrepreneurial " ? Thus I wish to focus on the role
of th e employee and the meanings of participation at work.
I offer this case study, as well as the larger analysis of what might
be called "problems of democracy" in contemporary organizational
life, toward a more general discussion of individual and organiza
tional futures. Rather than presenting Mondragon as either a quaint
his to rical footnote or as a peculiar blip on the screen of business in
the twentieth century, I suggest that it deserves special attention for
what its dynamics reveal for the prospects of other organizations and
institutions. The study of Mondragon is relevant to other organiza
tions precisely because it represents an especially vigorous, unusu
ally long-lived, and perhaps fairly "pure " attempt to guide a profit
making enterprise according to social values . So, followers of the
case might ask: "Well, if Mondragon can't maintain its social com
mitments in the face of the international market, just who can? "
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Key Value Debates at Mondragon
With Yudit Buitrago
We have to participate for reasons of competitiveness and the expansion of the market.
And, the kind of participation we most need is not something up in the clouds, dealing
with abstract issues, but something continuous and concentrated in one's job.
-Jesus Larraiiaga,

1 994

The Transformation of Values at Mondragon

orting through the conflicts and areas of overlap between the tra

S ditional cooperative values and the more recently evolved corpo

rate ones at Mondragon is not an easy matter, especially given the
ambiguities and changes in meaning within the co-ops' various con
stituencies . As the magazine of the Mondragon Cooperation, Tra bajo
y Union ( TU), put it in a February 1 996 cover story on " the corporate
values, " corporate and cooperative values are not completely incom
patible. The list of ranked values in that issue includes "people" ( sec
ond), "cooperation" (third), and " social commitment " (sixth), along
with "satisfaction of the customer" (first), "products and services"
(fo urth), and "continuous improvement " (fifth) . Though formal com
munications heavily emphasize modeling the activities of noncoop
erat ive multinational corporations (with the possible exception of
MCC's strategy of increased centralization), debates and discussions
over the "social side " of work at Mondragon persist in general as
semblies, corporate documents, orientation and training programs,
and informal departmental " chats. " My own questions of workers
and citizens about the " values that actually do" or "the values that
really ought to represent the cooperatives " produced passionate and
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thoughtful monologues and exchanges . Few were at a loss for words
about this subject.
In January 1 999, MCC issued a new mission statement, which be
gins: "MCC is a socio-economic experience with an entrepreneurial
character, created by and for persons, inspired by the cooperatives'
basic principles, committed to competitiveness and customer satis
faction, in order to generate wealth in the society" ( TU, Jan. 1 999 ) .
One o f the founders o f MCC, Jesus Larrafiaga, argues that the "old"
cooperative values such as participation and social solidarity must be
recast or reframed to accommodate the globalization of the econ
omy; the top priorities of profit and efficiency must be based in the
direct engagement of the worker-owner in the management of the
firm (TU, Jan. 1 996). For Sharryn Kasmir, author of The Myth of
Mondragon, the tension between old and new values has already
been lopsidedly resolved in favor of the corporate culture. "In situat
ing the Mondrag6n cooperatives within the global economy, one les
son becomes clear. Worker-owners are not shielded from the forces of
the global market " ( 1 996: 1 94). This view is consistent with what
some representatives of the quasi�union KT ("Cooperative Groups" )
told m e i n April 1 994: "The management o f MCC i s now very dis
tant from our heritage; they have violated some of our most enduring
principles, such as solidarity. " Numerous informal conversations
during 1 9 9 7 in the street and in local bars supported this interpreta
tion. But Javier Mongelos, former president of MCC, told me in an
interview in May 1 994, " Far from seeing employee participation on
the decline, we are encouraging and witnessing its resurgence. "
Moreover, leaders and many workers in the ULMA group of coops
that broke away from MCC in 1 992 believe linkages to the local
community can be maintained within the context of progress in the
market . The former president of the ULMA group, Jose Antonio
Ugarte, told me in early 1 994: " We saw separation from MCC as the
only way to preserve our commitment to the community, the land,
and local autonomy. " Some of the socios in the Otalora Training
Center also think core values can be sustained during globalization.
The house sociologist, Mikel Lezamiz, insisted in 1 994 that there
were many opportunities to revitalize the cooperative spirit of MCC .
The tensions at Mondrag6n b etween corporate and cooperative
values have been present from the very beginning. MCC cofounder
Jose Maria Ormaechea told me in a 1 994 interview, "Don Jose Maria
[Arizmendiarrieta] was as much a realist as an idealist: he knew that
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the coop eratives would have to make it financially and he knew they
would have to adapt to the changing fortunes of the market. This
idea is not new to our present day, though the globalization of the
m ark et certainly presents us with new challenges . "
The tension between what Peter Leigh Taylor ( 1 994) calls the
"rhetoric of the business firm" and "the rhetoric of the social firm"
can be understood to some extent in terms of one of the very operat
ing principles of Mondragon: equilibria ( equilibrium) . Although this
principle is not explicitly enshrined in the Ten Principles that were
adopted by the First Cooperative Congress in 1 98 7, Whyte reported
that "in discussions and in written reports we find frequent use of
the term" ( 1 99 1 : 99). In a way the concept of equilibrium is a founda
tion for the Ten Principles, whose underlying theme is that the con
cerns of labor and of the community are means of achieving social
ends . Whyte explains: " [Equilibria] refers to the principle that the co
operatives must guide their growth in terms of balancing economic
and technological requirements with social needs and the social vi
sion" ( 1 99 1 : 99).
In their study of workplace democracy in the FAGOR group in the
late 1 980s, anthropologist Davydd Greenwood and his collaborator
in the co-ops, Jose Luis Gonzalez ( 1 989, 1 992), explained that the
principle of equilibrium actually applies to several different dimen
sions of life inside the cooperatives, including especially the dialec
tics of efficiency-participation, dynamism-stability, and cooperation
conflict . In focus groups, socios spoke readily about each of the
values and recognized the trade-offs with respect to those values that
must be faced with each organizational decision. Perhaps the most
important equilibrium is between efficiency and participation, be
cause it crystallizes the potential conflict between organizationally
centered reasons for policies and employee-focused ones.
Key concepts such as "the market/' " the consumer/' " democ
racy/' " efficiency/' and "solidarity" are being continuously redefined
at Mondragon. For example, I found an almost supernatural concep
tual of the market to be a common perception among socios, and ac
corded a measure of supreme social agency without reference to its
constituent parts. Some of my contacts in the co-ops would insist
simply that " the market means that we must grow or die/' often
without being able to pinpoint the signals from the market that led
to such a certain conclusion.
11Customer service" has become a dominant value in many organi-
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zations today-a reason for being and a way of reconceptualizing
every organizational activity and every employee (George 1 990 ). Like
"mom" and "quality, " customer service is difficult to attack in de
bate. Yet it may not be what it first appears, in that "service" may be
a narrowly conceived and mechanical sort of impulse rather than
based in thoughtfulness, dedication, and creativity. Still, multiple in
terpretations within the diverse organizational cultures at Mon
dragon may sometimes stimulate resistance against the dominant or
emergent values of the organization.
By offering a selective history of Mondragon within Chapter 2, I
have previewed a number of the value-oriented tensions and chal
lenges faced by the cooperatives. I have mentioned important
changes in Basque and Spanish cultures: for instance, the decline of
religiosity and the rise of careerism and consumerism. At the same
time, we have seen the growing involvement of women in the work
force and the emergence of environmentalism. Finally I have noted
the most important internal changes in the co-ops, many of which
have become especially pronounced in the 1 990s: the consolidation
of corporate functions and the further strengthening of a managerial
superstructure; the restructuring of MCC's cooperatives along sec
toral lines and away from reliance on regional groupings; the widen
ing of the wage differential and the linkage of top managers' salaries
to the market; the pursuit of corporate flexibility through the cre
ation of new categories of employees that are not permanent socios;
and particularly the introduction of new programs of quality, produc
tivity, and participation. All of these changes, and a few others yet to
be mentioned, will come more clearly into focus in this chapter,
along with the patterns of discourse surrounding thew.
Below, I consider in turn several clusters of interrelated values, all
of which emerged as important in my five-year investigation of the
cooperatives: first, growth, internationalization, and competitive
ness; second, solidarity, equality, and autonomy; and third, effi
ciency, quality, and customer service. Also I consider what the
changes at Mondragon mean for a fourth cluster of values: employee
participation, communication, and information. The chapter con
cludes by elaborating on the advantages and disadvantages of casting
employee participation chiefly in market terms, while drawing upon
other relevant aspects of the preceding discussions.

Key Value Deba tes a t Mondragon
Gro wth, Internationalization, and Competitiveness

Because growth is an almost unquestioned value in corporate and
economic circles, organizations of all stripes can easily blind them
selves to its unintended consequences . One such consequence, as
Rob ert Michels ( [ 1 9 1 5] 1 962) warned the world, was that even in the
m ost egalitarian of organizations ( such as the German Socialist Party
just after the turn of the twentieth century), growth beyond a certain
p oint would lead to concentration of power in the hands of a few.
With almost a century of further experience behind us, we can see
not only the problems associated with organizational growth-such
as goal displacement and organizational inflexibility-but also how
remarkably persistent is the ideology of growth (Teune 1 98 8 ) . For ex
ample, in a systematic study of U . S . public corporate documents ( an
nual reports and house organs or employee magazines ) for 1 0 percent
of the Fortune 500 corporations, growth was a prevailing value in
every document and far exceeded all other values in both frequency
of mention and in emphasis (Cheney and Frenette 1 993 ) . Indeed,
some of the organizations examined talked about expansion as po
tentially "limitless. "
Consistent with the analysis of organizational values throughout
this book, the issue of growth should be understood on two levels .
The first is the actual effects of increased size on such aspects of the
organization as coordination, cohesion, and communication. The
other is the nature of the discourse about growth-that is, the argu
ments advanced in favor of it. Both are important to an understand
ing of the dynamics of size, in mainstream organizations as in so
called alternative ones.
Clearly, each organization should decide why, when, and how it
needs to grow, recognizing that growth may change the fundamental
character of the organization and substantially alter its relationship
to other organizations and institutions. Many an organization has
been seduced by the illusion that there are no social costs to growth,
only material benefits. But individuals' management of information,
supervisory effectiveness, and full participation may all be jeopar
di ze d when growth exceeds a certain level. The cases in Rothschild
and Whitt's The Cooperative Workplace show that some organiza
tio ns, seeing their small size as constitutive of " who they are, "
choos e caution and deliberation in considering growth. For instance,
organizations of a democratic or egalitarian nature may choose to cap
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the overall size of the organization or place limits on the sizes of de
partments and committees.
The expansion of the Mondragon cooperatives has been dramatic.
Once defined as an " alternative" institution within the Basque and
Spanish economies, Mondragon is now one of the leading establish
ments in the Basque industrial, financial, and distribution sectors. In
itself this new status makes it difficult for the cooperatives to main
tain the sense that they are different from most multinational corpo
rations. Raymond Russell's research on a variety of types of coop
eratives ( 1 985)-ranging from taxi drivers' collectives to Israeli
kibbu tzim-reveals that motivation of employees may decline over
time as a result of growth and the accompanying dilution of partici
patory practices . Similarly, Eric Batstone's investigations of French
producer cooperatives ( 1 983 ) reveals that the "frontier spirit " is
likely to diminish as they become more secure in funding and in
management.
The visibility of the FAGOR brand of home appliances, the pres
ence in most Basque communities of large Eroski supermarkets, the
Caja Laboral's move toward becoming a separate institution in its
own right, and the rapid multiplication of Mondragon's international
" delegations" and factories are among of the clearest signs that the
cooperatives have now far exceeded their founders' expectations
of financial success, resources, geographic reach, and power.
This tremendous expansion has had its effects on organizational
character.
The Caja Laboral's mid- 1 980s plan to expand the MCC coopera
tives' capital base and international market penetration while reduc
ing their diversification has now been significantly realized. With the
exception of certain co-ops of the old FAGOR regional group in the
Mondragon valley, where intercooperative bonds and traditions are
still strong, the new sectoral groupings are coming to life as coordi
nated policymaking and internal communications plans. Rafael Le
turia, former vice president of the Automotive Division, told me in
1 99 7, "Part of the difficulty for some long-time workers in parts of
FAGOR [Ederlan and Electronica] is that they have passed through
five different co-ops, five different business arrangements, in the
course of MCC's development. "
For many long-time socios, especially in the FAGOR group, there
is a sense of not only an unstable organizational structure but also an
unstable organizational identity. This problem has motivated the
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qua si-union KT's opposition to MCC policies and it is evident in
KT's "interventions" or public statements at general assembly meet
ings of the FAGOR group. KT's representatives appeal to strong no
tions of tradition, local control, and intercooperative solidarity. One
repre sentative insisted, "We just can't allow the corporation to be
com e more important than the individual cooperatives that grant it
auth ority. "
The three principal divisions in MCC, are financial, distribution,
an d industrial, with the industrial group being further subdivided
into seven production sectors (agrupaciones). At the same time,
MCC has attempted to enhance the coordination of market strategy
at the corporate level, which has been the justification for increasing
the influence of both the governing council of the Cooperative Con
gress and the LKS consultants. Defending this strategy, a young sys
tems engineer at MAIER told me how the co-op in 1 992 endorsed
MCC:
The challenge of the Mondragon cooperatives is to fight against all
the "holdings" [holding companies based in other nations] that are
being introduced in Spain. MAIER has always been part of the Mon
dragon group but has also been more on its own. Being one of the
most powerful companies within the automobile sector, we were a
bit more independent than all the rest [of the co-ops in the proposed
new agrupaci6n ] . And this is why there was a fight about whether
to join MCC or not. We considered carefully if we could manage on
our own. But to do this, a company needs to be very strong and pow
erful. When you have clients like Peugeot, the name MAIER may
sound familiar but not as much as if you talk about MCC. So we de
cided it would be best to enter MCC [and be part of its new corpo
rate plan].
ULMA, which now consists of five distinct cooperatives, has also de
veloped a corporate strategy that calls for a unified presence in the
market, while still encouraging each individual co-op to develop dis
tinct customer and supplier relations . ULMA's "Organizational Pro
ject " ( 1 994) includes, in addition to specifications for the distribution
of profits, a statement of corporate values (based almost entirely on
the Ten Principles of MCC), corporate strategy, prescribed corporate
lines of authority, and guidelines for the further development of a
consistent "business and cooperative culture" for the group of co-
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ops . As explained to me by liiigo Agirre, then general manager of
ULMA, "The group's Organizational Proj ect is an attempt to blend
corporate and cooperative values, with one eye toward the traditions
of the cooperatives and another on the need for greater competitive
ness in the international market. But above all, the plan is designed
to help us succeed as a business. "
Like MCC, ULMA experienced a significant economic upturn in
1 995-99, has hired numerous contract-based or nonowning employ
ees (though at pay scales typically closer to those for socios), and an
ticipates substantial further growth. Perhaps the greatest difference
between ULMA and MCC, in addition to size and infrastructure, is
ULMA's opposition to the corporate strategy of sectoralization; it
prefers instead to remain a regionally based group of diverse indus
trial cooperatives. Finally, both corporations have been developing
comprehensive communication plans since the mid- 1 990s, to deal
with the complexities of information flow and decision making.
Thus the growth of the cooperatives, especially during the phases
of adaptation to the market ( 1 985-90) and sectoralization ( 1 99 1 on
ward) has meant far more than " adding more of the same " to existing
structures. Both " organizations of organizations, " MCC and ULMA,
offer important lessons about the problems as well as the benefits as
sociated with this growth. Here I consider the issue of growth briefly
in terms of its implications for (a) employee relations within the co
operatives; (b) the organizations themselves, especially as they bal
ance internal and external priorities; and (c) the communities sur
rounding the original cooperatives .
Changes in employee relations include obvious ones such as a de
crease in intimate, face-to-face communication as a cooperative em
ploys more and more persons. But even in that apparently simple di
mension, the problems can be profound-going far beyond a mere
nostalgia for the early days. During my research at MAIER, the man
ufacturer of plastic auto parts, I found that most interviewees who
had been with the company more than a few years drew a sharp con
trast between the "family" -like experience of work in the past and
the current "corporate" model. Socios spoke with much affection for
the days when communication among employees seemed relatively
easy, informal, and spontaneous. They also reminisced about an eas
ier pace of work-not fewer hours so much as "less intense" times
on the job . An administrative assistant in the financial area ex
plained to me, "We used to have much more participation [in the as-
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s emb lies, organs of governance, etc] . And we had more informal talk.
To day the informal talk is even more vital to get work done, but it is
harder to make it happen because of the large size of the business and
the faster pace of work. " She later added, "This place feels a lot more
like a [regular private] corporation and a lot less like a cooperative
than it used to. There are many layers of management to go through
with a message. "
The issue of size has also become manifest in terms of what I
would call "hierarchical distance" within the cooperatives . This
is sue had already surfaced at the time that the most recent research
by Whyte and Whyte ( 1 99 1 ) and Greenwood and Gonzalez ( 1 992) had
been conducted in the late 1 980s. In fact, the problem was recognized
as early as the 1 9 74 strike, both in the complaints of some of the
strike leaders and in the reflections of Arizmendi. Cofounder Alfonso
Gorroiiogoitia remarked to me in the summer of 1 997, "In an insti
tution as big as MCC, the perception of democracy diminishes.
There is a sensation of distance from the source of major decisions.
This is the major criticism of representative as opposed to direct
democracy. "
It gradually became clear to me, especially through informal dis
cussions with socios and citizens on the street, that there was a
growing perception of a distinct managerial class within the coopera
tives . In part, this perception stems from the sheer size of the coop
eratives. A more specific contributor to this perception, perhaps, par
ticularly as argued by the spokespersons of KT, was "the break with
solidarity" in the form of linking top managers' salaries to the mar
ket. Still, I sensed that there was something more behind negative re
marks about MCC's " cupula " (cupola) : a feeling that the coopera
tives had lost touch with the concerns of the working class and the
maj ority of their employees . A representative of KT told me in 1 994:
"We see that the cupula has been taken over by a bunch of tech
no crats who are preoccupied with the corporate issues to the neglect
of the social ones. Often they seem to be in a class by themselves. " In
the larger community this distance translated into less cultural
"mixing" of employees at top levels in MCC with those of lower lev
els than in the past. Some lower-level employees complain of no
longer being able to bump into some of MCC's top managers at the
same bars-in communities where the bar is an important center for
social life. I would not overstate this observation, though, because I
also witnessed a number of top-level managers practicing "manage-
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ment by walking around"; they were clearly not removed from the
larger communities in which they lived.
Finally, certain effects on the communities surrounding the coop
eratives are important to note. During the years in which the cooper
atives have become very important employers in parts of the Basque
Country-now accounting for over SO percent of total employment
in the Alto Deba comarca (municipal district or county) centered in
the town of Mondrag6n-they have also become very influential in
their communities. This influence takes the form of cooperative
schools and social projects, but it is also felt in the sheer size and eco
nomic clout of the co-ops vis-a-vis other businesses. Perhaps the
most important example of this local economic might is Eroski, the
supermarket chain. Though I have no quantitative data on the effects
of Eroski on traditional family-run markets, numerous people in
those markets complained to me of the " Eroski machine" and its
dominance of the consumer economy in the area. Eroski's own small
neighborhood franchises, named Erosle, began disappearing from
Mondragon and the surrounding towns in the early 1 990s, bowing to
the dominance and centralization of the massive new supermarkets.
Both MCC and ULMA seem to justify their expansion in terms of
two principles: first, the need to have a broader capital base so as to
compete reasonably with corporate giants within Spain and without;
and second, the desire to maintain and generate employment. These
are precisely the reasons why both corporations are now engaged in
joint ventures, often with noncooperative firms that are at least 5 1 percent owned by the cooperative corporation. In regard to competi
tiveness, MCC has consolidated a number of its functions, reducing
the range of its activities to compete in several key industrial sectors.
One result of pursuing this road to growth has been a reduced capac
ity for exploring creative new products and services outside the
elected sectors. For instance, by choosing to go head-to-head with
other suppliers of automobile parts to the major manufacturers, the
cooperatives have opted to avoid new products and services whose
markets are not already dominated by multinational corporate gi
ants. Some examples of industries not extensively explored are
tourism, crafts, sporting goods, real estate, forestry, public works,
furniture making, and high technology-computer software and
communications. ) To probe this matter more deeply would require
economic analysis beyond the scope of this book; suffice it to say
that MCC's strategy may be simultaneously more aggressive and less
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imaginative than it was previously (Huet 1 99 7 ) . This point is diffi
cul t to substantiate, though, and I present it as merely a hypothesis.
The second key justification I heard at Mondragon for policies of
growth was a commitment to generate and maintain employment,
esp eci ally in the Basque Country proper. In 1 997 MCC signed a his
toric agreement with the Basque Parliament which officially made
the cooperatives a key instrument in achieving the employment
policies of the Department of Justice, Economy, Labor, and Social Se
curity. A similar accord was signed the following year with the gov
ernment of the neighboring autonomous community of Navarre.
The practical implications of these agreements are still unfolding as
of this writing. The Basque Country agreement does call for MCC to
work systematically and vigorously toward the creation of more than
eight thousand new jobs by the year 2000. Of course, the capacity of
a single organization to generate such new employment remains a
contested issue in economics, with many analysts insisting that only
macro-economic forces and policies (such as monetary programs) can
effectively alter employment patterns on a grand scale (see, e.g.,
Krugman 1 99 7 ) . Nevertheless, both MCC and ULMA have played
important roles in the economies of their communities, and each
corporation tends to express its solidarity with the larger social envi
ronment in terms of a commitment to " full employment. " That un
employment rates for these communities have frequently been
lower, even in severe economic recessions, than for the Basque
Country or for Spain is often used as a confirmation of the linkage
between cooperative management policies and employment pat
terns.
The full-employment justification for expansion is particularly in
teresting because it can be used as a transcendent goal-with a kind
of implicit utilitarian ethic-expressed like this: "Ultimately what
counts is the existence and preservation of jobs for us and for our
children; so whatever we can do to achieve that goal is warranted. "
As the 1 990s wore on, this position seemed reflected more and more
in the editorial position of TU magazine as well as the views of many
managers around Mondragon. Given the recessions of the early
1 980s and early 1 990s, such a stance is quite understandable. Still, it
do es locate a chief rationale for the cooperatives largely outside
themselves, and in so doing it can limit attention to internal affairs
su ch as personnel issues and governance.
Of course we must remember that much of the recent growth of
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the cooperatives has been outside their wellspring communities and
beyond the borders of the Basque Country. And it is important to
note how the case for employment policy is made. In MCC espe
cially, the argument about expanding employment is offered as an
expression of solidarity at the same time that the corporation is reor
ganizing along sectoral rather than regional lines and is extending it
self globally. For some employees and especially those in the quasi
union KT, these corporate messages are in conflict. A representative
of KT in FAGOR Electrodomesticos told me in 1 994, "We hear MCC
talking about its commitment to employment here, but we also see
them breaking with the solidarity that defines us and binds us with
the community. " Regardless of one's perspective on the wisdom of
this constellation of policies, their coherence is not self-evident for
many socios.
Coupled with the full-employment justification for growth, more
over, is an interest in internationalization almost for its own sake
(see Ehrensal 1 995; Spich 1 995). Indeed it is presented in several is
sues of TU as a value in itself. Not surprisingly, such discourse has
become much more evident at Mondragon since 1 992, when the Eu
ropean Union achieved a substantial degree of economic unification.
An article in TU (Apr. 1 995) by a cofounder of the co-ops, Jesus Lar
raiiaga, underscored the importance of internationalization by saying
that the co-ops needed to learn from the successes of multinational
corporations to adjust their own practices to meet new needs. In his
view, MCC could not afford to remain a " medium-sized" organiza
tion in a world of giants. For this reason, a "core strategy" of MCC
has been described as " ever-expanding investment abroad" ( TU, Oct.
1 995).
From the standpoint of discourse and argumentation, however,
much of the formal discussion of internationalization in MCC's cor
porate documents borders on the tautological or circular. For ex
ample, in an article in the October 1 995 issue of TU, where the cover
featured the theme of internationalization, a strategic planner for
MCC argued simply for the "obvious " fact that " one of the Basic Ob
jectives of the Corporation is its Internationalization" ( 5 ) . In the
same issue of the magazine, the director of MCC's international op
erations insisted that " our internationalization is seeking, princi
pally, new opportunities for business that serve to expand existing
possibilities to enhance our position with our international clients"
( 1 3 ) . The cooperatives' policies and management of growth may not
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be as reflective as one might expect. Bowing to market forces as they
are understood by the cooperatives, MCC and ULMA may not fully
appr eciate the disadvantages of expansion and the need to counter or
at lea st cope with some of its most negative effects . In an effort to en
gage the market completely on its own terms, they may be unduly
sacrificing the long-valued "buffer zone " between them and the tur
bulen ce of the international market.

So lidarity, Equality, and Autonomy

The foregoing discussion of growth as a superordinate value points
us naturally toward a consideration of the interconnected internal
values of solidarity, equality, and autonomy. Each of these values ex
presses how individual workers and the cooperatives themselves re
late to one another, and each has an important cultural referent in
Basque tradition.
Solidaridad has multiple and changing meanings at Mondragon.
An engineer at ULMA-Forja defined it this way: " Solidarity can
imply sharing knowledge with co-workers, helping people solve
problems, or even renouncing certain economic benefits. Economic
solidarity, in the broadest sense, means that I stay in a system even
though I could be making more money somewhere else ."
The most obvious sense o f solidaridad i s camaraderie and cooper
ation at work, and in this sense, it is roughly equivalent to the En
glish term "cohesion, " but with an added dimension of social sup
port . A number of socios illustrated this type of solidarity with
examples of workers willingness to do something above and beyond
the call of mere duty in order to support another, such as volunteer
ing for extra weekend work hours so another employee might spend
time with his family or deal with a personal crisis . An administrative
assistant in MAPSA of Pamplona told me, " For me, solidarity is to
try to put yourself in somebody else's skin and act from that point of
view. . . . It is the opposite of individualism. " This sense of solidarity
is not institutionalized within the Ten Principles of the cooperatives,
but employees of the cooperatives, as well as citizens in the larger
communities, readily offer examples from their own experience,
many of them hastening to add such comments as, " the kind of soli
darity we used to see is disappearing, as people get busier and busier
an d as young people become more focused on their own careers . "
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The secretary who said this also told me that she thought " complete
solidarity is now impossible within the context of the market be
cause the cooperatives are forced to become more hierarchical and ef
ficiency-oriented . " (Indeed I noticed a significant speed-up at work
and on the street between the spring of 1 994 and the summer of
1 99 7 . )
Alfonso Gorroiiogoitia adds that broader cultural influences from
the market and consumer culture have weakened workers' commit
ments to maintaining the cooperatives as an institution. He offers
the powerful piece of evidence that socios are likely today to reinvest
only the minimum specified by statute, 30 percent, in the collective
capital fund of the organization. In the early years of the coopera
tives, he recalls, they would vote to "socialize " up to 70 percent of
their profits. Today, as Gorroiiogoitia complains, "people tend to
think of the regular income taxes they pay as already showing evi
dence of their 'solidarity. ' " He adds that the " culture of sacrifice"
has greatly deteriorated as the consumer culture has prospered.
These cultural shifts have important implications also for con
sumers' commitments to the cooperatives, and for employees' work
motivations.
A second defining feature of the coops is solidaridad retributiva or
wage solidarity. This aspect of Mondragon's structure, one of the
most celebrated, has in recent years become a focal point of debate
and criticism. As established in the Ten Principles, the ratio of low
est to highest pay was originally set at 1 :3 . (The " j ob grade " or
"index" for a particular employee is constructed from a formula that
includes the nature and special circumstances of the position, senior
ity bonuses, merit increments, and other factors . Actually, no socios
at Mondragon are at the 1 .0 pay grade, and taxes reduce further the
ratio between lowest and highest paid . ) The ratio was widened first
from 1 :3 to 1 :4.5, and later each cooperative was given the power to
decide whether to adopt a 1 : 6 ratio or stick with the 1 :4.5 scale
(GCM 1 989; MCC 1 99 1 ) . Finally, in the watershed decisions of the
Third Cooperative Congress of December 1 99 1 , an additional change
was made to peg the salaries of the top managers ( including the pres
ident, vice presidents, and some directors ) to 70 percent of the cur
rent market average for equivalent positions in the noncooperative
private sector. This move was unprecedented in the history of the co
ops. In the proceedings of the congress this change was justified in
terms of "external competition" and the need to " avoid the risks of
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demo tivation derived from [individuals'] comparisons with busi
nes ses in the market environment " (MCC 1 99 1 , 1 :53 ). As of this
writing, s ome co-ops in the old FAGOR regional group are still ad
hering to pre- 1 992 scales .
This last change proved to have not only material implications for
he
t top managers involved (they number about 30 in MCC ), but also
for the collective social understanding of the practices of solidarity.
In 1 99 4 an employee in FAGOR Electrodomesticos (also an activist
in the quasi-union KT) asserted, "The change in policy over wages
rep resents a break from the tradition of solidarity in the co-ops.
Where's the solidarity in this ? " This socio explained that the change
in policy was a problem even if the managers' salaries did not rise to
70 percent of market level.
That year Javier Mongelos, then president of MCC, told me the ex
ecutives' salaries were indeed only about SO percent of the market
average. He expressed frustration and amazement at the continuing
debate over the issue and especially at the air of mystery and suspi
cion surrounding what were publicly available figures, and said that
there seemed to be no effective way to assuage the workers' con
cerns . In his view, the basic foundation of remunerative or wage sol
idarity had been shaken not because of the 1 99 1 change in partial
deference to the market but because a group of workers were con
ceiving of wage solidarity too narrowly, too technically. I interpret
this episode in another report of my research:
In this instance of a market-oriented change, the symbolic power of
the change in the minds of some organizational members seemed to
overshadow the question of actual salaries. From their standpoint,
the corporation had compromised an internal value, wage solidarity
[one of the Ten Principles], in bowing to external market standards
and had thereby undermined a distinctive characteristic of the co
ops. On the other hand, defenders of the change ( such as the Presi
dent) insist that some compromises are necessary for the sheer sur
vival of the system ( and by implication, its constitutive values ) .
This instance i s a reminder of how sometimes a single communica
tion event ( or "message " ) can deeply affect the climate and course
of an organization. (Cheney 1 997: 76)

In fact, it appears that at the Third Cooperative Congress both sup
porters and critics of the wage-scale change saw it as a " turning
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point " in the development of the cooperatives ( see Bullis and Bach
1 98 9 ). In its official statement at the congress, KT declared the
change, along with the process of sectoral reorganization, to repre
sent "a qualitative and not merely a quantitative change in the basic
character of the co-ops. " The official stance of MCC's leadership, es
pecially as embodied in the proceedings of the congress was that
these changes in policy reflected necessary and natural develop
ments of corporate strategy. The director of Human Resources for the
entire MCC, Jesus Goienetxe, said, in an article in TU ( Feb . 1 992), "
'Internal equity' and 'external competitiveness' are compatible with
the basic ideological foundations of the cooperatives . "
An especially insightful observation o n wage solidarity was offered
to me by Alfonso Gorroiiogoitia in the summer of 1 99 7 . He said that
dissatisfactions would be almost inevitable once the socios and the
organization began to focus on solidarity in terms of income and div
idends. "In the beginning, we simply had solidarity with one an
other; it wasn't something that needed to be institutionalized; it was
simply understood. " But by focusing on the concrete, material, and
legalistic aspects, the cooperatives "set themselves up for lasting
tension with respect to the issue of solidarity. " Outside pressures
would pull some salaries upward, and many socios would feel disad
vantaged and angry as a result. In my interviews the pecuniary sense
of solidaridad was typically the first one that came to mind.
The principle of intercooperation at Mondragon is meant to em
phasize solidarity at the organizational level. There are three dimen
sions to these interrelations: financial, structural, and social-com
munal. First, collective funds exist within groups of cooperatives for
the purpose of offering financial support to those cooperativas de
base that are in need. The ULMA group of cooperatives has estab
lished a similar system, from which ULMA-Forja benefited during its
lean years in the early 1 990s. Similarly, MAPSA enjoyed an infusion
of funds from MCC after its acquisition and transformation into a
cooperative in 1 99 1 -92. But intercooperative assistance often goes
far beyond the simple transfer of funds, including as well " the
human resources and everything else necessary to help deal with the
problems that a co-op or the group may have, " as a former president
of MAIER told me.
For instance, in MAPSA's conversion-in about five years' time
from a noncooperative and failing manufacturing firm to a modestly
profitable co-op, the intervention of MCC provided not only money
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bu t also tremendous technical and social help .. Top directors were
tran sferred in from better-established co-ops in the MCC system,
an d there were temporary exchanges of personnel with long-time
m embers of the FAGOR group . In addition, numerous MAPSA em
ployees have attended philosophical and technical training seminars
in MCC's Otalora Training Center. And, as of the summer of 1 997,
the director of Quality at FAGOR-Ederlan, an automotive co-op
where Total Participative Management had been employed first in
the mid- 1 990s, was still making frequent trips to MAPSA to design a
new program of TPM in the form of a team-based restructuring of the
entire cooperative. The first elected president of MAPSA, Joaquin
Jimeno (a labor organizer and former union steward), admitted that
the change to a cooperative generated mixed emotions in him and
other employees because of the new stress on solidarity. "There is a
lot happening at once, " he said. "On the one hand, supervisors and
directors will not have the same kind of definitive authority they had
before. And there will be more sharing of information. On the other
hand, we're entering into relationships with a different kind of coop
eration we don't fully understand and that is directing us on how to
change. "
MCC's Third Cooperative Congress also established new central
ized accounts to support educational and "promotional " proj ects of
the cooperatives ( such as more vigorous international marketing ef
forts and collective investments in new technologies ). Actual expen
ditures are determined by the general council of the Cooperative
Congress. These accounts represent a further official commitment to
intercooperative solidarity.
Though financial "intercooperation" is meant as an instrument of
solidarity among individual cooperatives, it carries implications for
their autonomy. Cooperatives that are the strongest in their sectoral
groups can resent the beneficiaries of their sound financial position.
Indeed, self-protection was one of the chief reasons for MAIER's hes
itation in joining MCC in 1 992, according to a number of my inter
viewees. The former president of the cooperative, Jose Ignacio Gan
darias, related to me in 1 994 that MAIER's stance regarding full
participation in MCC was critical because of the co-op's negative his
tory with a regional group of co-ops. Many at MAIER felt little in
common with the other co-ops in their group, and MAIER found it
draining to try to coordinate with what it regarded as weaker firms.
Solidarity, then, can be seen as a threat to autonomy for the co-op
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that is repeatedly asked to share its resources. An engineer at MAIER
told me, "We are the leaders [in our agrupaci6n], so naturally people
want us to share our benefits. If we are on top of the group and an
other co-op is way at the bottom, we should help them out. But, of
course, many people do not understand this . " By 1 998, MAIER had
established itself as a group within MCC, having created its own
technology research center and having acquired factories in other
parts of Spain.
As we have already seen, the transformation from an emphasis on
regional groupings of cooperatives to an emphasis on function and
market niche-what I have called "sectoral reorganization"-be
came an issue in the case of both the old FAGOR group in the Mon
dragon Valley and the ULMA co-ops in the Ofiati Valley to the north.
This 1 9 9 1 policy shift stimulated the emergence of KT as an opposi
tional voice within FAGOR and caused the subsequent departure of
the ULMA group from MCC.
For KT, the issues of FAGOR's identity, solidarity, and autonomy
as a group of cooperatives are highly emotional matters that relate to
equality as an important ( though unwritten) principle of the coopera
tives' tradition. In an interview in 1 994, two of KT's representatives,
Mila Larrafiaga and Jose Angel Echebarria, described the issue:
We think today that we are changing the fundamental pillars of co
operativism. We do not want to break with the grupo comarcal [of
FAGOR) . Frankly, we do not see the [competitive) advantages that
MCC is suggesting. What we see is an MCC that is losing the philo
sophical principles on which the cooperatives were founded. These
are the principles that we use as points of reference: the right to
vote, solidarity, equality, and everything that involves direct partic
ipation of the members.

They explained that KT was founded in 1 982-83 precisely because
the cooperatives were developing in a way that violated some of their
very foundational principles .
As of the summer of 1 997, the controversy surrounding the
FAGOR breakup continued, as shown in KT's repeated interven
ciones in general assembly meetings . At the same time, MCC's cor
porate management was continuing with plans to strengthen the ties
within the sectoral groupings, especially in terms of strategic plan
ning and the flow of communication. MCC's director of Human Re-
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so urces, Jesus Goienetxe, explained to me in 1 99 7 that "the agrupa
ci on es [by sector] are forming very slowly, simply because they do
not have established ties of solidarity or coordinated projects. But
th is is changing. " He concluded: "The new divisions and groupings
were originally created more as a managerial concept than an organi
zational one. In the end I think these two new structures will be very
important to the entire organization of the cooperatives . "
For ULMA, the question o f links among a group o f co-ops based in
the same valley became pivotal in 1 99 1 -92, contributing greatly to
the cooperatives' vote to support their own group project over full en
trance into the MCC corporate structure. Although ULMA retains
strong ties to the Caja Laboral bank, participates significantly in the
Lagun Aro social security system, and is a coarchitect of the new
Mondragon University, it has had since 1 992 a completely distinct
corporate decision-making structure. Now five co-ops in all, ULMA
includes, besides Forja, the co-ops of Construction, Packaging, Ware
housing Systems, and Special Building Materials. As a group and as a
cooperative corporation, ULMA is based on many of the same princi
ples as MCC; indeed, ULMA identifies itself as part of the larger
"Mondragon tradition" in such corporate documents as the annual
report.
In the words of its founding president, Jose Antonio Ugarte, ULMA
chose not so much to vote against the proj ect of MCC but to vote for
its own proj ect. The three features that distinguish ULMA from
MCC, besides the obvious differences in scale and support services,
are its emphasis on community or comarcal solidarity, its refusal (at
least so far) to link top managers' salaries to the market, and its offi
cial stance in opposition to " excessive centralization and hierarchy"
in MCC . Ugarte explained further:
MCC as a big group is going to have to change or to set aside things
that have until today been real assets of the cooperatives: the power
of decision at a base level. A socio says: I have a vote in the assem
bly, which means that together with my co-workers we can make
decisions; that legally we are allowed to make decisions. In this
way, one can feel the "political owner" of a decision. Now, with a
cooperative integrated into an agrupaci6n, and that into a division;
with such complex structures, orders, strategic planning, etc.,
things can become very complicated. Members are saying, "Now
the locus of decision is too far away. I really don't know who is de-
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ciding about my cooperative. Decisions are being made by someone
who is not at all from my cooperative-who belongs to the cupula . "

ULMA i s trying t o assert what i t sees a s the cooperative values of
solidarity, equality, and autonomy. However, it became clear to me
that coupled with the sense of autonomy is a strong interest in as
serting and controlling its own "proj ect. "
Beyond issues o f restructuring, a change in the nature of employ
ment options with the co-ops is taking place in both MCC and
ULMA. Within the cooperatives, the proportions of eventuales, or
employees who are not worker-owners, and socios temporales, or
worker-owners with fixed-terms commitments from the firms, have
been steadily rising. Non-socios typically make around 80 percent of
the salaries of worker-owners, although the gap varies from co-op to
co-op and appears to be smaller in ULMA than in MCC . In addition,
of course, non-socios usually receive no dividends. Temporary socios
are usually hired for a three-year term, beyond which time they may
either be let go or become full-fledged worker-owners. At the end of
1 998 there were about three hundred temporary socios in MCC.
(This new category of employee is specifically permitted under a re
vised Basque cooperative law of 1 993 . ) From the standpoint of MCC,
both of these new types of employees afford greater flexibility in hir
ing and firing as well as greater ease of movement of personnel
among the co-ops. Founder Jose Maria Ormaechea justified the pol
icy this way in a February 1 996 issue of TU: "Flexibility or adapta
tion" demands " the modification of certain premises that were orig
inally considered essential and inviolable values in the cooperatives"
(9). But a long-time socio and member of the Otalora Training Center
explained to me that this shift in policy was already causing tremen
dous tension between different classes of employees and undermin
ing the principle of solidarity both in a remunerative sense and a so
cial sense. I should mention, however, that the proportions of
owning to nonowning employees are continually fluctuating. For ex
ample, as a result of the strong economic upturn of 1 997-98, MCC
took on many of its nonowning employees as full members. Interest
ing, it was socios rather than contracted workers who reported less
job satisfaction in an early 1 999 survey. Only in the category of j ob
security were worker-owners more positive than nonowners ( TU,
Feb . 1 999).
Observing the worldwide trend toward more temporary, contin-
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gent, and even part-time employees, sociologist Vicki Smith ( 1 997)
describes the growing prevalence of " noninvolved workers and flexi
b le firms. " She notes that the move to loosen ties between employ
ees and employing organizations runs counter to worker expecta
tions of greater participation within teams. At Mondragon and in
other organizations with a strong tradition of collaboration or soli
darity among employees, such a tension may be especially difficult
to handle, in a way threatening effectiveness as well as the social in
tegrity of the firm.
In addition to its importance in the workplace, solidaridad has sig
nificance for Basque culture. It plays an important role in terms of
the cooperatives' dedication of 10 percent of their profits toward
community projects, including educational programs-which are
conducted exclusively in the Basque language-and also public
health and charitable works.
As already suggested, equality or (igualdad) also has an important
place in the pantheon of Basque values in that there is a common de
sire to reduce class differences and to emphasize each person's con
tribution to the larger community. Thus discussions of solidaridad
in the co-ops frequently lead to considerations of equality, especially
in the global sense of common human dignity. From the very begin
ning of the Mondragon cooperatives, the official rhetoric of the insti
tution has emphasized equality, dignity, and equity in the work ex
perience . For example, in the very first issue of Cooperaci6n (Sept.
1 960), the notes of Arizmendi that were the forerunner to the now
professionally produced house organ Ttabajo y Union, mainstream
capitalist organizations (including, one assumes, most of the facto
ries in and around Mondragon) were sharply criticized for lacking
"equitable participation" and for "not conforming with the exigen
cies of h uman dignity. "
Today, however, the tensions between such a position and the de
mands of the market are coming into sharp relief. On the one hand is
the official rhetoric of the Mondragon cooperatives that all socios are
basically equal ( see especially two of the Ten Principles that concern
" sovereignty of labor" and "participation of all workers in the gover
nance of the firm " ); on the other is the fact that " this conception
does not resonate with member views " which point to " the exis
tence of well-defined hierarchies from the work-floor to the central
management offices" ( Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992: 1 52 ). Simi
larly, though there is a persistent cultural mythos that emphasizes
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the equality of the sexes and even frequently characterizes the soci
ety as " matriarchal" (de Otazu y Llana 1 98 6 ), the concentration of
decision-making power and technical knowledge is clearly in the
hands of men ( see Hacker and Elcorobairutia 1 98 7 ) . For the most
part, women are still apparently prevented from attaining high man
agerial positions, even though female membership in the coopera
tives is now over 40 percent of the total work force ( see Berger and
Clamp 1 983; Harding 1 994). We hear the frequent assertion of a com
mon destiny of the various communities and groups of workers in
Mondragon and in neighboring communities, yet there is a growing
concern among workers, at least, about forms of segregation along
lines of class ( Kasmir 1 996).
Again, we need to attend to multiple influences with respect to the
evolution (or devolution) of values in the Mondragon cooperatives.
It's not simply the case that the supposedly pure internal social val
ues of the cooperatives are being modified, coopted, or corrupted by
external market-oriented concerns. For one thing, various hierar
chies based on gender, class, and education preexisted the coopera
tives and have left more than mere traces on the work experiences of
today's cooperativistas. Even when we speak specifically of the im
pact of changes in the external environment on the Mondragon co
ops, we must recognize that each member or employee brings to the
co-ops some of that wider cultural change . He or she comes as a
"message" to the organization, " decoded" through the course of de
cision making and other work activities.
Still, it's crucial to emphasize the tendencies against solidarity,
equality, and autonomy that accompany the cooperatives' increased
interaction with and reference to the market. In her studies of the
long-standing cooperative movement in Denmark, management
scholar Ann Westenholz concludes:
One fundamental contradiction [for cooperatives) exists between
the economic demands of the capitalist market and the ideas about
equality which are found among employees in employee-owned
firms. On the one hand, the capitalist market strengthens hierar
chy, unequal power distribution, unequal distribution of income,
and an unequal distribution of possibilities toward attaining inter
esting work. On the other hand, ideas about equality strengthen
equality in power distribution, income, and the possibility of at-
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taining a job in which the workers can realize themselves as human
beings. ( 1 982:28 )

Productivity, Efficiency, Quality, and Customer Service

These buzzwords of contemporary organizations are regularly used
to apply to a broad array of initiatives, including new systems of em
ployee participation. Alan Tuckman explains the evolution of Total
Quality Management (TQM) and related programs from their initial
concerns in the 1 9 70s with problem solving in the context of quality
circles to the current "penetration of concerns with 'customer ser
vice' in areas which had previously not recognized the existence of
customers" ( 1 995 :67). Productivity, efficiency, and quality are all
now justified by the unquestioned meeting of customers' wants, as
they are seen, construed, and sometimes created by the organization.
Throughout my interviews and observations in the Mondragon co
operatives there were frequent references to these key terms. " Pro
ductivity" was commonly defined as sheer output, though occasion
ally it also referenced profit. And, in one issue TU ( Nov. 1 99 1 ), both
productivity and profitability were said to be limited significantly by
"personnel costs . " "Efficiency" was used in both a general sense,
suggesting maximum output with minimum input, and in a specific
sense of an efficiency rating for work processes and outputs. " Qual
ity" was used in a vague, ill-defined sense and in specific reference to
the standards of the European Foundation for Quality Management's
( EFQM) . Finally, " customer/consumer/client service" was fre
quently expressed as a broad cultural value and as an external point
of reference for activities of the organization, including decisions
about the organization of work. There was no complete agreement
on the meaning of any of these terms. " Quality" and "responding to
the customer" came the closest to being slogan-like. A few examples
will help to illustrate the dynamics of these terms in the official
rhetoric and the work practices of the cooperatives.
Within both MCC and ULMA, a much-discussed vision of quality
in the 1 990s is EFQM's model of total quality. This foundation, a
well-funded private association with links to the European Commis
sion of the EU, was founded in 1 988 and had over four hundred mem
ber firms as of 1 995. The foundation takes as its mandate the devel-
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opment of "total quality within the European environment " and it
has regularly awarded prizes to private firms for performance accord
ing to the criteria associated with the model ( in a manner parallel to
the Malcolm Baldridge Awards in the United States) . Among the
largest participating European firms are British Telecom, Fiat, KLM,
Nestle, and Volkswagen. The mission statement of the foundation
emphasizes the satisfaction of customers, employees, and the soci
ety, obtained through policy and strategy, as well as the management
of personnel, resources, and processes, and based on leadership that
achieves excellence in business results. The model, called Total
Quality Management, is depicted through a triangle of client satis
faction, economic efficiency, and organizational functioning, with
"continuous improvement " at the center. In 1 99 1 , an award was cre
ated for firms best living up to the criteria of the EFQM model. The
nine criteria are: leadership; people management ("how the organisa
tion releases the full potential of its people to improve its business
continuously" ); policy and strategy; resources ( and their effective
use); processes ("the management of all value-adding activities
within the organisation" ); people satisfaction (referring to employee
satisfaction); customer satisfaction; impact on society ( including the
environment); and business results . These criteria are weighted in
such a way that the most important are customer satisfaction (20
percent), business results ( 1 5 percent), and processes ( 1 4 percent) (see
Dale, Cooper, and Wilkinson 1 99 7 ) .
A variety o f supporters o f this approach a t Mondragon stress that
the model should not be reduced simply to the usual implementa
tion of TQM. The personnel manager of ULMA-Forja, Jose Manuel
Biain, told me in 1 998: " From the standpoint of those who are pro
moting it, the European model of Total Quality represents a broader
philosophical and strategic vision" than just a means of reorganizing
work. Many others in MCC and ULMA told me that the European
model is becoming a " key point of reference " in organizational re
structuring and the development of new or improved programs of
participation. An array of interviews and observations made it clear
that part of the appeal of the model was its adoption by large multi
national firms. Both the government of the Basque Country and the
Federation of Worker Cooperatives of the Basque Country are ac
tively promoting the model and urging a variety of private firms to
follow it.
Although the implementation of this model of total quality-and,
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for that matter, the general idea o f TQM-is still relatively new for
the cooperatives, in important ways the basic concepts associated
wi th the model have become part of the parlance and strategy of both
M C C and ULMA. The terms "economic efficiency, " "customer sat
isfa ction, " and "continuous improvement" (or Kaizen, in Japanese,
as it was first popularized) are frequently heard in both the coopera
tives and the corporations. Often the terms are used together. A
number of the cooperatives are practicing an amalgam of these popu
lar trends, usually with a stress on team-based work restructuring,
increased responsibility at the level of each individual's job, and tight
monitoring of production levels by workers and management-with
the unifying theme being closeness to the customer. Numerous pub
lications of MCC emphasize the need to develop " its own model of
self-management and quality" ( see, for example, TU during the years
1 995-97, especially July 1 995 ) . But it was evident that both the lan
guage and the methods of reorganizing involved substantial borrow
ing of concepts from the experiences of noncooperative multina
tional corporations. I was repeatedly surprised by the lack of
creativity in formulating new programs of participation and produc
tivity, especially considering the rich social tradition and record of
ingenuity in the cooperatives. Ironically, the Mondragon coopera
tives may be implementing some key features of Japanese-inspired
models of "lean production, " especially a stress on quick responses
to customers and a bare-bones approach to stocking and overhead, at
the very moment that such features are being questioned and tem
pered in Japan itself (Benders 1 996). Still, each of the new programs I
saw or heard described at Mondragon did have some local features,
such as the specific ways management dealt with work teams .
In addition to the significant organizational transformation at
MAPSA, the auto parts manufacturing co-op in Pamplona, it has de
veloped new means of governance, operations, and communication.
In 1 996, as a result of dramatic increases in production, coupled with
wage cuts during the slump of the early-to-mid 1 990s, MAPSA actu
ally began to show a modest profit. During 1 992-9 7 the number of
wheels sold quadrupled to 800, 000, with most of the sales going to
the world's largest automobile manufacturers. The president of the
co-op, Francisco Javier Egea, told me in the summer of 1 99 7 : "We
now see some successes as the result of our hard work and sacrifice.
That's really gratifying, but I emphasize that the profits so far have
been only small. We need to look at better means of production. " At
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MAPSA, a way of finding these has been through implementation of
several phases of Total Participative Management (TPM), largely at
the direction of one of the largest co-ops in the automotive sector of
MCC, FAGOR-Ederlan.
When I first visited MAPSA in February 1 994, this program was
only in its infancy. There were so many other transition programs
underway-including a complete reevaluation of personnel, posi
tions, and salary and wage indexes, according to the specifications of
MCC-that efforts at reorganizing production on the shop floor were
postponed. ( Some of these changes in human resource management
had not been completed by the summer of 1 99 7 . ) Under the old sys
tem of production, most employees in the shop knew only one job,
and the jobs were organized serially. From a station where a laborer
was working with molten aluminum, the material would be trans
ferred to a series of stations for molding and refinement. There were
few efforts at job rotation, and several layers of supervision and di
rection between laborers and top management. In addition, this firm,
like its sister companies near Pamplona, was known for a highly au
thoritarian managerial style. One laborer told me in 1 994: "Partici
pation, in the sense that they have in the tradition of the Mondragon
cooperatives, was unknown to us. " Also, as I have already men
tioned, MAPSA suffered a history of protracted labor disputes, cen
tering on wages, benefits, working hours, and employee rights in de
cision making.
The implementation of TPM at MAPSA followed the introduction
and development of a similar program in Ederlan, a large foundry in
the village of Aretxabaleta, near Mondragon, that has been part of the
system of cooperatives since the early 1 960s. When I visited Ederlan
in 1 994 and talked with managers and employees of the Personnel
Department responsible for spearheading TPM, they had been very
enthusiastic about its possibilities . The key elements of the program
were an increased emphasis on efficiency through the use of work
teams and a tightly organized process of intergroup communication,
from the level of work processes up to top management. In a docu
ment dated May 1 993, the management council of Ederlan endorsed
a project that would "bring the shop closer to the customer" and the
"management closer to the shop . " Throughout the development of
TPM for Ederlan during 1 992-95, a principle theme was unity of pur
pose with respect to customer service and the attendant transforma-
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tion of internal relations with an eye toward " constant improvement
to serve that customer. "
Curiously, by the time I returned in the summer of 1 997, Ederlan
ha d essentially abandoned its TPM program internally while its Per
son nel and Quality departments were aggressively promoting it for
MA PSA. A large turnover in top management within both Ederlan
and the agrupaci6n had stalled the experiment, leaving only traces in
the form of interdepartmental management groups that met periodi
cally to discuss problems and potential innovations in production.
Although several managers and technicians remain committed to
the project, they told me that a new initiative from the top would be
required to get the program going again.
The TPM program in MAPSA was being directed in 1 99 7 by ex
perts from Ederlan working together with MAPSA's newly installed
top management. The program is based on a careful diagnosis of
MAPSA's production processes and the implementation of a model of
Total Quality Management ( although in this case under the heading
of TPM) . Elias Pagalday, director of Quality for Ederlan and the chief
overseer of TPM's implementation in MAPSA, explained to me the
key features of the program, whose overall slogan is "Client Con
sciousness + Employee Involvement + Profitability of the Firm A
Stable Future . " Under that banner, specific areas of work are targeted
for the introduction of TPM, including the foundry, mechanization
( or calibrating and finishing), painting, and the offices; the thrust of
the program is clearly directed at the reorientation of line rather than
staff functions.
By 1 99 7 several work areas had already being reorganized accord
ing to the principles and techniques of TPM. Tight reporting proce
dures were being put into place, so that regular information about
production output would be available to team leaders, supervisors,
and directors. All employees were expected to fill out an array of
charts at the end of each shift and to send suggestions upward, as part
of the practice of constant improvement (Hobekuntza, in Euskara/
Euskera ) . Despite the use of the term " autonomous " to describe their
organizational niche and despite the use of the term auto-gesti6n
( self-management) in MCC's publications, according to Pagalday the
groups would not really be expected to make decisions. Although the
formal authority of the supervisor was being diminished, the need
for his frequent communication with those above him was rein=
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forced. And a " comprehensive " communication process was being
established for regular cross-function meetings at all levels of the
firm, including plans to eventually hold weekly meetings between
the management council and all workers on each of the three shifts.
One of the cornerstones of the new system was statistical analysis
of efficiency and quality. Specifically, a common efficiency index
was applied in MAPSA, as in a number of other MCC co-ops, to stan
dardize assessments of production levels. The index is calculated by
a five-step process, beginning with the eight hours that a workstation
is theoretically in operation for one entire shift. Time is then de
ducted for such things as start-up time, breaks, machinery mainte
nance, "micro-stops, " and defective pieces. The resulting time period
is the actual percentage of time a machine or a workstation is en
gaged in the production of acceptable products, and overall efficiency
is calculated as a proportion of the total eight hours.
From this statistic, in turn, can be calculated an employee's or a
work team's "added value" -that is, direct contributions to produc
tion and efficiency. It is interesting to note the change in meaning
here: ten years ago "added value " (valor aiiadido) was much more
likely to refer to the advantages for an employee of working in a co
operative as opposed to a traditional sociedad an6nima ( see the dis
cussions in Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 989, 1 992 ) . Though one
might say an employer or manager is always concerned about an em
ployee's "added value " ( and, in fact, has to be so), the " shorthand" re
duction of the person through such an expression can divert atten
tion away from the value of the employee for his or her own sake,
and also from specific questions of the organization's responsibilities
to the employee as part of a broad-based social contract .
In the implementation of TPM and similar programs and in the
discourses surrounding them, the attention of the organization and
presumably the workers is focused almost exclusively on a single,
measurable idea of efficiency and quality. " Because the Kaizen sys
tem of 'continual improvement' requires a programme of standards
which are measurable and reproducible, work tasks become meticu
lously regulated and enforced in a manner which is indistinguishable
from scientific management " (Boje and Winsor 1 993 : 6 1 ) . As I talked
further with Pagalday and others in MAPSA, it became evident that
one risk with such an overwhelming emphasis on this model of par
ticipation was that concern for employees' well-being could easily be
lost in an obsession with efficiency.
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Of course efficiency in the use of the physical resources and labor
cann ot be ignored; my caution concerns what might be lost in such a
narrowed understanding of work processes. There is a simple step
from the sort of efficiency index described above, used as a master in
dicator of organizational success, to the treatment of employees as
mere instruments rather than shaping contributors . The pitfalls of
relying exclusively on quantitative factors are stated well by econo
mist Shann Turnbull in a comparative analysis of Mondragon and
other innovative and democratic organizations : "The use of only
price information [in a firm's external and internal relations] as a
governance mechanism denies any social or moral concern in the
governance of organizations or the impact which their operations
may have on individuals and the environment. . . . Qualitative
information is required for any efficient, equitable, socially account
able, self-governing, and environmentally nurturing organization"
( 1 994:3 2 7 ) . These remarks remind us that in the very construction of
what counts as data are embedded important assumptions about val
ues, people, and work. Central managerial concepts of efficiency are
often accompanied by a reduction of the personhood of the worker.
From within the system, this may seem logical and reasonable, but
the force of such dehumanizing tendencies is seldom fully acknowl
edged or appreciated in the rush to achieve higher levels of produc
tion (see, e.g., Ezzamel and Willmott 1 998).
The two top managers in MAPSA said they shared my concern
about the potential loss of social energy in the firm, and wanted to
see what they could do to establish a " broader base" of participation.
As of late 1 998, MAPSA was continuing to create "autonomous
groups, " aimed at reducing the distance between "indirect " and "di
rect" involvement in production processes and increasing "the as
sumption of responsibilities for work processes at the lowest hier
archical levels of the organization possible " (from an internal
document on Grupos Aut6nomos, 1 99 7 ) . Maria Jesus Zabaleta, direc
tor of Finance and interim director of Personnel, expressed the hope
that work teams could make some of their own decisions about how
best to maximize production-for example, in the control of stocks
and in safety and hygiene. Also, she noted that the "culture " of the
younger socio and non-socio alike was amenable to the development
of programs like TPM because these highly trained employees were
" enthusiastic about participating in and seeing the concrete results . "
MAPSA's general manager, Juan Ramon Ifiurria, emphasized his de-
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sire that, despite the overwhelming emphasis on efficiency and cus
tomer service in the TPM process, MAPSA would have " space for
participation with concern for the social values that make it a coop
erative. " In this respect, he hoped to see active involvement on the
part of both older employees, who have been accustomed to a hierar
chical and rigid system of work in the old noncooperative MAPSA,
and younger recruits.
But questioning about plans for the further training of MAPSA's
personnel indicated that my concerns about the the social dimen
sions of the program being overrun by emphasis on efficiency were
warranted. Within the context of TPM, the only types of training
being planned for are technical in nature, even though the multipha
sic model for the program's implementation specifically cites atten
tion to job satisfaction. Similarly, through repeated questioning
about MAIER's version of Hobekuntza, I found that managers and
elected leaders had delayed considering that the idea of continuous
improvement might be applied to the social as well as physical di
mensions of work. At my urging, in 1 994, the cooperative did take a
step toward widening the scope of Hobekuntza, especially through
the auspices of the Personnel Department, adding hygiene and safety
to the list of concerns for which employees were expected to be alert
and to make suggestions .
What is taking place at Mondragon in the implementation of new
programs to boost productivity has many parallels elsewhere. As
Fairhurst and Wendt have observed in their extensive research on the
implementation of TQM and similar programs, the employee
oriented dimensions of the larger " quality" philosophy often become
lost in the rush toward implementation in the interest of speeding up
production (Fairhurst 1 993; Wendt 1 994 ) . These two organizational
communication scholars explain: "Although Deming [ 1 986] calls for
teams, there is very little concern [in most cases of TQM implemen
tation] for how they function as a social unit and a decision-making
body within a larger organizational context" (Fairhurst and Wendt
1 993 : 443, emphasis mine).
Of course, within the boundaries of a single corporation we may
find diverse ways of putting into practice ideas of teamwork and col
laboration, and great variability in the level of worker control. For ex
ample, in MAIER, famous now for Hobekuntza in the Basque Coun
try and beyond (Vazquez 1 994), important modifications in the
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structure of the program were being made in 1 99 7-98 . The director of
Training and Development, Julen lturbe, explained in July 1 997 that
the system of "mini-factories, " where workers in a particular prod
uct line were also responsible for relations with their suppliers and
customers, was found to be unwieldy, organizationally and for the
workers. In 1 994 and again in 1 99 7, a major complaint of employees
was that the degree of " self-management" required by this system
was intensifying work and causing more stress. By the summer of
1 99 7, the complex system of Hobetaldes ( improvement groups), in
cluding both actual work teams and standing committees, was also
being revised in order to make communication "more fluid. " Finally,
in June and July of 1 998, two lengthy articles in TU magazine argued
for a linkage of the term "self-management" to the broader social vi
sion of the co-ops. Whether these changes allay concerns about the
continuing speed-up in work processes remains to be seen.
Of the five ULMA cooperatives, Construction has moved furthest
toward team-based restructuring for purposes of continuous im
provement. Asier Agirregomezkorta, the facilitator of continuous
improvement, noted that in the first two years of implementation
the program has functioned largely as an "ascending form, " with sug
gestions about such things as safety and hygiene transmitted by
workers to a technical assistant or manager. During the second phase
of the program, as it was taking shape by mid- 1 998, there would be
an emphasis on " descending Hobekuntza. " In this form, continuous
improvement would involve the creation of Hobetaldes (quality cir
cles, or problem-solving groups) to address the performance of ma
chines and other technologies. ULMA-Forja hopes to employ this
type of system as well in the further development of its own quality
program, Forjando Futuro (future forging) .
I n all o f these new programs for quality and participation w e see
common structural elements : reduction in importance of first-line
supervision; use of functional work teams and cross-functional prob
lem-solving groups; creation of tighter information-based relation
ships between top management and employees at lower levels of the
organization; bringing lower-level employee closer to the customer
in a variety of ways; creation of new channels for suggestions from
below; and development of sophisticated analyses of production
based on frequent reporting from various areas of production. Now
let us consider what all of this means for participation by employees.
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Noting the " sheer breadth" of the term "participation, " John Dick
son ( 1 9 79) reminds us that its meaning in any given case should not
be simply assumed. How productivity, efficiency, and quality are
measured has significant effects on the meanings of participation.
And such measurements are determined to some extent by the over
arching goals and assumptions of a particular vision of TQM or any
other program . Furthermore, Wilkinson and Willmott ( 1 995a) stress
that both the local organizational culture and the prevailing manage
rial wisdom of the time will influence heavily the shape and texture
of any program for increased productivity and participation.
Thus it is crucial to consider the framing of employee participation
programs in assessing their practical, social, or ethical dimensions
( see Fairhurst and Sarr 1 996). Fairhurst ( 1 993 ) found that in major
U.S. corporations framing factors such as overarching labels and the
presentation of "possible futures" greatly affected the course of pro
gram development and the ways employees would ultimately come
to understand the program ( see also Deetz 1 992).
Until recently, Mondragon has been rather exceptional among the
large corporations of North America and western Europe for its spe
cial attention to the merits of employee participation as a value in it
self that has both political and social significance ( see Cheney et al.
1 998; Schiller 1 99 1 ; Seibold and Shea in press). Is the range of mean
ings for "participation" now becoming just as narrow there as else
where ?
For the purposes of this discussion, I have grouped together the
terms " participation, " " communication, " and " information" be
cause they so commonly occurred together during interviews . " Par
ticipation" was construed in a variety of ways, although the prevail
ing managerial use of the concept has made little reference to broad
decision-making contributions. The idea of participation for produc
tion's sake was clearly being pushed at the MCC-sponsored Sympo
sium on the Future of Participation at Mondragon in March 1 997
(MCC 1 997a).
In most of my interviews, communication was treated as both a
value and something made problematic by the sheer growth of the
cooperatives and the acceleration of the pace of work. Information
also was regarded as a value, but it was viewed more as a resource or
a tool in larger processes of communication and participation.
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As shown clearly in the case of MAPSA, a chief component to
m any n ew systems of participation is the development of standard
ized production and efficiency data that is generated by the work
team or group and regularly communicated upward. In MAIER's
Ho bek untza, all data with respect to improvements in production
are transmitted to a panel in each work area, to the governing coun
cil, to a central bulletin board, and through quarterly company-wide
meetings. This process of publicizing and sharing information is seen
as critical to a larger circular process of improvement in which " sug
gestions" and "reflection " are ongoing. In every quality program I
witnessed or heard about, employees were strongly encouraged to
make suggestions for improving production, by individual employees
or work teams or both. In MAIER, with the most developed of such
programs, improvement was expected at both the level of the shop
floor and through a second-level improvement group that was cross
functional and similar in practice to a quality circle. In each of the
three programs on which I concentrated my attention-MAIER's
Hobekuntza, MAPSA's TPM and ULMA-Forja's Forfando Futuro
closer connections were being established between the management
team and the shop floor. Usually this took the form of more frequent
company-wide meetings or meetings between managers and employ
ees in particular work areas. In fact, this development casts a shadow
of uncertainty over the future functioning of the principal governing
organs of the co-ops, in that the councils may be sidestepped through
the development of stronger connections between management and
work teams.
In all of these systems, as I observed them, the idea of communica
tion was focused at the group and intergroup levels and the idea of in
formation was applied chiefly to the vertical (up and down) flow of
specific data. "Fluid communication" was often explicitly desired of
the governing organs of each cooperative, in the sense that the gov
erning council was expected to " go along" with the recommenda
tions of the management council, and the social council was ex
pected to offer input in a way that would " cooperate" with the other
two bodies. Thus "fluid communication" often appeared to be an
other term for "coordination and consent" without the disruption of
disputes over the basic direction of the firm. Although most socios I
interviewed felt that communication was a higher-order value than
information, they saw information as necessary to effective partici
pation and as a key component of vertical coordination in the organi-
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zation. Over the years that I examined the cooperatives, 1 992 to
1 999, it seemed to me that there was a growing emphasis on "coop
eration without debate, " at least in the formal meetings of governing
bodies of the cooperatives I studied. "Conflict " was therefore treated
largely as a sign of "flawed consensus" and organizational " ineffec
tiveness, " rather than being seen as evidence of perhaps legitimate
disagreements over policy.
"Information" generally referred to both the data necessary to do a
job-such as the specifications for machine maintenance or the lat
est production targets-and the data transmitted upward through
charts and graphs of production processes. Whyte and Whyte 1 1 99 1 )
observe in their analysis of the cooperatives through the 1 980s that
there was already by 1 990 a strong concern about "information over
load" on the part of many employees. With the increasing complex
ity of the cooperatives, and especially with the requirement that em
ployees at all levels and in all departments have relevant customer or
client information, I found a genuine ambivalence toward the very
idea of " information." On the one hand, socios emphasize a need for
substantial information to do their j obs effectively; also, they con
sider the basic data on the firm's performance to be "collective prop
erty" l and not just something to be revealed periodically, say, in the
annual general assembly meetings ) . But many employees com
plained to me that they were " drowning" or " asphyxiating" with the
volume of job-relevant information they received under new pro
grams of participation !see also De Cock 1 998). This view was ex
pressed especially in MAIER, which between 1 9 9 1 and 1997 was re
organized as six "mini-factories, " each with their own responsibility
for maintaining relations with suppliers and clients. I found similar
complaints in ULMA-Forja and MAPSA. In each of these coopera
tives, the work force has been put on four shifts or "turns" in recent
years to increase production and handle greater international client
demand. The result is that many employees are now working on Sat
urdays or even Sundays, something that was extremely rare in the
cooperatives before the late 1 980s. Many of the employees I inter
viewed in these firms showed a kind of burnout, in that they did not
want to attend extra meetings after work !such as the charlas or
chats discussed in Chapter 2) to receive more information or partici
pate in problem-solving sessions aimed at enhancing production. At
ULMA-Forja, employees' enthusiasm for such after-work meetings
was obviously flagging. An employee in MAPSA's machine mainte-
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nance area said to me, pointing to the top of his head, "I have enough
in formation and enough participation already. "
As I discussed briefly in Chapter 2, both MCC and ULMA are now
developing extensive new communication plans, recognizing the
problems associated with increased size and complexity and the dy
namics of new participation programs. Neither of these emerging
plans, however, seems to place much emphasis on lateral communi
cation-except in the sense of a high degree of coordination among
the governing organs of each cooperative. MCC's plan is surprisingly
unidirectional, even depicting the flow of communication as basi
cally from the corporate center to the rest of the organization (MCC,
internal document on communication ) . On the positive side, there is
an explicit recognition in MCC's draft communication plan of the
need for greater "fluidity" and clarity in the decisions, directives, and
information that are channeled from top management to the entire
system of cooperatives. Also the plan mentions the lack of definition
and identity in the agrupaciones, something to be remedied in part
by clarifying their roles as mediating units in the processes of com
munication within the corporation as a whole. One of the architects
of the plan, Jesus Goienetxe, reminded me by e-mail in 1 998 that the
plan represents only "a first step toward dealing with the challenges
of improving communication in a large and growing corporation. "
In ULMA, the comprehensive communication plan is less devel
oped as of this writing, but it is also seen as less pressing due to the
physical proximity of the cooperatives in one valley and because of
their comparatively small scale ( twelve hundred employees, as op
posed to 42,000 in MCC ). However, the general manager of Forja,
Fernando Recalde, stressed to me in 1 994 and again in 1 99 7 the need
to make communication as " transparent" as possible, not only
within the five individual cooperatives of ULMA but also within the
larger corporation or group. "The identities of each cooperative and
of the group as a whole need to play a part in the communication
process as well as being reinforced by it, " he added.
In both MCC and ULMA I heard frequent acknowledgment of the
deterioration of informal group relations, a cultural change attrib
uted mainly to the general speedup in lifestyle, but also to the spe
cific work demands within the cooperatives. The July 1 994 issue of
TU included an article that highlighted the need for fluid communi
cation in all directions : " descending, ascending and horizontal" ( 1 1 ) .
However, in my conversations in both systems, I sensed that most
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leaders and managers were at a loss about how to revitalize what
ought to be (and once was ) a spontaneous and vital part of the co-ops'
social dynamics. The need to provide more forums at work for the in
formal exchange of ideas and building of relationships seemed to be
crucial at the level of individual cooperatives, where there was in
every case I studied a " sense of distance between the shop and the of
fices. " The gap was also apparent at the level of sectors in the case of
MCC and the level of the group or corporation in the instance of
ULMA. Thus the evolution of the two communication plans, and
particularly their allowance for the creative exploration of new ways
to revitalize daily work interaction in the cooperatives, will be im
portant to watch in the coming decade.
As I suggested at the beginning of this section, the meanings of
" communication" and "information" in the cooperatives today
should be placed under the larger umbrella of "participation. " The
transformation in meaning for this, perhaps the central term and
idea of the cooperatives, is evident particularly in issues of Trabajo y
Union since 1 992, the year of European economic unification. The
corporate house organ of MCC casts "participation" as being mainly
"for productivity" (June 1 996); as an "internal mine of efficiency"
( Oct. 1 996); in terms of "structured democracy" (Dec. 1 996 ); and for
"competitive advantage" (Apr. 1 9 9 7 ) . As already mentioned in Chap
ter 1, this view contrasts with a traditional perspective on participa
tion within the cooperatives-perhaps best expressed today by work
ers and managers who are strongly identified with the early phases of
the cooperatives-which embraces not only the "one person, one
vote " idea for governance but also the broader notion that employees
collectively can guide the course of a firm's development.
Thus we have a case where participation is simultaneously greater
and less than what existed before. MCC's resident sociologist, Mikel
Lezamiz, insisted to me in the summer of 1 997: "We are finally mov
ing beyond Taylorism to see what it really means for employees to
participate at the level of their daily jobs . " Indeed, the move away
from assembly-line technologies in co-ops of the FAGOR group at
tested to this. Jose Ignacio Gandarias, then president of MAIER, told
me in 1 994 of his desire to involve more and more employees of the
cooperative in the cooperative's program of Hobekuntza : "Up until
now, the level of real participation in the business has been around
60-70 percent, in terms of people who can get involved in a direct
way [in some part of the management of the firm]. But now we want
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to involve more and more people. " Maria Luisa Orueta, then presi
dent of ULMA-Forja, explained similarly in 1 994 that "we need a
form of cooperativism today that maintains some of the solidarity of
th e past with a new awareness of the client. And this must apply to
all employees of the cooperative. "
I n making sense o f these developments a t Mondrag6n, w e do well
to recall Paul Bernstein's ( 1 976) three criteria for assessing employee
par ticipation programs: the real extent of influence by employees,
the range of issues over which influence is exercised, and the highest
level which real influence by employees is capable of reaching. Al
though most of the formal participation programs in the cooperatives
are still too new to evaluate comprehensively-for example, the no
tion of teamwork at the level of work process has been only partially
and unevenly realized-it's clear that they do vary along these three
dimensions and that perhaps few of them merit high marks on all
three counts. Their evolution will therefore be important to monitor,
particularly as even more waves of educated and independent
minded socios and non-socios are socialized into quality-and
customer-oriented programs.
The position of members of KT and other critics is that the cooper
atives have sold out their established model of participation for a
much narrower interpretation of the concept. One of KT's represen
tatives said to me: "We [in KT] are trying to revive the very tradition
of participation in the cooperatives, by promoting discussion, debate
and confrontation. But our position is not well understood by the
cupula because they have their plan for how participation should be
trained and developed in the cooperatives . " Many other employees,
though perhaps not as critical of management policies as KT mem
bers, nevertheless lamented the fact of diminished participation
through the general assemblies and other organs ( especially the so
cial councils of a number of cooperatives), attributing this decline in
"political" participation to a complex of factors that included not
only the thrust of new programs of employee participation but also a
deterioration of democratic practices generally and the pressures of a
faster pace of life for everyone. "There simply isn't time to partici
pate in that way, " declared one press operator in the foundry part of
ULMA-Forja. "We [longtime socios] don't have the energy, and the
younger generation doesn't have the desire. " But presumably the
same employees could find time to issue suggestions for improve
ment of production, as many employees in the foundry section of
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ULMA-Forja were already doing in 1997 (principally through the use
of suggestion boards and conversations with peers or immediate su
pervisors) .
These two broad perspectives on the future o f participation i n the
Mondragon cooperatives-one largely optimistic, the other mainly
pessimistic-become clearer when we consider the two extended
quotations below. The first is from my 1 99 7 interview with Jesus
Goienetxe, director of Human Resources for MCC. After relating the
successes of the reengineering of MCC's co-op Irizar, in which large
teams of employees see the entire production process through and
bottom-up communication is strongly encouraged, Goienetxe re
flected on the meaning of participation this way:
With regard to participation, we are all really worried. But why?
Not because there isn't a consensus in this culture about the impor
tance of participation. Everybody around here admits to the impor
tance of participation. But what we are betting on is just a concept
of participation that has been with us from the beginning of the co
operatives. Looking at the present situation, I do not believe that
with respect to the practice of participation we are worse off than
we were in the beginning. We are entering a new phase of participa
tion, where it is centered in daily work activities. In fact, nowadays
people have the means, education, and culture that are in some
ways far superior to what we had twenty, thirty, or forty years ago.
But that cultural and technical knowledge has to be translated into
an everyday practice of participation.

This view is shared by many managers and elected representatives in
the Mondragon cooperatives today. It is cast as a kind of " realism" as
well as an "opportunity" for widespread participation in work
processes, where all employees are united in purpose through a con
sistent focus on the customer. As management researcher Gideon
Kunda ( 1 992) explains, what many participation programs are seek
ing is a complete "incorporation" of the person into the customer
service culture of the organization, but largely on management's
terms.
At the same time, there are those in the cooperatives who argue
that however efficient and profitable such a perspective on participa
tion may be, it does represent a departure from the fundamental val
ues of the cooperatives to such an extent that their long-term future
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may be jeopardized. Such critics usually blame what they see as the
excessive importation of market-oriented ideas. Felix Ormaechea, di
rector of the confederation of education cooperatives associated with
MCC, put the matter this way in a 1 994 interview:
I have my own opinion about the crisis of the group [MCC) . . . . The
issue is very complex, and I wish I could say something more posi
tive about the present circumstances or adapt my own thinking to
what's going on. However, I believe that the future of the coopera
tives will never be a happy one if we renounce our values like
participation, solidarity, and consensus decision making. . . . Capi
talism as a system prioritizes certain values. It values possessions
but not for the sake of survival or life. If because of money and the
market, I have to stop being a creator-stop being truly free-then I
and the cooperatives are changing for the worse. And, this is what
some of the cooperatives' leaders are doing today. They are subtly
trying to sell a concept of "participation" that goes against my prin
ciples. But I think it is not the economic outcome alone that should
measure the success of the whole process but also the fact that I
have participated in it, shared in its execution, and felt like a per
son through these activities .

These contrasting views of the future of employee participation and
workplace democracy within the MCC cooperatives can be under
stood further in terms of the distinction between de jure and de facto
models of participation ( Lucas 1 992) . A de jure perspective recog
nizes the rights and capacities of employees to participate, but it does
not necessarily establish the structures or processes by which partic
ipation can take place in any meaningful way. A de facto perspective
sees participation as occurring, perhaps in various ways, in the
course of experience at work, but it does not necessarily emphasize
the legal or political aspects of participation as a rights-oriented con
cept. Put another way, a de jure perspective recognizes explicitly the
importance of participation but may not make it happen, while a de
facto perspective acknowledges the reality of participation without
necessarily reflecting on it or institutionalizing it.
This distinction can be used to examine both the optimistic and
pessimistic views of participation at Mondragon. From the opti
mistic managerial standpoint, critics of new programs of participa
tion are too focused on a strictly de jure understanding of workplace
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democracy, with an overemphasis on the rights to make decisions to
govern the firm and too little attention to everyday work practices.
For many critics of the cooperatives' experimentation with TPM,
Kaizen, and TQM, on the other hand, the promoters of the new pro
grams are themselves being uncreative in their implementation of
new forms of participation, adopting a strict interpretation that de
rives from the larger market without allowing for the full develop
ment of de facto participation.
Quite curiously, Lucas's distinction can also be used in a different
way from the standpoint of both supporters of new programs of par
ticipation and detractors . Advocates of new forms of participation
would charge that old-time socios have become preoccupied with an
outdated model of participation that is unduly vote-centered and un
realistic about options for individual workers to shape cooperative or
corporate policy. Critics would counter that the new programs focus
the attention of the employee too much on the restricted domain of
his or her job and on the satisfaction of the customer. Holders of
either position, however, should be prepared for the fact, as Derber
and Schwartz ( 1 983 ) explained so well in their analysis of " post
Taylorist" models of participation in factory regimes, that the re
newed emphasis on participation and democracy, however limited in
scope, may result in greater demands for participation at all levels of
corporate activities. That is, a new program of participation may
prime the pump for employee insistence on being part of all the im
portant decisions and core activities of the firm ( see also McArdle et
al. 1 99 5 ) . Such a tendency may even be accentuated if employees
begin to think of themselves as true "consumers " of management
programs, asserting rights to reject, modify, or take control of those
initiatives. In this way, employees might try to bring the organiza
tion in line with their own personal values and preferences (Gal
braith 1 978 ) .
Thus, i n contrast t o those who stress the "pacifying" effects of
new programs of participation (see Braverman 1 9 74; Burawoy 1 9 79;
Grenier 1 98 8 ), we might expect the unexpected, especially in a cul
tural context such as Mondragon which so values democracy and
participation. Laurie Graham ( 1 993, 1 995) has found various forms of
resistance by U.S. employees to new TQM-style programs in a Japan
ese transplant, ranging from refusal to participate in the morning rit
ual of group calisthenics to outright sabotage .
Ultimately, it may be tha t the clash of cooperative and corporate
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m eanings for "participation" will result in a new expression of
worker participation that appears in settings other than traditional
governing bodies and shop-floor employee involvement, where infor
mal groups and even formally recognized unions could play impor
tant roles (McKinlay and P. Taylor 1 996). That new participation pro
grams at Mondragon are each developing with some distinctive
features suggests that the hegemony of a single view of customer
driven participation should not be declared prematurely.
In reviewing the meanings of participation in different organiza
tions, Marcel Bolle de Bal ( 1 990) explains that one must always con
sider the point of view, whether that of the employee, the union, the
employing organization, the customer, or the "macro-institutions " ·
of the larger society. For the worker, Bolle de Bal indicates, participa
tion can have the following types of meanings: ideological (recogni
tion, for example), economic (ownership ), psychological ( job enrich
ment), organizational (delegation), and sociological (integration) .
However, with at least four o f these dimensions there are potential
dysfunctions or distortions of the process for the employee. Ideologi
cally, the employee can feel or be manipulated. Economically, the
costs of participation may be too great in time and energy. Psycho
logically, the employee may experience the stress of new responsibil
ities. And sociologically, there may be alienation, especially if the
form of participation is contrived or too narrowly constructed.
All of these benefits and problems may coexist in a single organiza
tion, as it attempts to engineer an efficient form of democracy or
participation.

The Future of Mondragon, and of Cooperativism

What do the foregoing observations suggest for the future of democ
racy and other core social values within the Mondragon coopera
tives ? Though my report is mixed, I do not wish to rest on an am
bivalent posture that offers no useful indicators. I would like to
stress five points .
1 . There are large sets of advantages and disadvantages to the
" marketization" of employee participation, such as we find develop
ing at Mondragon today. These are summarized below to bring into
sharp relief a number of the points made earlier in this chapter and to
bring into the discussion a few others .
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The advantages include:
•
•

•
•
•

an acknowledged realism about pressures from the market;
greater responsiveness to the perceived needs of the customer/consumer/client;
increased competitiveness of the organization;
unity of objective and language [mission] for all employees; and
entrepreneurship at the level of the individual or work team.

Among the disadvantages are:
•

•

•

•

•

subordination of the employee's interests with an overriding empha
sis on external and internal markets;
undermining of opportunities for deeper cooperation, both within
and beyond the organization;
displacement of key social values of the organization in the obses
sion with efficiency;
increased responsibility and stress without substantial self-determi
nation for employees; and
neglect of the role that a large firm can play in promoting social values
and in actually shaping the market. (adapted from Cheney 1 998: 1 7)

2. In regard to how employee participation at Mondragon is being
reconceptualized and redesigned, I would echo du Gay and Salaman's
( 1 992) oxymoron "controlled de-control," which is to say that there
is a tension between authentic efforts to decentralize through greater
reliance on work teams and employee entrepreneurialship and the
desire to centralize the organization's response to the market and to
the customer. After describing in detail the need for new initiatives
at the level of work teams and cross-functional problem-solving dis
cussion groups, the general manager of MAIER told me: "What we
can't afford is a diversification of opinions inside the cooperative . . . .
And if we don't agree on a common goal, the market will kick us
out . " He concluded, " This [threat] is easier to understand from the
point of view of cooperative solidarity than from the standpoint of an
S.A. [a standard, non-employee-owned corporation] . "
Recent accounts of transformations toward team-based and highly
participative forms of organization show that recognition of this ten
sion is as important practically as it is analytically. It may be that
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s om e presumably "unobtrusive" and ostensibly more collaborative
syst ems of work organization are not as liberating or energizing as
on ce hoped-at least not in the forms in whic h they are typically im
plemented ( see Barker 1 993; Bullis and Tompkins 1 989; Papa, Auwal,
and Singhal 1 995, 1 99 7; Tompkins and Cheney 1 98 5 ) . In many cases,
more self-discipline and responsibility can be very oppressive. Efforts
toward greater teamwork and collaboration may be undermined by
the sheer intensification of work processes (Pollert 1 996). The mes
sage of " empowerment" and "self-management" can be directly con
tradicted by consistent surveillance and control from the top ( Sewell
and Wilkinson 1 992). Recent reports of team implementation in fac
tories around the world show tremendous disappointments, includ
ing the desire on the part of some stressed-out employees to return to
"non-participative" work systems (King 1 998). Each case should of
course be assessed in terms of its own features-especially the nature
of the work, the type of leadership, and the kind of reward system.
Still, we may find that the " age of employee empowerment" is
marked by a heightened cynicism which further dims the chances for
true workplace democracy in the future.
This surprising development calls into question both " evolution
ary" models of workplace control and " alternating" models. That is,
it may not be that organizations are gradually moving toward less ob
trusive or direct measures of control ( see Edwards 1 9 79; Tompkins
and Cheney 1 985 ) or that a stress on work culture necessarily in
volves downplaying technical concerns (as Barley and Kunda sug
gest) . Today we may well have a new phase of control over work
processes and workers th at is simultaneously " soft" and "hard"
(Barker and Tompkins 1 994), subtle and overbearing ( Sewell 1 998),
entrepreneurial in design and dehumanizing in practice ( see A. Fried
man 1 97 7; P. Thompson and McHugh 1 990).
3. Although the interplay of " internal" and " external" organiza
tional influences in the Mondragon cooperatives is as complex as
what we would find in many other large organizations, the present
analysis is consistent with industrial relations specialist Irene Gall's
( 1 99 1 ) conclusion that where new programs are implemented for pro
duction and participation, the nature and implementation of those
programs cannot necessarily be explained fully by ou tside pressures.
Managerial ideology makes as much difference if not more than the
influence of the market. This extremely important point cautions us
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to examine carefully the claims of top managers, especially as they
imitate what they think others in their industries are doing.
Goll's analysis ( 1 99 1 ) follows the "strategic choice perspective " of
Kochan, Katz, and McKersie ( [ 1 986] 1 994), in which they argued that
industrial relations are shaped by management's key choices within
the firm, despite the announced importance of concerns such as
globalization. There are parallels to this perspective in the related
field of marketing, where organizational strategies are often based
more on how the organization wishes to be seen (as part of the " right
crowd" ) than on real responses to signals from customers (see, e.g.,
Christensen 1 99 7 ) .
M y observations o f the Mondragon cooperatives suggest that man
agerial emulation of noncooperative multinational corporations is to
a great extent shaping the implementation of employee participation
programs. Wholesale borrowing of terminology, procedures, and pro
grams from other firms can undermine the achievements of a long
history of workplace democracy in the co-ops . As of this writing, the
prevailing managerial interpretation of "neo-cooperativism " appears
to be crowding out more political, legal, and decision-making
oriented concepts of "participation. " Participation at Mondragon is
becoming more of a demand from above and outside than it is being
maintained as a right or even a privilege for employees.
Yet, as I explain further in the following two chapters, the flow of
influence is by no means one-way or in isolation from larger socio
economic trends . For the importation of the consumer metaphor into
the cooperatives comes not only through the managers but also
through new waves of socios and other employees . The transforma
tion of the citizen and the employee through the lens of the con
sumer is part of a much larger societal process . It would be mislead
ing to suggest that this shift in perspective is simply being handed
down to employees from their managers .
4. We should revisit the theory of cooperative " degeneration" in
light of this study. As discussed in Chapter 1, the debate over the in
evitability of the decay of a cooperative (or other kind of alternative
organization) has been broadened in recent years to consider not only
economic factors such as investment and wages but also social fac
tors such as loyalty to a common set of values . The next step in the
development of this research would be to consider fully the complex
interplay of economic and social factors, including the ways in
which forces that are usually thought to be strictly economic in na-
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ture actually have strong social dimensions. This has been a key
p oint of my analysis, as I have tried to show how the very met
aphors and interpretations of " the market" and " the consumer" are
e mployed in policy decisions and in the shaping of participatory
p ra ctices.
There are several factors to keep in mind as we watch Mondragon,
including the responses of individual members to changes in the or
ganizational structure (T. Harrison 1 992, 1 994), and the expressed de
sires of younger members with respect to participation ( see Stryjan
1 9 94); the development of alternative expressions of democracy, in
cluding further efforts at unionization ( see Rosner 1 984); the rela
tionship between understandings of participation and democratic
process within the cooperatives and those in the larger social and po
litical culture ( see Greenberg 1 98 1 , 1 986; Pateman 1 9 70); and, of
course, the cooperatives' process of self-reflection on the future of
workplace democracy (see Cornforth 1 995 ) .
5 . I would say that the " social question" presented at the begin
ning of this book can now be somewhat reformulated. In the ways
that the Mondragon cooperatives seem to be developing, they offer
even more lessons for other organizations and other societies than
previously recognized. We can consider three options for conclusions
from my analysis: (a) We could insist that current trends, such as the
vigorous emphasis on efficiently serving the consumer, are not sub
stantially changing the cooperatives; that both the co-ops and the
larger society in which they are embedded remain largely the same as
they were, say, before 1 980. From this perspective, management and
economic trends are simply "washing over" the Mondragon co-ops,
without causing social change at a profound social level. (b) We could
argue that the discourses and activities associated with the cus
tomer-driven firm and heightened efficiency are simply trends that
have been appropriated or coopted, and then refashioned in distinc
tive ways. We could say that the Mondragon co-ops are using pro
grams like TQM in distinctively Basque-like or Mondragon-like
ways, and thus preserving a substantial degree of cultural and organi
zational autonomy. This process might be compared to the appropri
ation of traditionally left-wing symbols by right-wing parties ( "social
revolution" ), and vice versa ( "personal responsibility" ), as has been
quite evident in U.S. politics since about 1 980. (c) A third conclusion
would be that the widespread adoption of popular market-focused
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discourses and programs at Mondragon signals a fundamental trans
formation in what the cooperatives are.
The question, for Mondragon, is not " Can they keep their core so
cial values intact ? " but "Do they want to ? " When we find advertise
ments in major magazines for the Mondragon Cooperative Corpora
tion (MCC 1 996) that do not mention the cooperative nature of the
corporation, we are led to challenge the wisdom of the cooperatives'
departure from advocating their social values-externally, in this
case, but also internally ( see the account in Whyte 1 99 1 , of a contro
versy over just such an issue in FAGOR, back in 1 986). Put another
way, to what extent are the traditional cooperative values going to be
maintained in light of new and more vigorous engagement of the
market-not only in sheer economic terms but also with respect to
the importation of market-driven ideas ? Moving beyond that query,
we might naturally wonder about the degree to which the coopera
tives could enjoy continued economic success at all without the
strong social foundation that brought them to their status as multi
national corporations in the first place.

Practical Lessons
from Mondragon
Some people believe that a co-op is different. No, we aren't. We are a company just
like any other.
-Jose Antonio Ugarte, 1 994

Why Mondragon Is and Isn't Special

or any organization that must survive in a market, outside pres

F sures and how they are treated within the organization will have

a huge impact on the shape of the organization's future. The under
standing and practice of employee participation and workplace
democracy today in the cooperatives are more strongly affected by
market-driven ideas than in the past. Today the very idea of the mar
ket is more encompassing and more urgent. Despite the coopera
tives' strong efforts to reaffirm tradition and capitalize on their spe
cial cultural heritage, discourse on the market and marketing now
strongly challenges core values and organizational integrity.
This reconfiguration of the organizations and their activities re
sults in short-term advantages and potentially long-term disadvan
tages. The existence of the cooperatives depends on their ability to
make a profit, reliably and demonstrably. Additionally, as economist
Melissa Moye ( 1 993 ) has suggested, some of that very financial suc
cess of Mondrag6n may well derive from the organizations' special
qualities as cooperatives. On the one hand, we may conclude that the
Utopian visions of many observers of Mondrag6n were never really
the best yardsticks for measuring its social success, even before the
current phase of rapid internationalization, efficiency consciousness,
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and aggressive customer orientation. On the other hand, a rush to re
duce Mondragon to the status of " just another corporation" by either
its top policymakers or its analysts, might deny its creative social
possibilities and its long-term business success. It could become a
ship without moorings . More generally, giving up on the potential for
reformist businesses to transform capitalism into something respon
sive to a wider array of human values than those currently favored by
prevailing market trends could have profoundly negative social im
plications, even as material success increases .
Taking a close look at the practical dilemmas of Mondragon today
helps us better understand the challenges faced especially by organi
zations that profess values outside the main currents of contempo
rary institutions, such as a deep commitment to workplace democ
racy and multiple senses of solidarity. Organizational creativity and
diversity ought to be promoted by a "free market, " but in practice
the workings of the market seem to squeeze organizations toward
conformity (V. Thompson 1 96 1 ) . The market is designed to generate
a wide variety of choices, and in some arenas such as the local super
market, this is clearly the case. But does the market at the same time
encourage a kind of "regression toward the mean" ? That is, do the
workings of the market tend to reduce organizational options to a
few, both in kind and in number? Let's consider some practical
lessons of the Mondragon case for organizations everywhere that
would adhere to a core set of social values while successfully engag
ing the market.

Fostering a Consensus on Values

Some measure of consensus is necessary to sustain a high degree of
commitment to the cooperatives on the part of employees, especially
in the face of real market challenges and occasional economic down
turns. Worker cooperatives ask for more than one type of employee
motivation: both a self-interested "investment" and a broader social
commitment. In this sense, co-ops bridge Amitai Etzioni's two cate
gories of "pecuniary" and " normative" organizations, ( 1 975), striving
for a balance between monetary reward (including literal ownership)
and socially inspired vision. The value consensus of an employing or
ganization may be a weakly held or articulated one, as in the case of
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corporations where a broadly stated mission, such as " quality prod
ucts" or "customer service, " serves as a diluted form of social glue.
But some degree of commitment and coordination is essential, ex
cept in the most coercive of organizational cultures ( Seashore 1 954).
I n the case of Mondrag6n, if socios are going to accept all of the re
sp onsibilities associated with the " new workplace, " with its faster
pace, longer hours, increased demands for daily participation, and
more attention to the customer, they will need to strongly identify
with the cooperatives and their mission.
My discussions with the director of Training at MAIER in the sum
mer of 1997 revealed that there is real ambivalence on the part of
many of the co-ops' employees about the social price of financial suc
cess. They are questioning the rapid pace of work and of organiza
tional change, the imperative of " constant improvement, " and the
burdens associated with maintaining a complex set of customer rela
tions at the level of each " mini-factory" within the larger company.
The increased responsibilities as well as gains in pay may ultimately
prove insufficient to sustain a high level of individual commitment
and group cohesion.
Serious questions are being raised at Mondrag6n about the mainte
nance of core values from which the system derived energy for so
long. These have partly do to with the larger cultural transforma
tions discussed earlier. The readiness of younger generations to see
themselves as consumers and to stress individual careers over alle
giance to a particular organization is playing a tremendous role in the
changes felt inside the co-ops. As a number of my contacts observed,
this problem parallels the challenge faced by the supermarket chain
Eroski: today's customers seem less concerned with the nature of the
organization offering them products than with just "getting a good
buy. " This attitude, which is becoming more prevalent among
Basques in their twenties, thirties, and forties, poses a threat to coop
erativism as a distinct way of doing business. A young systems engi
neer at MAIER told me in 1 994, "Younger generations of socios are
more likely to see cooperativism in terms of what it can do for them
rather than what they can do for it. "
Interestingly, Eroski's own promotional activities, including ex
tensive consumer education programs for adults and children, may
have a double effect on the communities in which the giant super
market chain operates: the increase of its own clientele and the rein-
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forcement of the idea that one of the most satisfying means of "par
ticipation " today is what Eroski's corporate magazine calls " appro
priate consumption" (see Kasmir 1 996).
As I was completing this book, I asked about the local culture
of the consumer. The director of Consumer Education for Eroski,
Arantza Laskurain, pointed to a diversity of projects being conducted
by the supermarket chain in this arena, within a program that is now
over twenty-five years old. The projects include workshops, environ
mental campaigns, and literature aimed at a variety of audiences.
Above all, Laskurain stressed to me that these educational activities
are aimed at "helping the consumer to make his or her own informed
decisions . " This program of consumer education will be important
to watch in the coming decade, not only for measures of its own suc
cess, but also in revealing the extent to which Basque citizens are
substituting consumption-related activities for more traditional
forms of community participation. MCC cofounder Alfonso Gor
roiiogoitia admitted to me in the summer of 1 997 that the consumer
movement had "two sides" for the culture around Mondragon: it
fueled demands for products and services, thus benefiting the cooper
atives directly, but it also contributed to a growing sense of entitle
ment focused on material acquisition. In this respect, it will be inter
esting to see if some roles for the political or activist consumer (see
Gabriel and Lang 1 995; Solomon, Bamossy, and Askegaard 1 99 8 )
make a strong appearance a t Mondragon.
The distinctiveness of the Mondragon co-ops has been grounded
for many years in their special structures of participation, their inter
nal financial support systems, their multiple senses of solidarity,
their strong ties to local communities, and their "Basqueness . "
Today, all o f these features are being challenged a s a result o f cultural
transformation, internationalization, and new corporate and man
agerial policies. Whether the organizationally sanctioned substitu
tion of largely corporate values for cooperative ones (with the satis
faction of the client ranked first-see Tra bajo y Union, Jan. 1 996) can
continue to provide the needed cohesion will be answered in the
coming decade. What is clear now is that talk of "being a competitive
multinational corporation" is coming to dominate formal communi
cations throughout MCC and the individual cooperatives.
These social and economic challenges to the viability of coopera
tivism are neither new nor unique. In their studies of five co-ops in
California in the late 1 9 70s and early 1 980s, sociologists Rothschild
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and Whitt ( 1 986) identify value homogeneity and a social-movement
orientation as two of the most important factors facilitating the suc
cess of " alternative" organizations . Value homogeneity ( or consen
sus) gives the organization the internal synergy needed to work cre
atively and cooperatively; social-movement orientation helps to
define the organization vis-a-vis the larger society (see Potter [ 1 89 1 ]
1 98 7 ) . In this way, a strong sense of identity is important for both in
ternal organizational dynamics and external relations. Each factor is
vital to the long-term success of a venture such as a cooperative.

Maintaining a Simultaneously Open and Closed System

The point about consensus and identity flows quite naturally into a
broader consideration of the organization as a system. Here I refer
specifically to the nature of the "boundaries " of the organization and
to how it defines or positions itself with respect to the larger environ
ment. Consciousness about the organizational-environmental rela
tionship is crucial in any type of organization, but it is acutely impor
tant for an organization that seeks to define itself to some extent as
being different or perhaps better than other organizations around it.
System openness has always been an issue for organizations.
Today, with the internationalization of the market and the regular
long-distance communications made possible by advances in com
puter and related technologies, it takes on increased prominence for
most large organizations. In the extreme case of "virtual organiza
tions " with no actual headquarters, physical center, or means for reg
ular face-to-face interaction in the organization, questions about the
nature of an organization and its boundaries with the environment
may be especially difficult.
Typical for-profit corporations exhibit most of their systems
awareness through the positioning achieved in advertising and
through locating themselves in a market niche. Even in the cases of
the most mainstream, hierarchical, and bureaucratic corporations
such as IBM, or Coca-Cola, or Nike, there is a balance to be main
tained between being "unique" and recognizable and being part of
the cultural crowd. Thus large corporations will mimic one another
in adopting the latest fad (for example, TQM or a widely publicized
mission statement) yet try to add their own twist on a program or a
message (Olins 1 989). Today's soft drink ads illustrate these dynam-
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ics very well, as when Coke, Pepsi, Seven-Up, Sprite, and others par
ticipate in the same type of discourse-about thirst, about image,
and about style-yet struggle to play off one another in ways that
will score points for uniqueness. The basic problem for the organiza
tion, in its advertising as well as in its other programmatic activities,
is how simultaneously to admit outside influences while staying
above the fray. Each organization wishes to participate in the popular
discourse about "quality, " but to do so in a way that gives the orga
nization a distinctive identity.
Such examples remind us of why social theorist Niklas Luhmann
( 1 990) argues that no system can be fully open lest it lose its very
boundaries and identity. There must be an ongoing effort to balance
openness-in its extreme form, dissolution of the organization-and
"closedness, " which prevents the organization from engaging in the
larger society. Ultimately, an organization must be both open and
closed, to insure a reasonably consistent identity and success.
The sociology of religion offers some useful terms for describing
different organizational postures . The categories of " denomination, "
"sect, " and " cult" are frequently employed by analysts of religious
organizations to characterize how each of them relates to the larger
world. The denomination is a well-established organization whose
boundaries are quite open to the larger society; in fact, this organiza
tion plays a significant role in that society. The sect, often a budding
religious organization, defines itself to some extent as separate from
and against mainstream institutions such as denominations. Finally,
the cult, as the most closed of the three types, tries to be removed
from the larger society to the extent possible. While the denomina
tion enjoys broad external support, it risks having its identity dis
solved into the larger pool of society. At the extreme, it can become
indistinguishable from other parts of society. The cult, by contrast,
has the benefit of a clearly defined identity; yet it may find itself too
cut off from the world for purposes of self-maintenance. The sect is
often an energetic and well-defined group. Still, as it seeks legitimacy
it may become institutionalized in the very way that it dreads ( see
especially Weber [ 1 968] 1 9 78, on the " routinization of charisma" ) .
For all value-driven organizations, not only religious ones, the
choice between being open and being closed is difficult and in
escapable. For the Mondragon cooperatives, as for many organiza
tions grounded in an ideology that transcends the organization itself
( in this case, cooperativism), the organization's relationship with the
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environment i s very much a two-way street. When the organization
becomes as established as Mondragon, it both admits outside influ
ences and has a greater capacity for influence itself. The MCC orga
nization has decided to engage market influences, especially in the
form of new programs of participation popular elsewhere and in the
linkage of some top managers' salaries to those obtainable in private
noncooperative firms. At the same time, the organization now en
joys more power and influence itself, as readily shown by the Caja
Laboral's increasingly independent attitude and financial practices.
Organizational psychologist Karl Weick ( 1 9 79 ) has illustrated that
large organizations cannot help but suffer from projection as they re
late to their environment. Not only do an organization's perceptions
of the environment significantly determine its "responses " to that
environment, but also it finds that it "bumps into" elements of the
environment the organization itself has come to create. MCC cannot
claim a disadvantaged position with respect to cooperative laws and
regulations in the Basque Country because, as many of my contacts
noted, MCC contributed greatly to the shape of those new laws in
1 993 . (The laws gave MCC and other cooperative corporations more
latitude in employment policies, such as in the hiring of part-time
workers temporary workers, and short-term owner-workers. )
For a n organization based on a n ideology such a s cooperativism,
there is also the question of " evangelism, " where an external justifi
cation for cooperativism can be value-driven rather than market
oriented. MCC 's principles and those of ULMA call for an evangelis
tic posture toward the larger world regarding solidarity with all
workers who struggle for justice. As occasional articles in the MCC
magazine Traba;o y Union ( see, e.g., Jan. 1 994) indicate, the tradition
of reflection on creative and collaborative possibilities for workers in
other parts of the world is very much alive at Mondragon. According
to one long-term cooperativista and frequent contributor to the
pages of TU, Jose Maria Sarasua, the most " advanced forms" of capi
talist organizations are simultaneously attuned to the dignity of the
person inside the organization and the dignity of the person in the
larger society (for example, in the form of solidarity with the aspira
tions of laborers everywhere ) .
However, it h a s been apparent i n m y recent discussions there that
the recent expansion, through the establishment of delegations in
other countries, engagement in joint ventures with traditional capi
talist corporations, and purchases of noncooperative corporations
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with no plans for conversion, represents a clear departure from an
evangelistic stance toward cooperative ideals. To carry the analogy to
religious organizations a bit further, these outposts and holdings of
MCC and ULMA in twenty or so nations are not being conceived as
"missions. " In a group discussion at MCC's Otalora Training Center
in July 1 997, the director of Public Relations, liiaki Idiazabal, cau
tioned about the way this internationalization is being pursued: "It
worries us that while we are cooperatives here we seem to be forget
ting that we are cooperatives when we go into the outside world.
Over time, this problem could have an effect on internal solidarity as
well, so we have to find a creative solution. "
In sum, relations with the environment, particularly for a value
based organization, are at issue almost constantly. Any resolution of
the dilemmas posed by those relationships can only be contingent
and temporary. Still, the posture an organization takes toward its en
vironment, especially in terms of the values promoted, may well
have a shaping influence on its internal affairs . Cohesion or solidar
ity may well be dependent on how the organization preaches beyond
the choir as well as on how it welcomes new ideas. An organization's
internal and external affairs thus are intertwined in a number of im
portant ways. Perhaps the best metaphor for these relationships is a
"floating equilibrium/' which suggests that they must continually
be examined and adjusted.

Seeking Leadership and Inspiration

One of the most important paradoxes in any democratic organization
or society is that of leadership: the tendency to await inspiration
from others ( see Stohl and Cheney 1 999; compare Kanter 1 982 ). This
problem may be seen especially in an organization that has moved
beyond its founding phase into a kind of organizational adolescence.
The universal "problem of succession" arises when the founders de
part for another organization, retire, or die. An organization that de
pends to some extent on the charisma or exceptional personal quali
ties of its founders must then strive to install specific and qualified
successors while in some way institutionalizing the special qualities
of the founders . The problem increases for an organization such as
Mondragon, that is built on a value-based ideology in addition to the
charisma of its founders.
The year 1 996 marked the twentieth anniversary of Don Jose
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M aria Arizmendiarrieta's death, and Traba;o y Union was full of ar
ti cles about MCC's history, Arizmendi's formative influence, and
" what if? " questions about the state of the cooperatives. The No
vember 1 996 issue presented a cover story and several follow-up sto
ri es on the principal founder, asking, "What if Don Jose Maria were
alive today? What kind of message would he leave with us ? " The ar
ticles speak with a dual voice, celebrating the history of Mondragon
cooperativism and emphasizing the need for " realism" and adapta
tion to changing circumstances. Bringing Don Jose Maria into the
present as a means of justifying and invigorating current cooperative
policy, the editors were also acknowledging the need to recapture
some of his rhetorical " magic, " admitting that there are doubts
about the authenticity of the cooperatives' social commitments in
the 1 990s . A TU editorial leaves the reader with these thoughts:
•

It is certain that the times have changed. It has already been some
time since we lived in a factory economy. Competitiveness itself
pushes us to explore new horizons and to establish new commercial
relations. But we do run the risk of extinguishing the spirit of soli 
darity that gave birth to our organization as a group, in pursuit of
the same competitiveness . . . . Our objective [then] ought to be
searching for the highest level of solidarity despite the competitive
ness of the world, and not the reverse. ( "Don Jose Maria, 20 Aftos
Despues, " TU, Nov. 1 996: 7)

What is most interesting about this passage is that it sees compet
itiveness as the principal reason for the cooperatives' drive toward
"new horizons, " yet at the same time treats it as a secondary, sub
ordinated, role with respect to social solidarity. This vacillation runs
throughout the issue and marks much of the informal talk I heard at
Mondragon.
From my interviews and conversations with top managers at
MCC, however, I found less ambivalence on this issue. They were
much more united in stressing that Arizmendi would recognize
today the need for a nimble and adaptive set of cooperatives. Many of
these leaders emphasized that he would be largely untroubled by the
demands of the market and the need to modify their structures and
practices. In essence, the policymakers of MCC were telling me that
the conception of Mondragon's tradition should be broadened; and
they also soft-pedaled cooperativism itself.
The discussion of Don Jose Maria's legacy at Mondragon brings
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into clear view the problem of the current and future sources of in
spiration for the cooperatives . At their inception, the cooperatives
derived social sustenance and power from the persistence and vision
of their leader, from the energies and sacrifices of the cofounders, and
from the depth of religious and social commitment associated with
the principles of the coops.
Today the Mondragon cooperatives find themselves not only with
out a charismatic or visionary leader but also without a forceful com
mitment to their social ideology. Although there is great respect for
many of the managers and leaders in the cooperatives of ULMA and
MCC, there is also a yearning for " someone who will come to rein
vigorate our democratic practices . " At the same time, market-driven
arguments, specifically the values of efficiency, productivity, and
competitiveness, are frequently offered in the official communiques
of the cooperatives as reasons for commitment to the cooperatives
rather than simply means to longer social goals. Though the above
passage from TU reveals ambivalence about competitiveness, there
can be no doubt about its presentation as a guiding symbol and
mythos. In one of the clearest images I found in any of MCC's publi
cations, the cover of the April 1 994 issue of TU depicts a young pro
fessional man running hurdles on the globe with the simple but bold
title " Competitividad. "
In this context of competition, "participation" is often being dis
cussed rather strictly as enabling greater productivity ( see TU, June
1 996 ) . But that may prove to be an insufficient form of inspiration
and leadership for the next generation of cooperative members and
employees, especially as they express their· career-mindedness and
independence. For Mondragon, as well as for other value-driven orga
nizations, there is a need to renew the social energy that gave rise to
the organization. A priest and close friend of Arizmendi's, the late
Jose Maria Mendizabal, told me in 1 994, "If the cooperatives do not
return to some of the very values that gave them life in the first
place, they may become victims of their own success . "
The challenges for leadership and inspiration a t Mondragon re
mind one of Chester Barnard's ( 1 968 ) three " executive functions . "
Barnard concluded that for long-term economic and social success,
an organization needed a common purpose, a dynamic system of
communication, and essential contributions (motivations and ener
gies ) from its members . Barnard saw the three as interdependent fac
tors in organizational performance. For example, a common purpose
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had to be communicated daily as part of employee relations and or
ganizational decision making. And the successful pursuit of that
common goal depended upon both its inspirational character and the
continued adherence of the members who felt that in some way they
"owned" the organization and its obj ectives.
In any democratic organization " an active community" of mem
bers must be centered on the value of democracy and devoted to its
practice. Jacob and Jacob ! 1 984) explain that " to overcome centrifu
gal forces . . . collective leadership is critical" (320). Such leadership
should be energized by a common vision based on core social values.
As political philosopher Daniel Kemmis ( 1 990) puts it, there has to
be a commitment to the system that transcends individual interests.
Genuine democratic commitment, however, may be circumscribed
by a recognition that a system has become corrupt and therefore no
longer deserving of one's allegiance. (At that point, the options would
be " exit, " "voice, " " loyalty, " or "neglect, " with respect to one's
stance toward the organization; see Hirschman, 1 9 72 . )
We have already seen how the organization o n the one hand and
the work group, team, or department on the other can function si
multaneously as important sources of organizational allegiance (see
Barker and Tompkins 1 994; C. Scott, Corman, and Cheney 1 99 8 ) .
These two domains o f loyalty may also operate i n opposition t o one
another ( see Tjosvold 1 99 1 ). In fact, the configuration of identifica
tions or attachments for the individual employee may be quite com
plex (see Cheney 1 983b). From the standpoint of this study, it is cru
cial that we examine every level for the mission and values which
are presumed to deserve the loyalty of members (Cheney 1 99 1 ) . In
this respect, current efforts to develop pay-for-performance incre
ments in some co-ops will be important to observe because they
often tend to "individualize" employee relations and deemphasize
the overall collaborative achievements of the work force (Wadding
ton and Whitston 1 996). More broadly, such initiatives can substi
tute calculating and fleeting relationships for strong social bonds
among co-workers (Sennett 1 99 8 ) .
We can see a somewhat contrasting problem i n organizations with
out traditions of democracy that seek to convert to more participa
tive systems of decision making and work activities. MAPSA of
Pamplona, one of the three co-ops explored in detail here, shows how
difficult it can be to shift from a " culture of command" to a " culture
of participation " (in the words of the Finance director there ). At the
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same time that many of the long-standing co-ops of MCC are worried
about how to revive a sense of mission at a broad corporate level,
MAPSA's move into the cooperative fold is blocked to some extent
by vestiges of authoritarianism as well as by the reluctance of many
employees to accept full responsibility in their work areas or to ac
tively engage in the newly created organs of governance. The lack of
a democratic tradition of employee governance and the unfamiliarity
with new participative programs constitute a compound problem.
Leadership must be highlighted both with respect to the mission of
the organization and in terms of team-based restructuring. For the
traditional, hierarchical, and authoritarian firm that would reconfig
ure itself as a participative enterprise, both types of leadership are
crucial ( see Courtright, Fairhurst, and Rogers 19 89 ) .
One o f the great ironies at Mondragon and i n many other organiza
tions is that while they are emphasizing greater individual initiative
at the level of job position and work team, they may not be promot
ing lofty goals for continued individual identification and commit
ment with the organization. In the customer culture of today, indi
vidual employees are expected to achieve fulfillment upon satisfying
consumers' desires ( even "delighting" the customer) (Oakland 1 989 ) .
But the images o f customer service and market competitiveness in
and by themselves may prove insufficient for the kind of long-term
motivation needed to sustain an enterprise such as the cooperatives
of Mondragon. Socios might come to think of themselves as "own
ers " only in the most limited sense of the term. It may well be that a
broader vision of workplace democracy must be promoted at the
highest levels of an alternative organization in order for more fo
cused and ideologically narrow programs of employee participation
to flourish.

Conserving a Common Mission

How much should the mission of value-based organizations be
adapted in the interests of competition and other changing circum
stances? At what point will the organization have changed so much
that it ceases to be, in essence, the same organization ?
Any organization, but especially a democratic one, is going to ex
perience change, even without having to face strong external threats
to its practices and identity. For if the organization takes its democ-
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ratic commitments seriously, or even if it simply wants to enlist en
thusiastic commitments, it must allow space for new members to in
fluence its development. New members bring with them their own
values, preferences, demands, and concepts of how to do business.
There will be inevitable generational differences among employees,
but also pressures from within the organization to renew and modify
its practices-especially as positions of responsibility and policy
making are assumed by younger managers. Each new employee and
each new manager will want to "make a mark" on the organization.
If the organization does not update, alter, and renew its mission, it
necessarily defines itself as one that values its past more than its
present or its future, locking employees and decision making into a
predetermined model of organizational identity and activity (West
enholz 1 99 1 ) . But if the organization adapts too much, becoming
putty in the hands of each new wave of employees and managers, the
break with tradition can signal to its internal and external con
stituencies that there is nothing fundamental or enduring about its
commitments. Most organizations will respond to this problem by
changing certain features of their structures or processes while hold
ing others constant, and some change may be mere relabeling (Chris
tensen 1 996). Regardless of the approach taken, the organization
needs to confront the dialectic of continuity and change. But for the
organization that is grounded in core values and seeks to promote
them, the need for solutions is more pressing.
At Mondragon this dilemma is becoming acute ( see MCC 1 994) .
U.S. labor organizer Mike Miller ( 1 994) observes: "The central chal
lenge facing Mondragon is two-fold. First, how to compete in the
new global economy. Second, how to remain true to the values and
principles that formed it" ( 1 7). Fred Freundlich ( 1 996) summarizes
his analysis of permanence and change at Mondragon this way:
"While the MCC remains an exemplar of democratic worker owner
ship, it remains to be seen whether the new policies can both bring
greater business success and maintain the group's explicit commit
ment to the principles and practices of cooperative enterprise" ( 7 ) .
Kasmir ( 1 996) argues that the Mondragon cooperatives never really
operated from a strong pro-worker ideology or a socially conscious
value base because the co-ops were from the beginning estranged
from the working-class politics in the Basque Country and were
more enamored of the larger market than the co-ops' official princi
ples would suggest.
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The question of the cooperatives' mission surfaced clearly in dis
cussions at the end of my first visit to Mondragon, in March of 1 992,
prompting me to propose to the Otalora Training Center a long-term
study of transformations in values within the co-ops. Despite the
tendency of some managers to downplay the importance of out
siders' expectations of Mondragon to be an exemplar of workplace
democracy, there can be no doubt that the mission of the organiza
tion is a focal point of tensions today within the co-ops.
The most dramatic example of this debate can be found in the
challenges of the quasi-union group KT to recent policy changes
within MCC . Another is the sharp criticism of MCC's policies of
centralization and sectoral reorganization by ULMA. Further evi
dence of tension came in my interviews at Mondragon, in 1 994 and
1 99 7, in which many respondents viewed cooperativism as being
" on trial" during the next decade or so of engagement of the global
market.
Perhaps the fullest expression of the cooperatives' changing mis
sion, especially as seen from the " inside, " can be found in the pages
of the December 1 996 issue of Tra bajo y Union, in a cover story en
titled "The Second Generation [of Cooperativistas] . " The principal
article, authored by a professor at Mondragon's Polytechnic College,
contrasts " the cooperative sense of yesterday and today. " The article
takes an optimistic view of the present, arguing that despite the
worry over the future of the cooperative spirit, younger cooperativis
tas, in contrast with their elders, are more competent, better edu
cated and trained, more willing to take initiative, more critically
minded (but with a sense of humor), more pragmatic, more interna
tionally aware, more environmentally conscious, more inclined to
use the language of Euskera, and more likely to find negotiated solu
tions for economic and political problems. This article, along with
several others on the same theme in the issue, is emphatic that the
" cooperativism of today" is different from but no less authentic than
that of the first few decades of the cooperatives' existence. These up
beat characterizations are clearly responding to a felt need to counter
the critiques that the spirit, core values, and mission of the organiza
tions have been lost.
Worker-owners' commitment to the cooperatives and to coopera
tivism is still fairly strong, but it appears to be declining, especially
for new socios and for some segments of the veteran work force as
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well. For example, a survey conducted by the Otalora Training Cen
t er in 1 99 1 revealed that just 23 percent of socios who responded in
dicated they would leave the co-ops if a comparable ( and presum
ab ly higher-paying) position were available in a noncooperative
private firm ( see Lezamiz, as cited in Moye 1 993 ) . In a similar sur
vey, which I conducted within several industrial co-ops in 1 994 in
collaboration with Otalora, about 40 percent of socios expressed se
rious doubts about the direction of the MCC co-ops and the en
durance of their special qualities . Moreover, of the same group of re
spondents in 1 994, a significant proportion of socios expressed fears
about threats to internal solidarity and internal democratic practice.
In the open-ended portion of the survey, one respondent com
mented: " Every day we seem to be less distinguishable from an S.A.
[private noncooperative corporation] . I wonder what the cooperative
will look like in five or ten years . " This complaint was echoed in
many of my interviews, not only in MCC but also to some extent in
ULMA.
Organizations that do not change in the face of the collective
wishes of newer members may be defined by them as irrelevant and
as a result may wither away. A paradox ot commitment is that the
founding generation of a democratic organization are so committed
to their own vision of the organization and its goals that they fail to
allow subsequent generations the same shaping input (Stohl and
Cheney 1 999). But if the younger socios do display the values charac
terized by TU and yet can maintain a strong commitment to the dis
tinctiveness of cooperativism, less fear over the cooperatives' future
may be warranted than has been thought. If, on the other hand, the
younger generations of cooperative members and employees simply
aid the importation of a full-blown market orientation by the co-ops,
while at the same time limiting their involvement in assertive or
"political" forms of participation (Bachrach and Botwinick 1 992), the
distinction between the cooperatives and their noncooperative com
petitors may erode still further.
In this respect the experience of Mondragon is instructive for other
organizations. No one is well served if the tradition of the organiza
tion goes unquestioned. Renewal and modification will be pushed by
both internal and external forces, and the organization's ability to
manage the dialectic of permanence and change will be crucial to
both its social success and its very survival.
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The Interdependence of the Social and the Economic
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Though the market may appear to be wholly a matter of economic,
material forces, further analysis reveals a huge component of human
persuasion. The market depends on a high degree of trust and confi
dence simply to operate, as the 1 990s roller coaster of stock prices in
a number of exchanges around the world demonstrated well. As I
have emphasized, discourse plays a shaping role in economic policy
and therefore in bringing into being not only economic but social
outcomes. Moreover, in today's popular discourse, social concerns
have come to be relabeled and recast in market terms so that they
must be defended for their bottom-line results. (Cheney in press-b ) .
A t Mondragon and elsewhere I have observed some curious aspects
of the arguments about the social side of enterprise. The President of
Mondragon's consortium of educational cooperatives, Hezbide, ex
plained to me in 1 994: "I believe it is easy to participate when things
are secure, when the boat goes well. Security, stability, and well
being are all the basic elements of participation. " But Carlos Zubero,
director of Personnel for MAIER, told me in 1 994, "The socios are
largely content these days because of the anticipos [salary, techni
cally in the form of an advance, plus dividends] they are earning. So,
there's less worry about things such as the performance of the social
council or the flow of information. " At the same time, both of these
respondents believed that much of the financial success of the coop
erative could be attributed to its social performance: specifically, to
the strong tradition of participation inside the cooperative. What
may be taken for granted during " fat" times is the very dimension
that helped the organization move to a new level of success.
Of course, in the face of bad economic news, social programs at
work often take a hit. Certainly some of the first cutbacks to be
made in most organizations today are on �'the people side" of things.
Not only will personnel budgets shrink ( in some organizations from
80 percent of operating costs to as little as 30--40 percent ) but organi
zational initiatives in human resources, public relations, and corpo
rate communications will also be cut. The argument runs basically
like this: "While we might be able to afford a lot of social frills if
we're doing well on the bottom line, a deteriorating position in the
market demands that we eliminate some unnecessary functions. "
Economist David Gordon ( 1 996) sees this justification a s common in
U .S . corporations in the 1 990s, and he argues more generally that
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capitalism has thus ceased to be responsive to broad social concerns
in its dealings with employees and other stakeholders.
Yet it may well be, as organizational theorist Arnold Tannen
baum's research ( 1 983 ) suggests, that attention to the social side of
organizational life, including especially programs of participation, is
critically necessary precisely when the organization cannot manage
to make much of a profit. According to Tannenbaum, a strong identi
fication with the organization and its activities both contributes to
and results from vigorous employee participation in decision mak
ing. Therefore, he reasons, attending to the social sources of em
ployee satisfaction during lean times would help both the employees
and the organization ( see also Tyson 1 9 79 ) .
The m o s t economically disadvantaged cooperative I observed
was MAPSA of Pamplona. So severe did MAPSA's economic crisis
become, even after it was purchased by MCC in 1 99 1-92 and con
verted to a co-op, that socios were asked to take cutbacks in salary
for 1 993-95 of between 1 5 and 33 percent. The words of one de
partment head in the spring of 1 994 capture well the interrelation
of economic and social factors at work and just how easily the tide
of motivation can change, depending on one's attitude and actual
experience.
To me, the conversion of this organization has been a big change. I
went from being a manager in a private company to a director in a
cooperative. But, entering the [MCC] cooperatives was the only al
ternative that we had, and it was indeed the only solution if we
wanted the company to survive. So we are thankful we could join.
But these last years have been very negative for us, and we have had
no benefits [profits and corresponding dividends] . And this year will
be negative, too. I would have liked to have entered a cooperative
with benefits, not losses. H we had by now moved to being an orga
nization with benefits maybe people's faces wouldn't be so long;
they would feel better . . . . We are always saying, "Well, maybe next
year, or the following year. " But here we have a kind of forced soli
darity. We have a drastic reduction of salaries: we are earning up to
33 percent less, and I consider this a form of solidarity. Now, we
have all accepted this because, if we didn't, we would have to leave.
We are going through a period where it is difficult to say if we are
cooperativistas or not . . . . We all want to participate, but these
times are hard.
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These reflections remind us of why the relationship between over
all organizational productivity and job satisfaction is so difficult to
evaluate. Indeed, the persistent efforts of the Human Relations
Movement in the United States and elsewhere, from roughly 1 935 to
1 9 70, produced mixed results in a project aimed at showing a defini
tive positive correlation between job satisfaction and productivity
( Redding, 1 9 72 ) . Advocates of the Human Relations approach tried to
establish clearly that the happy worker is the productive worker,
chiefly in the interest of increasing productivity but also out of some
genuine concern for employees (Gillespie 1 99 1 ) . It is now much
clearer that the relationship is complicated by many factors such as
type of reward, working conditions, common purpose, the passage of
time, and so on (Weisbord 1 99 1 ) .
As the Mondragon cooperatives continue to implement new sys
tems of participation, they are initiating wage increments based on
group output. In a number of co-ops, up to 20 percent of a socio's
salary may result from a combination of group or team productivity.
While in a sense the co-ops have always been based on pay for perfor
mance, that linkage has been until now established at the global
level of the firm in its relationship to the worker-owner-in terms of
dividends paid to socios per the firm's overall profits. This move to
ward team-based pay for performance is still in its experimental
phase within MCC, and it is controversial. For example, some long
time socios see such a method of financial reward as inimical to val
ues of solidarity and equality, arguing that its short-term positive im
pact on the performance of some teams will be overshadowed by a
longer-term harm to the cohesion of the cooperatives. These critics
fear heated competition among different departments. Thus policy
makers need to consider just how much of a role should be played by
the direct linking of individual pay to team performance ( see Lawler,
Mohrman, and Ledford 1 995).
In the research of Britain's Tavistock Institute ( Trist and Banforth
1 95 1 ; Trist and Murray 1 993 ), some of the earliest studies of work
teams, called " socio-technical systems, " revealed how complex is
the relationship between economic and social factors at work. In the
socio-technical model, first pioneered in coal mines in Scandinavia
shortly after World War II, workers make important decisions about
the implementation and uses of new technologies, among other
things. Such a model involves a substantial degree of group auton
omy, especially in work redesign and problem solving in production.
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Th e s uccess o f these work teams thus depends heavily upon worker
motivation and commitment. Further, that commitment derives
from an amalgam of social and economic factors ( see also Naschold,
e t al. 1 993; Seibold 1 995). For example, a strong emphasis on pay for
performance, for either the individual or the team, may yield disap
pointing results for morale and motivation if it is not coupled with
genuine opportunities for self-determination on the shop floor. Still,
for many employees, there may be little desire for getting involved in
decision making ( Jain and Giles 1 98 5 ) . In addition, the effects of eco
nomic versus social motivations can shift over time, with one type
becoming more or less salient than the other, from the perspective of
the employee. These complications call for periodic reassessment by
the organization.

Enacting Democracy as a Process

The tendency to see democracy mainly in terms of social structures
that protect individual rights or guarantee forms of representation is
strong in the Western world. Recent opinion polls in the United
States suggest that the principal way in which most citizens under
stand democracy is in terms of protection of their individual free
doms, and in some western European nations there is an emphasis
on rights of participation (Strauss 1 982). Both of these interpretations
of democracy rely on institutional guarantees. The bias toward struc
tures of protection and representation is understandable and has a
certain practical advantage, for once we have decided on mecha
nisms for organizing democratic activities-whether in politics or
board meetings-it makes sense to try to preserve them through in
stitutionalization. This reasoning is behind the " checks and bal
ances" of the tripartite structure of the federal government of the
United States. It also shapes systems of " codetermination" in Ger
many whereby workers, corporations, and the state enjoy legally pro
tected influence in the formation of industrial policy. The same ra
tionale underlies much of the principled support for organized labor
( Freeman and Medoff 1 984).
However, when protected by rules, rituals, and the force of habit,
the very democratic processes that seemed so vital at the time of an
organization's founding can come to undermine the democracy it
self. This problem is recognized by " modified-constitutionalists" in
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the United States and by organizational analysts who have noted
how democratic organizations often become encumbered by their
own structures--even when those structures were expressly de
signed to promote democratic participation (Ashcraft 1 998; O'Con
nor 1 995; Stohl and Cheney 1 999; Walker 1 996; Westenholz 1 993 ) .
There i s not only a tendency toward excessive bureaucratization i n a
long-lived organization, but also loss of novelty to the organization's
established means of participation. These can lead to a stifling of par
ticipation, as the cherished institutions become either irrelevant or
actual obstructions to genuine democratic practice. The tendency for
internal organizational processes to become inflexible and lifeless
helps to explain the basis for Rothschild and Whitt's judgment "that
democratic modes of organization are neither impossible nor in
evitable. They are conditional" ( 1 986: 75 )
From my observations of the Mondragon cooperatives, I would say
that the vitality of its organizational democracy ( as opposed to spe
cific programs of participation) rests principally on the following
factors, in addition to the much-discussed market pressures: ( 1 ) the
performance of representative social bodies; ( 2 ) the equitable distri
bution of benefits and losses through individual incentives and col
lective ownership; (3) education in cooperativism and other core or
ganizational values; (4) the allowance for (and benefit from) internal
disagreements and dissent; ( 5 ) the presence throughout the organiza
tion of an authentic concern for the well-being of individual employ
ees; ( 6 ) the use of vital feedback loops within the organizations for
purposes of a circular flow of communication; ( 7 ) the promotion of
cooperative ideals beyond the walls of the organization; and ( 8 ) and
the degree of openness to negotiating the meaning of organizational
democracy.
Except for the points about dissent, feedback, and negotiation of
the meaning of organizational democracy, all of these proposed crite
ria are reflected in MCC's Ten Principles. My criteria are basically
consistent also with previous formulations by organizational re
searchers ( e.g., Bernstein 1 976; Clegg 1 983; Deetz 1 995; Gustavsen
1 992; Monge and K. Miller 1988; Winnicott 1 950). Elsewhere I have
defined workplace democracy as
.

a system of governance which truly values individual goals and
feelings (e.g. , equitable remuneration, the pursuit of enriching
work and the right to express oneself) as well as typically organiza-
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tiona] objectives (e.g. , effectiveness and efficiency, reflectively con
ceived), which actively fosters the connection between those two
sets of concerns by encouraging individual con tribu tions to impor
tant organizational choices, and which allows for the ongoing
m odification of the organization 's activities and policies by the
group. ( 1 995: 1 70-- 7 1 )

If w e apply these eight criteria to the cooperatives of Mondrag6n,
the scorecard produces a mixed evaluation.
1 . The vitality of organized governance within the cooperatives is
highly variable across individual co-ops and is challenged by both
the routinization of participatory practices and the almost complete
cen tralization of corporate strategic policymaking. We have seen,
both in my discussion of three similarly sized cooperatives and in ev
idence from the Mondrag6n system more generally, how the impor
tant function of the social councils is often neglected in the individ
ual co-ops. This problem extends as well to the social councils at the
level of the agrupaciones or sectoral groupings of cooperatives. Fur
ther, general assemblies have largely abandoned their deliberative
functions in favor of top-down information transfer. Finally, the cen
tralization of corporate policymaking, especially in MCC, has neces
sarily undermined the authority of the organs of governance in the
individual cooperatives . In the words of Jose Antonio Ugarte, former
president of ULMA, "sovereignty" rests at three organizational lev
els: the individual, one's cooperative (or individual firm), and the sys
tem as a whole. Too much privilege at the system level, in Ugarte's
view, diminishes sovereignty at the other two levels.
The three most important dimensions of organizational structure
are hierarchy, referring to the vertical dimensions of authority; cen
tralization, referring to powers of coordination; and formalization,
referring to the degree to which organizational activities are stan
dardized and regulated. Curiously, the Mondrag6n cooperatives espe
cially within MCC are growing more rigid along these three dimen
sions, even as their official rhetoric is spotlighting flexibility,
innovation, and entrepreneurship. Though tensions in the realm of
organizational structure are inevitable, the business trend is, at least
on the surface, away from formalization, centralization, and rigid
hierarchy.
2. Though the distribution of benefits and losses in the coopera
tives is still comparatively equitable, the linkage of a top group of
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MCC 's managers ' salaries to the global market in 1991 -92 repre
sented not only a material change in remuneration but a huge sym 
bolic change in the organiza tion with respect to perceived wage sol
idarity. My interviewees across the cooperatives were divided on the
wisdom of the Third Cooperative Congress's decision in December
1 99 1 to link salaries of certain managers in the cupula to market in
dicators (reaching 70 percent of the current and agreed-upon market
"value" for the same job in the noncooperative private sector). Those
who argued for the change did so solely on the basis of competitive
ness and market pressures. Those who criticized the policy shift
couched their arguments entirely in terms of organizational trust
and internal solidarity. During my visits in 1 994 and 1 99 7, there con
tinued to be fallout from this momentous decision. Also, the contro
versy required MCC's top managers to explain the rationale for the
change, including the fact that the twenty-five to thirty top officials
covered by the new policy were making on average only about SO
percent of their free-market counterparts .
Similarly, the recent decisions to increase the number of nonown
ing workers in the co-ops and to create a new position of temporary
socio have been justified solely on the basis of organizational adapt
ability, flexibility, and agility. The idea of a temporary worker-owner
would have been unthinkable earlier in the cooperatives' develop
ment; the worker's proprietary relationship with the organization
was seen as inherently a permanent one ( and not easily be severed by
the cooperatives ) . The new policy, too, has enormous implications
for equity in salary, benefits, and job security. Jose Manuel Biain, the
director Personnel at ULMA-Forj a, told me in the summer of 1 997,
"There is now a new kind of diversity in employment in the cooper
atives that has to be recognized and dealt with. We can't pretend
we're all totally equal, yet we must accord all the employees as many
rights and benefits as possible . "
In sum, both material benefits an d the security of one's status
within such an organization are central to members' notions of eq
uity and fairness. The symbolic as well as practical monetary effects
of a widening of difference within the organization should never be
underestimated, especially where a tradition of equality and democ
racy is held sacred.
3. Although educa tion in the philosophical, social, and practical
aspects of coopera tivism is still alive in the cooperatives of MCC
and ULMA, it appears to be taking a back seat to financial, techni-
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cal, and job-specific forms of training. From the very beginning, the
Mondragon cooperatives were exceptional in their emphasis on for
maci6n (education and development of the person-there is no cor
respondingly rich term in English ) in the ideals and practices of co
operativism ( see the survey of Spanish cooperatives in Colomer
1 995 ) . Over the years, this function has been carried out in four
ways: in the early and formative role of the technical education
school (established in 1 943 and forerunner to the Mondragon Univer
sity created in 1 996-97); through the specific policies of individual
cooperatives and persons within them; through special seminars of
fered ( since 1 98 7 ) at the Otalora Training Center; and through the
dissemination of corporate documents such as the Ten Principles,
and frequent discussions of their application in articles in the TU
( see especially the issues in 1 995-9 7 ) . In other research, the crucial
role of Mondragon's technical education complex-in both its tech
nical and social dimensions-has been well-documented (Meek and
Woodworth 1 990). I would say that socialization in the ideals of co
operativism is fading in importance within the cooperatives, being
eclipsed by market-driven concerns for greater efficiency, productiv
ity, and technical expertise. Perhaps the best evidence of this decline
is that in each of the cooperatives I observed closely-MAPSA,
MAIER, and ULMA-Forja-plans for further seminars in cooperative
practices were treated as having only secondary importance ( at
MAPSA and Forja) or not at all (at MAIER). From my own attendance
at Otalora's seminars in cooperative management in May 1 995, it be
came plain that they are being utilized only by certain cooperatives
and usually only for their newly elected members of the general or
governing councils. Here it's important to note also a declining inter
est on the part of middle-level managers and many employees in par
ticipating in more philosophically oriented seminars. The general
manager of MAPSA complained to me in 1 997: "I haven't witnessed
any special concern on the part of new members of the councils to
educate themselves in the philosophical domain. Knowing this, we
are still trying to see how we can give them that formaci6n . "
Jose Maria Larraftaga, director o f Communications i n MCC's
Otalora Training Center, said that "within a democratic system . . .
the spirit of cooperation cannot be taught but must be learned" ( TU,
Dec. 1 996: 1 5 ) . For such cooperative training efforts to work and be
woven into the fabric of an organization such as the Mondragon co
operatives, there must be a desire on the part of the participants
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themselves as well as commitment of time and resources by top
management. What we might call " socialization in cooperation"
thus cannot completely sustain itself; yet an alternative organization
may not be able to maintain its social integrity without regular at
tention to training.
4. It is difficult to assess the extent to which individual dissent is
permitted within the Mondragon coopera tives today, but we can ob
serve a tendency to contain strong objections to corporate policy
through both formal and informal means of delegitimation . MCC
especially remains steadfast in its opposition to intra-firm unioniza
tion, although the organizing activities of KT ("Cooperative Groups" )
especially within the old FAGOR group are well known through the
corporation. Dissenting views have been expressed through occa
sional articles in TU (for instance, articles by KT representatives in
1 994), and the January 1 998 issue carried the second part of an ex
change between Mila Larraiiaga, a prominent spokesperson for KT,
and another socio, Eukeni Olabarrieta, about the future of "coopera
tivism . " The debate was heated, with charges by Larraiiaga that the
co-ops had become essentially " dehumanizing" and a rebuttal by
Olabarrieta that Larraiiaga's claim was "inexact and cruel. " Further
more, even the stylized performances of general assemblies allow for
"interventions" in the form of prepared statements of opposition to
prevailing corporate trends.
As already suggested, the strong movement toward policy central
ization, especially within MCC and in deference to the market, is
being used as the key justification for limiting "diversity of opinion
within the cooperative about the advancement of the business " (as
the president of MAIER put it to me in 1 994) . This view I found to
represent something of a consensus among managers and leaders in
the cooperatives . The notable exception was ULMA's own indepen
dent stance toward MCC.
In reflecting on the tension between unity of corporate strategy
and divergence of opinion with the cooperatives, cofounder Alfonso
Gorroiiogoitia described the resulting mix as a democradura-best
translated as a hybrid of " democracy" and " dictatorship. " This neol
ogism, which he picked up from Israeli visitors familiar with the tra
dition of kibbu tzim in their own country, captures the idea that even
in an organization committed to democracy there will be the need to
appeal to strong authority at the top, from time to time, to resolve
differences and to focus energies. At the same time, democracy en-
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tail s an ongoing "licensing" of specific instances of managerial abso
lutism by the governed.
5. A genuine concern for the individual was evident throughout
the cooperatives; however, it was more and more being expressed in
terms of interest in people as a means to an end. My formal inter
views as well as informal conversations at Mondrag6n were peppered
with references to "the dignity of the person, " " equality and equity
in our dealings with one another, " "health and safety in the work
place, " "rights to meaningful work and to participation in organiza
tional decision making, " and " solidarity with other workers and
with the community. " These expressions seemed genuine to me. At
the same time, there was a willingness-more evident in 1 99 7 than
in 1 994--t o couch the person's role in the organization largely in
terms of organizational efficiency. This characterization shows up in
the increasing use of a system of efficiency ratings for individuals
that results in a calculation of the "added value" of their contribu
tions to the organization. It is also visible in numerous TU articles
during 1 995-99; a 1 996 article relays the point well by describing the
development of the corporation and the employees' roles within it as
an "internal mine" for greater efficiency and more successful perfor
mance in the market. This phrase, which the article admits to be
borrowed from contemporary Japanese corporate policy, reflects an
important shift in the formal discourse of the Mondragon coopera
tives . Whether this formal shift will be accompanied by more funda
mental cultural changes can be assessed only with further observa
tion of the day-to-day operations of the new systems of participation.
The history of attempts to implement employee participation pro
grams is fraught with cynicism, doubt, and especially participants'
challenges to the authenticity of the organization's commitments to
ideals of democracy for the sake of employees. Authenticity must be
believed as well as practiced; regardless of intentions, even an inac
curate image of a purely instrumental rationale for increasing partic
ipation can serve to undermine such programs. Communicating and
practicing the social as well as economic "logic" of participation
thus represents a fundamental challenge to any organization that
would strive to democratize its work processes.
6 . The provision for dynamic communication feedback loops is of
significant concern for the co-ops, yet corporate communication
plans continue to emphasize top-down flow of information and di
rectives with rela tively limited opportunities for the flow of news
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and opinion upward (aside from required reporting on production
problems and making suggestions for improving) . As mentioned in
Chapter 3, many of my interviewees treated "communication" as an
important organizational value in itself, and they were often quick to
distinguish it from " mere information. " This view was as wide
spread in MCC as in ULMA; in both corporations I found a strong
awareness of the need to revitalize various media and channels of
communication. One of the ironies I found and pressed upon my in
terviewees was that written communications such as memos, re
ports, and forecasts were coming to supplant the dynamic oral inter
action so treasured by the Basques and very much a hallmark of the
cooperatives' early development. The increased demand on work
teams to transmit production and efficiency data upward on a fre
quent basis is a case in point. My observations of work practices led
me to conclude that this shift in emphasis resulted not only from bu
reaucratization but also from a certain amount of corporate imita
tion, whereby the cooperatives seemed to be applying systems of
communication and decision making from other large corporations
( chiefly in the United States, Japan, and western Europe).
One way to address the complexities of communication, especially
in the larger cooperatives, would be through the dual linkage of every
group, team, or unit with one at the next level of the hierarchy.
Within this arrangement, each group would have a functional repre
sentative to the next level and one additional "linking pin" whose
job it would be to look out especially for problems in communication
( see Ackoff 1 994; Romme 1 997 ) . Organizational communication re
searcher Cynthia Stohl observes from her extensive research on qual
ity circles ( 1 987, 1 995) that one of the most important challenges to
any large organization is limitations to intergroup relations which
get beyond the team or committee level to " stitch the organization
together. "
Given the deterioration of the roles of the social councils and the
ritualized performance of the general assemblies, group dynamics in
work processes and in governance become all the more important.
The "neo-cooperativism" discussed earlier in this book obviously
privileges team-based collaboration at the level of work processes
over what might be termed a more embracing form of participation
in decision making at the level of the firm. And, in a way, the chal
lenge to communication practice is increased in an organization that
stresses both corporate and team loyalty. What gets lost in the
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process, commonly, is an intermediate level of identification and
connection.
7. The ways in which interna tionalization is being pursued by
the coopera tives generally relegate the promotion of cooperative
ideals to participation at interna tional conferences and to occa
sional special service projects, and exclude such promulga tion in
the process of acquiring and developing new corpora te holdings be
yond Mondag6n . This point has already been discussed in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4. But I should add that the decisions being made about
corporate expansion into other parts of the world are contingent and
can be modified. Given the acknowledgment of an internal corporate
contradiction on the part of many of my interviewees-a number of
whom were themselves top managers-it may well be that the issue
of " conversion" will be revisited within the next few years .
8 . The degree of openness to negotiating the meaning of organiza
tional democracy within the cooperatives seems increasingly tied to
the importation of customer-oriented and market-driven concepts
into corporate s trategizing and participa tory practices. The cultur
ally grounded tradition of discussion, debate, and confrontation is
still alive within both MCC and ULMA. In marked contrast to my
experiences as a researcher and consultant in U.S. organizations, I
found nearly all employees of the cooperatives to be quite open in
voicing their criticisms of their supervisors, managers, and elected
officials; there was clearly little or no fear of reprisal. A socio who
dislikes his supervisor may be heard to call that person a "chorizo"
(sausage) . Still, the growing talk of market demands is dampening
discussions of core social values, the ongoing formation of corporate
policy, and the cooperatives' relations with their regions.
For many observers at Mondragon and elsewhere, true democracy
depends on diversity of opinion. For example, Syed Rahim ( 1 994) in
vokes Bakhtin's notion of "heteroglossia" ( 1 98 1 ) to stress that a
sound model of organizational democracy should make space for
multiple voices, always distinct, sometimes diverging, and occasion
ally in conflict. Moreover, even when it structurally involves only
two parties (as in traditional labor-management negotiations ) dia
logue ought to seek actively to incorporate a variety of viewpoints.
Though such a model may not be thoroughly applicable to a particu
lar business, it does highlight the social merits of stimulating lively
and diverse discussions within the organization, and it may be vital,
over the long run, to the innovativeness and economic strength of
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the firm. This concept offers a useful counterpoint to the centralized
strategy of corporations like Mondragon seeking to " speak to the
market with a single voice." It may also help them to take more seri
ously their own internal rhetoric about the benefits of a somewhat
decentralized entrepreneurial, empowering, team-based organiza
tional structure.
The current developments in the cooperatives of Mondragon come
from multiple sources and they defy easy analysis. Though it would
be unfair to say that corporate strategy is responsible for all of the
transformations at Mondragon, it would be equally misleading to at
tribute all of them to external market forces or to broad changes in
Basque and Spanish societies. The cooperatives are, especially today,
well-established and powerful agents in themselves-institutions
that are helping to shape the very economic environment that they
are also responding to.

Mondragon and the Market

Political theorist Robert Dahl ( 1 98 5 ) cautions us to pay close atten
tion to the behavior of corporations in contemporary society, and I
would like to build upon the foundation of his analysis to close this
chapter. Dahl directly refutes Alexis de Tocqueville's thesis that in
equating liberty with equality, democracy could collapse, conse
quently leveling the entire society into a kind of mass mediocrity. In
A Preface to Economic Democracy Dahl departs from his earlier
stance on the issue ( 1 96 1 ) to say that it is not rampant equality but
gross inequity in the distribution of material resources and influ
ence-that presently poses the greatest threat to democracy's future.
He recommends worker-owned-and-governed cooperatives as one
just and viable solution.
There are dangers both in the growing income gap between rich
and poor and in a kind of " corporatism" that confines decision mak
ing to the interlocking activities of highly structured, resource-rich,
and media-savvy institutions ( see Held's 1 996 outline of corpo
ratism), including multinational cooperative businesses such as
Mondragon. As co-ops such as MCC and ULMA proceed with more
acquisitions, joint ventures, and strategic alliances, they are at once
protecting themselves from market forces and helping to create
larger blocs of capital and power. Oligopolistic tendencies within
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many industries are not surprising, given the immense amount of
capital needed to compete in the international market as it is now
structured (Derber 1 998). Given their starring roles on the world
stage, it is in the activities of large corporations that we find both
fear and hope, according to Dahl. ( See also Gray 1 998 . )
But a t the same time that more types of organizations "speak"
about their vision, values, and ethics, we may find that the range of
discussion as well as access to it are actually quite narrow. The dis
cussion of values itself may become quite ritualized and detached
from active forms of engagement, especially as organizations rush to
mimic one another in the use of today's buzzwords in the hope of in
spiring their employees on the one hand and their consumers on the
other (Christensen and Cheney in press). Though nearly all organiza
tions are now announcing themselves as having " core social values, "
we may find that most of these are justified for their contribution to
the bottom line. The market thus lurks symbolically behind many
assertions of "value, " especially by business corporations.
Organizations in every sector are appealing to an overarching
image of the market as their guiding principle, and that point of ref
erence may limit what is seen as ethically and socially possible given
the dictates "it's just business " ( Cheney in press-b ) . As long as the
market is used as the primary frame within which to view issues
such as the dignity of the human person, an organization's commit
ment to its employees, corporate social responsibility, environmen
tal preservation, and overall quality of life, there will be a strong
temptation to commodify social values and to reduce human labor to
the status of a mere instrument ( Fairclough 1 993 ) . As William Grei
der poignantly observes, we shouldn't be surprised that markets are
basically amoral. After all, he explains, "The essential purpose of
deregulation . . . is to free market functions of noneconomic consid
erations " ( 1 997b : 72 ). It's not that markets are totally undemocratic
or that they always steer clear of moral considerations-many econ
omists see their commitment to the market principle as a moral
stance in itself ( see M. Friedman 1 962)-but rather that the market
way of framing issues calls for counterpoint. We need a competing
way of " telling our story, " expressing who we are, and setting the
basic priorities of society ( Cooren 1 99 8 ) . This can come from inside
the market itself in the form of successful organizations like Mon
dragon that choose to promote social values of lasting importance.
In the case of Mondragon, there are crucial lessons for all of us. Its
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story has been inspiring and it is still being told. Part of the strength
of its tradition has been in the flourishing of multiple opinions, di
verse expressions of democracy, and a commitment to social solidar
ity. Also, the relationship of employee participation to the wider so
ciety has been and continues to be important. How the cooperatives
will choose to write their own history, addressing themselves and
the world, will depend on how they manage the practical tensions
now being experienced there. But above all, perhaps, Mondragon's
enduring message to us is that we are more than a market.

Participation and Marketization
at Mondragon and Beyond
Human beings are created for work. Seldom is work created for human beings.
-Christian Berggren, Alternatives to Lean Production: Work Organization in the
Swedish Auto Industry, 1 992
The way out of this apparent paradox-the contrast between an apparent advocacy of
empowerment by TQM's promoters, contrasted with the apparent disempowerment
stressed by its critics-is to see TQM [and related trends] as, among other things, a
mode of legitimating the very commodification of relations both inside the hierarchy
as well as, more recently, between [organizations] and individual consumers of services.
-Alan Tuckman, "Ideology, Quality and TQM, " 1 995

Work in the Age of the Consumer

ecent programs to restructure organizations in the interests of

Rgreater efficiency, productivity, and employee involvement are

more and more being understood within the framework of " cus
tomer responsiveness, " "internal markets " and the "new democratic
firm" (Halal l 996 ) . The employee is expected to serve the almighty
customer while being entrepreneurial and independent in spirit. The
programs of Total Quality Management, Total Participative Manage
ment, Self-directed Work Teams, and Continuous Improvement all
depend to a great extent on a form of " self-management" by which
the employee is expected to take on ever greater responsibility for
the affairs of his or her sector. Much of the discourse and decision
making surrounding customer service serves to grant agency or effi
cacy-the power to accomplish things on one's own-to the cus
tomer much more than to the employee . From this perspective, "be
coming a better [more productive] worker is the same as becoming a
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better self" (du Gay 1 996a: 1 3 7 ) . And being a "smart consumer, " get
ting "a good buy, " serves as a replacement for a wider ideal of citi
zenship.
Still, at Mondragon and elsewhere we find signs of renewed atten
tion to employee as well as to customer satisfaction. And some man
agers rightly see the two outcomes as interlinked. Two socios of
MCC's Otalora Training Center told me in 1 99 7 : "Some of the man
agers are starting to understand that customer service is important
but that in order to implement certain strategies along these lines we
first have to satisfy our employees. So we need the kind of manage
ment and leadership that appeals to employees and that really takes
their concerns into account. "

The " People Problem" in Organizational Theory and
Practice

We can gain a deeper and broader perspective on these important is
sues by returning to a defining moment in the history of industrial
relations. Perhaps the most famous research in the history of the
modern organization is the Hawthorne experiments, conducted at
the Hawthorne Western Electric Plant near Chicago between 1 928
and 1 935 . These studies, which were commonly interpreted as point
ing to the importance of social factors such as the individual atti
tudes and group solidarity of workers, ushered in what would later be
called the Human Relations Movement. In the modern mythology of
management, this movement (which held sway in managerial text
books and in many practices in the middle of the twentieth century)
is cast in an antagonistic role with its premier predecessor, Frederick
Taylor's Scientific Management (or "Taylorism, " as many of his fol
lowers came to designate it). The excesses of Tayloristic emphases
on production and the technical aspects of workplace reorganization,
particularly in their presumption about the inherent distastefulness
of work and their dismissal of intuition, needed to be countered with
a "softer, " more sensitive approach. Thus, the Human Relations
Movement, born out of the Hawthorne study's " discovery" that so
cial factors make a difference to people, became the dominant force
in thinking about organizations and work, with a host of luminaries
linked to the movement.
But despite this movement's humane ethos and despite the re-
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peated attempts to demonstrate conclusively that 11 the happy worker
was in fact the productive worker, " the results of Human Relations
studies were mixed, often finding only a weak positive correlation
between job satisfaction and employee productivity. Further, there
was an acknowledged inauthenticity to many of the projects con
ducted under the mantle of 11human relations, " in that much of the
avowed interest in employees related strictly to productivity. Em
ployee attitudes, values, and even their informal communication
could then be construed as 11governable" in the pursuit of organiza
tional efficiency (see du Gay 1 996b; Jacques 1 996; Rose 1 990) . Thus
the Human Relations Movement, as the story is recounted in man
agement textbooks, gave way to other more complex views of the or
ganization, such as those offered by systems theory or the cultural
perspective on organizations.
But as Richard Gillespie observes in his fascinating reinterpreta
tion of the Hawthorne studies, 11little seems to have changed since
Western Electric managers and Elton Mayo confronted similar prob
lems of productivity and worker motivation at Hawthorne" ( 1 99 1 :
269 ) . Gillespie argues that the same basic themes regarding partici
pation and productivity hold sway today, though under the guise of
new labels. He explains that while there is much hand-wringing over
the excesses of technical control in the workplace-especially the
current obsession with automation and computerization-the 11best"
management practices are in fact seen as those which will eke out a
bit more productivity from employees . These practices, entirely in
the service of greater productivity, offer few or no options for democ
racy for its own sake. According to Gillespie, despite all the praise for
new initiatives of participation and democracy at work, both the re
search literature and common practices tend to reinforce managerial
authority above all. For Gillespie, the limits to the "managerial revo
lution" make it hardly a revolution at all.
Gillespie concludes his book by mentioning certain exceptions to
the elitism and paternalism of most perspectives on workplace orga
nization. He singles out William Foote Whyte; eminent U. S . sociolo
gist and pioneer researcher of the Mondragon worker cooperatives,
for maintaining an interest in genuine participation. For Whyte, as
for Gillespie, it's not enough for workers merely to feel as though
they are participating in the decisions that shape their work experi
ence; they ought to have a real voice in those decisions .
Mondragon offers us a remarkably complete case from which to
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probe these issues, as Whyte recognized when he first approached the
cooperatives with his students in 1 9 78 . Here is a system built from
the ground up, based on a foundation of social values, and dedicated
simultaneously to the individual and the group . Co-op expert Robert
Oakeshott says, "What struck me most when I was lucky enough to
meet [Arizmendi] was his commitment to the values of freedom as
well as to the importance of work and technical skill" ( 1 9 78: 1 72).
Today that set of cooperatives is contemplating further expansion; in
the face of internationalization it is questioning its own "Basque
ness "; it is striving to be more productive and more competitive; and
it is aiming to reorganize its internal activities around new forms of
participation and the master symbol of the customer. Within this sea
of change is a strong recognition that Mondragon's cherished tradi
tions of solidaridad somehow need to be preserved, lest the people
find themselves without the strong cultural foundation that helped
breathe life into the co-ops . Indeed, both the peculiarities and the
universality of the Mondragon case should by now be apparent to the
reader.
Taking a closer look at these highly successful but changing
Basque cooperatives helps us to see more clearly what the tradeoffs
are while examining the basic question posed at the beginning of this
book: How can an economically successful, growing organization
maintain its essential value commitments? The Mondragon case is
important not only as an instance of workplace democracy in a world
of organizations that are not typically democratic but also in terms
of how tensions between, for example, globalization and local con
trol are being addressed (Castells 1 996). It is not so important to me
that my students regularly split on the practical possibility for Man
dragon-like organizations in the United States (though there indeed
are some important examples). Phrasing the question "Can Mon
dragon survive-here or there ? " tends to divert our attention from
the larger question: "What is business about, anyway? " If we see the
lessons of Mondragon within the limited parameters of the coopera
tives' purity or if we shelve the case as a quaint footnote in our con
sideration of the array of possible organizational forms, we really
miss the broader and more important point. What is happening to the
Mondragon system internally while it deals with a more " open" ex
ternal market tells us a great deal about what options are possible, or
thinkable, or discussable for other organizations, not only radically
alternative ones but also mainstream ones. We can better see the
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possible futures by noting what course is being charted by socially
inspired organizations that are adjusting to today's market .
The answers offered here are necessarily tentative and incomplete.
The struggle is continuous, prone to irony and surprise, and practical
solutions to the dilemma are only temporary and partial. One cer
tainty, though, is that a complete surrender of socially responsive
values to the demands of sheer consumerism will leave an organiza
tion without a core ideology. Such a surrender would also leave em
ployees without a sense of how they might " make a difference" even
though they might be celebrated as "entrepreneurs " within the con
text of newly structured work teams and "profit centers. " In this re
gard, Mondragon's departure from its traditionally evangelistic
stance about spreading cooperativism is disturbing. Even more no
table has been the cooperatives' shift away from an idea of employee
participation that is grounded in the rights of employees to con
tribute to policymaking. For it is in these two arenas that social val
ues can be examined, articulated, and put forth in dialogue with oth
ers. Nevertheless, the freedom from the oppressive assembly-line
technologies must be acknowledged and welcomed, as anyone who
has ever worked in such rigid and depersonalizing industrial environ
ments would agree.
Thus while in certain senses the Mondragon cooperatives are be
coming decidedly less democratic, in other ways they are perhaps be
coming more so. The specific answer to "What is happening to work
place democracy at Mondragon ? " depends on what we mean by
"democracy. " The work environments of worker-owners at Mon
dragon, especially of those in newly restructured team-based organi
zations such as MCC's Irizar bus manufacturing plant or ULMA
Construcci6n's building materials plant are allowing for more flexi
bility in the decisions and activities of employees. Thus the resident
sociologist at MCC 's Otalora Training Center, Mikel Lezamiz, could
say, in 1 994 and again in 1 99 7, that " many socios are experiencing
workplace democracy in a more concrete way than they have ever
experienced it before . " The employees of those firms report moder
ately high levels of job satisfaction, even as they express concerns
about the increased workload that goes hand in hand with more on
the-job responsibilities . In the cooperatives of MAIER, MAPSA and
ULMA-Forja, where I concentrated my field research, socios ex
pressed cautious optimism about programs to restructure work
processes according to the method of semiautonomous work teams.
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The Mondragon cooperatives are becoming significantly less de
mocratic in one important sense: employee participation is less and
less valued either for its own sake or for how it contributes to shap
ing the policies that affect the cooperatives' work processes and mar
ket strategies. Nearly all of my interviewees in 1 994 and 1 997 spoke
of the declining importance of the general assemblies, the increas
ingly blurred line between the functions of the governing councils
and the management councils, and the lack of a role for ombudsman
in most cooperatives' social councils ( even in cases where the social
council was perceived as effective and credible ) . The great symbol
ism surrounding voting in the cooperatives is clearly being sup
planted by a new stress on participation at the level of one's job.
Thus, the domain within which most employees see themselves as
having influence is narrowing, and this feeling is acute among the
temporary socios and the contract-based, nonowning employees.
For better and for worse, the socios and non-socios of the Mon
dragon cooperatives are very aware of their role as servants to the
consumer. Employees must attend to their role as customers to the
cooperatives' corporate suppliers, to the ways in which they are sup
pliers to outside purchasers, to the means by which departments
within the firm are both suppliers and customers for one another,
and to the manner in which the work process is rationalized as the
achievement of external customer satisfaction. The relationship
with the " customer" is coming to be privileged over employee rela
tions and the employee's relationship to the cooperative itself. In
the co-ops, as well as in the larger communities, this movement is
described as " inevitable, " "natural, " " strategic, " "necessary, " and
"just good business . "

Constraints on and Possibilities for Participation Today

The currently popular images of the market and the consumer are
being celebrated more than ever before. What happens when the pro
duction process and the people in it become redefined as "market, "
"customers, " and "profit centers " ? In a sense, these trends represent
a natural extension of capitalistic ways of thinking-an expansion of
"marketization. " Yet these developments may mean even more
" severance" or alienation at work and in the community (see Sayer
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1 99 1 ), as more and more social concerns are translated and thereby
subordinated in the language of the market .
In such a society as the one we find prevailing in the industrialized
world, the commodity, the thing, is no longer something "held in the
hand" and then exchanged for another; it is no longer even simply an
object transformed by layers of use, exchange, and symbolic mean
ings; it is no longer even just a service offered in the market. Rather,
" commodity" becomes a social and economic concept that is applied
to the creator or user of the "thing" itself. "Marx himself noted the
effects of commodification in language: referring to people as 'hands'
in industrial contexts " (Fairclough 1 992: 207 ) . Today we might say
that the process of commodification has come to influence how we
see not only products, services, and work processes but also the val
ues associated with those.
Marx ( [ 1 865-72] 1 9 77) recognized also that even the most abstract
ideas, principles, and sacred symbols could be subject to a kind of
commodification, where their market value became determined not
so much by their use value or other kinds of meaning but rather by
their currency of exchange . In this way, ethics itself can become a
commodity that is "exchanged, " with monetary value ascribed it
to by one organization or another that is trying to " sell" itself as
ethical.
But how do we respond to the presumably well-meaning advertis
ing campaigns of Benetton that feature power images of suffering
people as a chief representation of the clothing manufacturer in the
marketplace (compare Fialka 1 99 7; Tinic 1 99 7 ) ? We may welcome
this development if we see the organization promoting an awareness
of pressing social issues. Still, there's a risk that those same issues
are being packaged, reduced, and ultimately trivialized within the
frame of a marketing strategy.
The effects of placing social values within a market context are not
wholly predictable, however, because of the capacity for interpretive
diversity and symbolic transformation (think again of changes in the
symbol of " the consumer" over the course of the twentieth century).
There will always be surprises in the appropriation of symbols by
business and consumer culture, especially as some entrepreneurially
minded individuals and organizations test the bounds of what is pos
sible-even in a highly constrained marketing genre such as person
als ads (compare Coupland 1 996; Featherstone 1 99 1 ) . Yet there is a
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tendency for a value that is marketed to lose the sense that it stands
for something apart from market calculations.
The "loss of value" for a symbol in the marketplace is exacerbated
by a culture of communications that demands repetition and results
in overuse (Baudrillard 1 983 ) . This is exactly the predicament faced
by the corporate social responsibility movement today: the more it is
talked about and the more crowded the bandwagon, the harder it be
comes for "social responsibility" to retain a core of well-defined
meaning around a set of lauded practices. As every business claims to
be socially responsible and seeks to gain approval from professional
associations, in a sense no business will be socially responsible. Or,
at least, it will become very difficult to sort out authentic or deep
commitments to the ideology from those that simply adopt the slo
gan for momentary convenience.
As employees are seen largely in terms of their " added value " (du
Gay 1 996a), have we really succeeded in commodifying the em
ployee ? As "internal customers " do employees ordinarily enjoy a
fraction of the rights that external customers are said to have? Or do
cynicism and opposition still exist behind this apparently sweeping
trend ?
Though capitalist exploitation of workers has been well docu
mented since Marx's time, we can observe something new about the
forms of alienation now appearing in the workplaces of industrial
ized society-what might be termed commodified empowerment.
Talk of employees as " instruments" or "resources" is all around us,
despite claims about an enlightened new workplace. Morally speak
ing, such terminology makes policies toward their " disposability" all
the more thinkable (see Cheney and Carroll 1 997; Conrad and Poole
1 997), even while those who create the policies are laughing at Dil
bert and other cartoons that bitingly portray the down sides work life
at the turn of the twenty-first century.
Despite genuine attempts to stimulate entrepreneurship inside the
organization, including healthy competition between the "profit
centers " that constitute what used to be departments or functions of
the organization, the infusion of market language and ways of think
ing into work activities seems to be reducing the freedom and signif
icance of the worker and manager. The prevalence of such discourse
and the consequent new pressures on employees are limiting options
for imagining what organizations could be or should be.
We should recognize the ambiguities of key terms such as " partie-
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ipation, " "quality, " and " customer service, " while understanding
also the tendencies toward consolidation of meaning that may be
quite restrictive. Communication theorist Dennis Mumby ( 1 997) has
recently explained that the concept of hegemony should be thought
of neither as an unstoppable force that renders all individuals and or
ganizations as cultural dupes nor an open-ended process of negotia
tion where subordinate groups simply remake meanings and activi
ties as they wish ( compare Clegg 1 988; Gramsci [ 1 929-30] 1 9 7 1 ;
Lukes 1 9 74). Rather, forms o f dominance and resistance are i n di
alectical tension with one another, and these relationships are nei
ther stable nor wholly predictable.
The use of language in capitalism and in other institutions of our
society can be slippery, as recent appropriations of the language of
marketing by nearly all professions and sectors have shown (see Hall
1 982; Mouffe 1 992). In theory, linguistic and symbolic transforma
tions are limitless; the creative power of language and visual imagery
offers the creator of a message a remarkable array of options. For in
stance, " teamwork" is defined and practiced in dramatically differ
ent ways in various national, cultural, and organizational contexts.
Japanese corporations' typical emphasis on the team as representing
the corporation as a whole is in marked contrast to the common
stress within some Swedish corporations on the autonomy of the
group in production processes. And even within nations or in single
industries we find an array of different practices under a single popu
lar heading like " quality. " The ambiguity itself serves as a strategic
resource for policy-makers and managers (Eisenberg 1 984). As a re
cent study of how employees understand and use corporate mission
statements shows, the interpretations of " sacred" symbols within
the organization may also be widely disparate and have varying im
plications for decision making and action (Fairhurst, Jordan, and
Neuwirth 1 997). In the transformation of one plantation-style agri
cultural organization to a worker co-op in Papua New Guinea in the
1 980s, employees actually quit working after being designated as
" owners " because they felt they were therefore no longer obliged as
laborers (Bull 1 99 8 ) . On the shop floor, managerial initiatives and
prescriptions will occasionally be transformed in ways that that pro
vide workers greater space for action, as when bonus plans and other
incentive pay schemes are used by employees to reorganize work
flow to allow for more break time ( see Collinson 1 992; Lamphere
1 995 ) . Consider as well cases where employees in customer service
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training are demanding their own rights as customers by refusing to
"buy" programs ( see Gedye 1 998 ) Here are examples of how a less
powerful group can appropriate a term from the more powerful,
thereby reversing or undermining its meaning ( see Foucault 1 9 78;
Hayden 1 998; Kingfisher 1 996 ) . It should not be assumed that organi
zationally sanctioned symbols, such as " core values, " necessarily
hold sway over the thoughts and practices of all or most organiza
tional members.
But it is also true that at any given moment in the development of
an institution or a society there are real limits to "polysemy" or to
multiple or shifting interpretations ( see Condit 1 989). A kind of " dis
cursive closure" or limitation on debate may occur, where alterna
tives to the prevailing viewpoint or terminology may be suppressed
or not even thought about (Deetz 1 992) . These limits are to some ex
tent determined by the material and symbolic resources at the dis
posal of any group that would travel against the prevailing winds of
interpretation ( Cloud 1 996) . Also, the abilities of people to persuade
one another to accept this or that "paradigm " for, say, reorienting
management policy, will be associated significantly with the prestige
and popularity of the " gurus" who are promoting a particular ap
proach (for example, TQM, Reegineering, Kaizen, and so forth) . We
should recognize the concentrated efforts of big business associa
tions in spreading the word that the "free market"-as they define
it-is the natural state of affairs. " Freedom" may be one of the most
powerful and ambiguous terms in the U.S. cultural vocabulary, yet it
is clear today that "freedom from governmental regulation" has the
upper hand in political discourse over "freedom to organize work
ers . "
The powerful image o f "free trade" carries with i t a sense o f in
evitability. So compelling is the metaphor that it actively discour
ages reflection. In the push for the North American Free Trade Agree
ment ( NAFTA) in early 1 994, only one member of the U.S. Senate
could admit to having read the entire document (Nader and Wallach
1 996). The phrase "rising tide that lifts all boats " continues to be em
ployed by U.S. government and corporate heads to argue for the lib
eralization of trade and capital flows, thereby masking the elements
of such treaties that actually serve to protect the interests of multi
national companies. Such language deters questioning. Thus various
groups of social activists around the world are trying to shift the dis
cussion from free trade to fair trade.
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At Mondragon the " received wisdom " of prominent management
consultants and writers is often accepted virtually without question.
From a number of managers I interviewed there, I heard comments
along the lines of this one: "Well, what choice do we have than to
adopt the best management programs of today ? " But when I ques
tioned them further on the meaning of "best, " they usually pointed
to the most popular books on organizations in the United States
( such as The Machine That Changed the World by Womack, Jones,
and Roos), to the managerial program exports of Japan (such as
Kaizen ), to the best-known management consultants worldwide
(such as Peter Drucker), and to " the way everyone is talking about
these things in America. "
I n informal conversations a s well a s formal interviews a t Mon
dragon, there was almost always a tinge of ambivalence toward the
three industrial giants-the United States, Germany, and Japan. My
contacts essentially told me: "We have to emulate you, but we really
don't want to be like you . " But this two-sided stance seldom pro
voked a deep questioning of the management paradigms in currency
in the industrialized world. There was, in fact, a surprising lack of
trust in the wisdom of Mondragon's own extraordinary experience as
a guide for future corporate policy. Despite the profound tradition of
" solidarity" in the cooperatives, they were moving more and more
toward a reconceptualization of the internal affairs of the organiza
tions in largely market terms.
When I next visit Mondragon, I would not be surprised to hear de
scription of different departments of a cooperative as "suppliers " and
" customers. " Indeed, MAIER seemed already to be using such lan
guage as it sought in the mid- 1 990s to mirror its external relations
with customers with an image of "an internal market. " This image
may have certain merits, especially in terms of stressing everyone's
accountability, but it is sorely limited in representing the broader
purposes associated with work and with working together. The mar
ket metaphor needs competition!
To be sure, the precise local understandings of popular concepts
such as the consumer, quality, and the market remain to be explored
further in the cooperatives . I would not want to suggest that the ap
propriation of currently popular terms has obliterated Mondragon's
distinctive cultural heritage. Nor would I want to imply a total con
vergence of meaning for the terms " efficiency" and "quality, " any
more than I would argue that " solidarity" has ceased to have multi-
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ple senses. Interesting and creative uses of terms such as " customer
service" may well surprise both managers and analysts of the co-ops
like me. Still, it's quite clear to me that the adoption of dominant
managerial trends from outside the cooperatives, and specifically the
recasting of "participation" in customer-oriented terms, represents
far more than a superficial change in " talk. " The marketization of
Mondragon represents a profound organizational transformation.
In general, the market-oriented transformation of the workplace
has probably reduced the space for the operation of intrinsic motiva
tion. The parameters for legitimate meanings and practices of "par
ticipation" seem to be narrowing. When we say that employee par
ticipation is not of value for its own sake or even that it is a privilege,
we are in effect placing the locus of control and motivation outside
the boundaries of the organization. Yet most new programs of pro
ductivity, quality, and participation emphasize the gains in auton
omy and self-determination for the individual employee. In the
words of one of the strongest advocates of Total Quality Manage
ment, the concern is " with moving the focus of control from outside
the individual to within; the objective being to make everyone ac
countable for their own performance, and to get them committed to
attaining quality in a highly motivated fashion" (Oakland 1 989: 26).
But such employee empowerment has a big price tag in loss of inde
pendence.
In organizations from Mondragon co-ops to universities to city
government, I have found that employees do have a strong sense of
contradiction; at least they feel that there's something disingenuous
about an organization demanding more "participation" in the form
of work intensification while lauding the " entrepreneurial " possibil
ities in a specific job or on a work team. The contradiction becomes
even more pronounced with the demand for increased upward re
porting (production figures), downward surveillance (production tar
gets ), and peer group pressure, within and between work teams . Soci
ologist Graham Sewell ( 1 998) speaks of " chimerical" control in
today's organization: we find some unexpected bedfellows, given the
hype for the New Workplace (U.S. Department of Labor 1 994). Inten
sive monitoring of work behavior does not fit well with an ideology
of "entrepreneurship " at the level of one's job unless we interpret the
current trend of team-based organizing as simply another phase in
the development of organizational control.
Employees in every sector are becoming deeply suspicious of pro-
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grams directed at " empowerment, " "quality, " and "participation"
because they recognize that with increased responsibility there is
usually a demand for more work. With studies such as Guillermo J.
Grenier's ( 1 98 8 ), in which a quality circle program in a manufactur
ing company was revealed to be little more than a well-disguised
union-busting effort, we can hardly wonder at the depth and persis
tence of employees' questioning.
The growth of such questioning at Mondragon, especially among
younger professional employees, may call for a revival of participa
tion in a new form. And, ironically, further questioning at the grass
roots level may be fueled by new management-developed programs
of participation. The December 1 996 issue of MCC's magazine TU
featured the "second generation" of cooperativistas and highlighted
their entrepreneurial and independent spirit. Just as it would have
been difficult, say, twenty-five years ago, to predict the dominant ex
pressions of consumerism today in the industrialized world, so we
cannot be sure than the seeming individualism and careerism of
today's socio at Mondragon will not evolve into a new and dynamic
form of engagement at work and in the community.
As the practical meanings of participaci6n continue to evolve at
Mondragon, we may see movement from the consumer culture " in
ward" toward the co-ops and from the programs of the co-ops " out
ward" toward the larger society (compare Elden 1 98 1 ; Greenberg
1 9 8 1 ; Huspek and Kendall 1 99 1 ) . That is, influences will likely be
seen in both directions, as the surrounding society influences the
course of the co-ops and the cooperatives' policies have an impact on
host communities.
In my own university, a group of staff, faculty, and administrators
has been working for more than four years on a " Quality of Work
life" ( QWL) program, genuinely aimed at improving material and so
cial working conditions for all campus employees. That project has
enjoyed some real successes, such as a new staff sabbatical program.
But the effort has also encountered paradoxes like those discussed in
this book. One of the most difficult jobs has been to convince em
ployees that the QWL project is not simply about applying pressure
" nicely" so that already overworked and underpaid personnel will
" give a little more " to the institution. University employees are un
derstandably skeptical of some administrators' efforts to recast the
internal affairs of the university in market-oriented terms, making
the symbol of " the customer" applicable not only to students
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(which, by now, is the generally accepted way of labeling them ) but
also to one another.
From a neo-Weberian perspective, we can see that the market
oriented transformation of organizations tends to preclude system
atic, probing, collective reflection on the meaning of work and the
purposes of organizations. Weber's ( [ 1 968] 1 9 78 ) incompletely articu
lated "fourth type" of organization would be one where the basic
logic of relations at work is governed principally by a consensus
around enduring and important social commitments (Rothschild
Whitt 1 979; Satow 1 9 75 ) . Profound collective reflection over the con
stellation of values that guide our endeavors is what Stephen Kalberg
( 1 980) calls "ethical substantive rationality. " Such a conception and
practice of work would necessitate thinking beyond the confines of
the metaphors of market or customer.
A strong market orientation tends to grant market relations su
premacy over other types of social or political analysis. As a logic for
employee relations, such an orientation "frees up " workers from
thinking about other persons ( or, ultimately, themselves) in ways
other than as participants in the supplier-customer chain. Just as a
home buyer who enlists the services of a real estate agent is urged
not to worry about the seller in the transaction, so an employee who
is recast as a supplier/customer is implicitly guided away from
thinking of his or her colleagues or co-workers as persons . Thus
broader social concerns can also be pushed out of view. More gener
ally, workplace democracy is pointed not toward a broader arena of
political participation in society ( as envisioned by Pateman 1 9 70) but
serves merely as a means of momentarily satisfying the customer.
Though participation programs at Mondragon and elsewhere may be
directed toward increased productivity and efficiency in the ultimate
hope of providing more stable employment to the larger community,
their design may reduce commitment and sacrifice within that com
munity. How employee participation programs are framed and im
plemented should thus be monitored with an eye to their broader so
cial implications.
Bureaucratic relations, as described so completely by Weber ( [ 1 968]
1 978 ), thus take on a new cast or become legitimized within a new
framework of understanding. In Weber's ideal type of "rational legal"
organization, the fatal flaw he anticipated was that allegiance to the
system itself could overshadow more basic or fundamental concerns
about what the organization was doing and what it was for. Adher-
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ence to a set of rules, regulations, and standards could become such a
preoccupation that a sense of larger purpose would be lost-for the
employee and for the organization. The new " enterprise culture"
may also largely forsake ethical reflection as it redefines work
processes in market-oriented terms and sees broad-level standards
for human resource management as a throwback to the days of bu
reaucratic inefficiency ( du Gay 1 996b ) .
I n this new phase o f bureaucratic development, many work
processes are redesigned in terms of entrepreneurship, teamwork,
and customer relations (see Edwards 1 9 79 ) . Today we witness a
regime of productivity and efficiency that is directed outward toward
the market. The organizations may be "flatter" and "post-Fordist" in
many cases, but they are strongly bureaucratic in terms of the stan
dardization of work activity under the imperative of ever-increasing
"quality" (Boje and Winsor 1 993 ) .
In this type o f organization, its very rationale, i t s reason for being,
are the presumed needs of the customer and the presumed dictates of
the market. This new orientation makes sense in terms of account
ability, responsibility, and service. Yet, as we have seen, this trend
can take on perverse and unexpected dimensions. For decisions
about and by customers are seldom couched in terms other than the
satisfaction of immediate wants and short-term goals . As organiza
tions surrender the capacity to define their own internal standards,
they lose a measure of integrity. And advocacy of social values and
inspiration of the citizen-consumer gets lost in the rush toward ever
more efficient production processes.
Even with the intended emphasis on innovation and dynamism
within the new management paradigm, many organizational activi
ties tend to be narrowly circumscribed, highly ritualized, and lacking
in analysis. The new "nonbureaucratic" organization can thus be
just as rigid as the much-criticized bureaucratic one. It can become a
system preoccupied with making tiny improvements in its own "ser
vice, " with little attention to broader purposes. Despite the high
minded talk about "vision, " " mission, " and "service, " it can become
just as trapped in systems of its own making.
These are some of the prevailing winds I feel at Mondragon and
elsewhere. What, then, are the options available for escaping the con
straints of "commodified employee empowerment" and for reassert
ing core social values in an organization like the Mondragon cooper
atives ? These are crucial questions in our reflections on the
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possibility for democratic, humane, and socially conscious work or
ganizations around the world.

Reflections on the Market We Make

The whole matter of organizational values is difficult to grasp and
hold because the values themselves are subject to ambiguity, trans
formation, and contradiction. The more we talk about some value
and the means of assessing it, the more we may find ourselves tan
gled in a web of meaning of our own creation. A fine current example
is the idea of "continuous improvement, " an imperative for quality
that has led many service organizations deliberately to understate
quantitative indicators of their own p erformance so as to give them
selves space to " improve " on the scale. Such are the irrationalities,
even absurdities, of our seemingly most advanced systems of man
agement.
The value of postmodern skepticism is its reminder that any of our
projects, however noble, are likely to encounter some internal con
tradictions, produce some unexpected outcomes, and perhaps even
become victims of their own labeling. This insight is particularly rel
evant to the domain of organizational values, where the quest for
novel expressions of organizations' identities and missions produces
a constant flow of messages about " what the organization is. " Adver
tising, public relations, and marketing make it difficult even to ask
about the "real " or authentic value commitments on the part of the
organizations that employ them. It's not that these professions are
inherently dishonest but that the business of producing public repre
sentations of the organization necessarily leads to a decline in
"value" for the most talked-about symbols . This has occurred with
the labels "green marketing" and " cutting edge technology. "
Still, we would not give up on attempts to make organizations
morally accountable, to humanize work, to give life to ideals of em
ployee participation. We know that some businesses treat their em
ployees better than others do. We can tell from experience that some
institutions are more democratic than others. Some organizations
are committed to social betterment, to the advancement of interests
beyond their own aggrandizement.
It's convenient (and somewhat accurate) to say that by being play
ers in an international market the Mondragon cooperatives engage
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certain pressures and requirements that are beyond their control. In
an economic environment where capital as well as trade is being
given freer flight, the co-ops are competing with many giant multi
nationals whose agenda does not include strong social commit
ments . Thus it's not surprising that Mondrag6n has pursued some of
the same strategies as other large corporations to expand its capital
base and minimize the effects of more open competition, such as
joint ventures, strategic alliances, and acquisitions of factories in de
veloping countries.
I am in no position to assess objectively the full extent of external
economic pressures on the Mondragon cooperatives today, but my
research does provide a vantage point for commenting on the social
direction of the co-ops and especially the tendencies evident in their
internal policies and wider discourses. The cooperatives are changing
in dramatic ways . Not all of this change can be chalked up to exter
nal pressures, especially not in the sense of outside institutions using
leverage to force Mondrag6n in line with practices of noncooperative
multinational firms. The co-ops are still functioning largely as em
ployee-owned enterprises, and a number of their socially inspired
principles are still practiced. However, the judgment that the cooper
atives are employee-governed needs to be modified with a complete
recognition of the changing ideology and programs of participation
there. The value of "participation" is rather systematically being re
located at the level of work production, redefined in terms of "con
tinuous improvement" in production, and redirected toward the ref
erence point of the customer.
The full scope of this transformation in one of Mondragon's core
values is difficult to capture. First, some of the impetus for this
change does come from relations with external suppliers and cus
tomers, many of whom have become both more demanding and
more fickle. Second, the trend can be attributed in part to shifts in
managerial strategy and programs toward "quality customer ser
vice . " Third, this change in the culture of participation in the co-ops
is consistent with broader cultural changes around Mondragon with
the consumer at the center. Therefore, it would be appropriate to say
neither that the " environment" ( or market) is completely driving the
cooperatives to change nor that the co-ops are fully in charge of their
own future, but rather that a complex of influences has made certain
values dominant there today.
Though this study has examined a wide range of values under pres-
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sure and in flux at Mondragon, the focus has clearly been on work
place democracy and employee participation. I chose these twin em
phases for two reasons: to look closely at the democratic performance
of a celebrated case and to consider the ambiguities and ironies sur
rounding the term "participation" as a means of observing the role of
the employee in today's new workplace. The case of Mondragon,
along with a host of other current examples, suggests that employee
participation is a big symbolic umbrella under which we find a vari
ety of types . Often it is employed to emphasize greater demands on
and responsibilities of the worker. Sometimes the term becomes a
disguise for the perpetuation of autocratic management practices and
the introduction of new means of work surveillance. Occasionally it
represents a deeper commitment to the capacity of members to de
termine some of the conditions under which they work. At Mon
dragon we have seen evidence of all three of these embodiments of
participation, and more.
Democracy in the workplace should be assessed on two broad lev
els : specific opportunities by employees to contribute to the develop
ment of business strategy and the ways "participation" itself is open
to negotiation by employees. Though we may decide that it's unreal
istic in a particular case for all employees to have a shaping influence
on corporate or organizational policy, we can say more confidently
that everyone ought to have some capacity to affect the conditions
and requirements of work. In this pursuit, labor unions, autonomous
ombudsmen, and periodic self-assessment all have valuable roles to
play-even in the worker-owned and worker-governed cooperative
and despite the limitations of any of these measures when institu
tionalized over time. The right of self-determination at work extends
beyond the currently popular notion of " self-management. "
Finally, w e cannot talk very long about workplace participation or
democracy without dealing with the market and the ways we talk
about the market. Relationships between the market and democracy
are complex in that each can be seen as both supporting and under
mining the other (Almond 1 99 1 ) . The Austrian economist Joseph
Schumpeter ( [ 1 942] 1 9 76 ) maintained that the market's tendency to
break its own constraints would ironically pose the greatest threat to
its long-term survival: market expansion would help to promote the
very conditions for its reform or dissolution by undermining bonds
of trust, commercial relationships, and the stability upon which the
market's performance depends. The situation is further complicated
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b y the way w e talk about the market. N o t only do w e abstract it
from human affairs so as to grant it something of a life of its own, but
we also use slogans such as " free trade" in ways that obscure tenden
cies toward state intervention to help corporations escape the unpre
dictability of more open competition. As another example, our very
use of the term "market globalization" hides the fact that most
economies in the world are still overwhelmingly domestic.
The terminology of the market, marketing, and the consumer are
dominating boardrooms and everyday decision making in ways that
are deeply disturbing. Citizens, employees, and entire institutions
are reduced in their social and ethical significance as a result. Also,
market discourse can be used to further policies that show utter dis
regard for people, apart from some minimal and passing instrumental
value-for example as " human resources" to be managed.
However, "marketspeak" and the relentless pursuit of " customer
satisfaction" do suggest some of their own limitations, as revealed in
the contradiction between rising corporate profits and CEOs'
salaries, on the one hand, and some industries' cutbacks in personnel
on the other. The acknowledged glut of production in many sectors
is challenging the ethic of unlimited market expansion. Corporate
entitlements from government are now being criticized as " corpo
rate welfare. " Associations of citizens have been mobilizing against
the proposed Multilateral Agreement on Investment, which would
further liberalize capital flow and fuel capital speculation. Some
communities in the United Kingdom and in the United States have
created local currencies, in order to promote principled and close re
lations between buyers and sellers . And former marketers and adver
tisers are promoting "buy nothing days " as new forms of consumer
expression. These developments are exceptional but nonetheless im
portant, as we contemplate what form the future market may take
(see Jermier, Knights, and Nord 1 994, on forms of resistance to orga
nizational control) .
These chinks i n the mortar should be exposed and widened, allow
ing for more meaningful debates about democracy and the market
to the degree that these are possible in our symbol-saturated world.
Within certain limits, there are options for symbolic and practical
maneuvering by the consumer and the employee. Even acting within
the world of marketization, people will find creative means of self
expression and pursue avenues toward social values. At work, where
employees' creative options may well be more limited, we need to
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consider how new programs of participation are in the long run going
to inhibit or inspire forms of resistance or change. Through the im
plementation of TQM or Kaizen certain avenues of employee discre
tion are widened. With that, there may be an opening to explore from
the shop floor upward what meanings "entrepreneurship " and
"teamwork" might hold in practice. As we have already seen, some
employees are now using the metaphor of "internal markets" to
argue strongly for their rights as "customers " of management's poli
cies. Other employees are being more demanding about benefits and
services provided by the employer. Also, many corporations are be
coming surprised and disturbed by what they see as a less-than-loyal
workforce.
Will consumer- and market-driven systems of employee p artici
pation simply reduce employees' actual opportunities for self
determination while demanding more and more of them in terms
of work responsibility, speed, and output ? Or will the organization
of the future evolve or break into a variety of forms, with some al
lowing for more genuine worker autonomy and empowerment ? An
swering these questions may be one of the most urgent needs for
the study of work to come.
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